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ABSTRACT

The thesis aims to provide an empirical study of an attempt to introduce an
Action Learning Set at departmental level within the organizational context of a
College of Higher Education. The starting-point for the study is the notion that
an academic leader introducing action learning to a department for which he or
she is responsible might reduce the dissonance often experienced in educational
organizations when institutional management paradigms conflict with the
educational values and pedagogical principles underpinning the institution.

A range of literature is examined, from that on leadership, organizational
culture and change management, to a number of specific texts on higher
education management. The use of action learning is considered within and
beyond higher education, particularly in its use as a means of strategic
leadership.

A discussion on methodological issues focuses on specific research questions

which were revisedover the courseof the study,and considersethical and
practical issues which underline the study.

The thesis presents a case study narrative based on the experience of the Action
Learning Set over a sequenceof six set meetings, and the resultant analysis of
data gathered. The data is supplemented by post-experience interviews.
The period of the study coincided with a time of considerable turbulence in the
higher education sector in the wake of the 2003 White Paper, including the
introduction of top-up fees in September 2006. This made a significant impact
institution
the
specific
and the department in which the research was based,
on
and this is evident in the data gathered and analysed.

The research concludes that the successof action learning, particularly in a
is
education
practised, dependsnot only on the
professional
setting where
interplay of professional knowledge, questioning and reflection, identified

5

by
originally Revans(1980) as P, Q and R, but also on appropriatetension
between affective factors and those concerning the organizational politics of the

institution whereaction learningis situated.
A number of points are identified for potential action by future researchers,
including the need to investigate the transferability from the team learning in an
action learning set to the development of collective capacity for leadership
development across an institution of higher education. It is also suggestedthat it
would be valuable to conduct empirical research on the use of action learning in
other settings in higher education, including those of senior management teams.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

and Context

Summary of the Work Undertaken

This thesis tells of an investigation into the use of action learning as a tool for
strategic leadership at middle management - departmental - level in higher
education. The investigation was simultaneously an initiative in staff
development (a deliberate attempt to distribute leadership more widely across
the department) and a piece of action research resulting from which the
researcher hoped to develop his knowledge and understanding of his own
leadership practices, and to make improvements in these practices as a result.

Over a five-month sequenceduring one academic semester,and following a
preparation period of some two years beforehand, the researcher (a middle
manager in higher education, as Dean of an academic School in a small to
medium-sized institution of higher education in England) initiated and
subsequently recorded and selectively transcribed monthly meetings of an
action learning set (ALS).

There were six voluntary participants, representing the full hierarchical range of
the departmental staff (including lecturers, an administrative assistant and Dean
hours,
Each
ALS
lasted
the
two
researcher).
and enabled one
session
around
participant to act as facilitator, while the other members 'presented' and
reflected on their specific issues and challenges relating to the long-term
'project' they had identified at the outset as their vehicle for action learning. As
attendance at each ALS varied according to availability, and there was no single
session where all members were present simultaneously, the maximum number
of presenters was usually three at any one session. Some eight months after the
final ALS session, each participant took part in a semi-structured individual
interview which - together with the ALS sessions themselves was recorded
-

and selectivelytranscribed.

9

The internal culture of the School was one which placed strong value on
professional learning. There was an extremely low level of staff turnover, and a
clear senseof team which derived probably from many years of working
together on overseas-basedtraining and consultancy projects.

At the start of the research project, none of the participants had experienced
action learning, though they had read about it, and some had taken part in a
staff development discussion on action learning a few months ahead of the pilot
session. The pilot session, in May 2004, was facilitated by an experienced
colleague from elsewhere in the institution. It was followed, from February to
June 2006, by a sequenceof five ALS sessions,at intervals of between three
and six weeks.

Institutional

Context

In the educational context which is the focus of the research, my role was to
manage significant parts of the enterprise activity of the university college of
higher education in which I worked (hereafter "the College"), with a brief to
increase net financial contribution to fund the expansion of the institution. In
securing international and regional commercial income, the financial accounts
for this area of work must by definition remain separatefrom the public funding
streams which paid for mainstream teaching and learning activity.
As a result, the School I led from October 2001 to July 2007 was to large
a
extent a separate entity which shared some characteristics with a small
business. During the period of the study, from January 2004 to December 2006,
the School of International

Education (INTED)

was one of six Schools within

the College. It was tasked with being both an academic department
(specialising in capacity-building

work in develop ing-world

and overseeing and implementing

the institution's

education systems)

International

Strategy. There

were 17 members of staff in the School at the start of the study, and I spent
70% of my time as Dean of International

Education. The action learning set in
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INTED (which is the focus of this thesis) comprised myself and five voluntary

School.
both
the
of
administrative,
and
academic
staff members,
I also manageda small RegionalAffairs teamwhich helpedto deliver the
College's RegionalEngagementStrategy.It was designedto supportinternal
College
in
to
of
staff to
a
growing
proportion
enable
order
capacity-building
30%
in
business
the
sectors.
of my
and
community
organizations
work with
time was spentasDirector of RegionalAffairs.
There was a sensein which these roles complemented each other, in that they
both involved the positioning of the College in relation to external audiences,
including funding bodies, project partners and commercial clients. Both
demanded a particular approach to leadership and the championing of change,
in responseto environments which could often be harshly volatile.
Nevertheless, there were significant differences between the operational and
political realities of each role.

The Regional Affairs role was new for the institution, and involved seeking out
increasing numbers of academic staff who might be interested in undertaking
applied research, consultancy or training work with external organizations.
There was a range of funding measureswhich could be used to pump-prime
such activity, and as this ftinding was available over several years, there was a
sensein which engagement of staff was an organic process. It was not a
question of imminent survival, but of evolutionary change. Between September
2004 and July 2006, the proportion of the academic staff involved in this
regional engagement activity increased from 4% to 20% (of a total of some 120
by
There
in
I
a
clear
was
sense
seen
my peers and senior
academics).
which was
managers to be succeeding in this role.

INTED was perceived quite differently across the institution, for a variety of
largely historical reasons.The first of these was this it did not conform to the
income and expenditure model of the other Schools of the College, due to the
based
block
funding
it
Instead
the
on
of
receiving
undertook.
work
nature of
11

(such
from
UK
government
agency
as HEFCE,
numbers
a
contracted student
TDA or the NHS), its income derived from dozens of separatesources each
year, including private individuals, non-govemmental organizations, ministries
income
Council
This
British
national
offices
and
so
on.
of education,
was
volatile and unpredictable, in that at the beginning of any financial year, less
than 75% of income was secure- the remainder came from competitive bidding
processes,approaches from potential clients and sometimes serendipitous
sources. In times of growing financial insecurity for the institution as a whole,
and changing financial culture due to pressures from government for full-cost
accounting, the notion of INTED as a 'cash cow' whose additional contribution
had always been welcome became threatened. Indeed, the College was now
dependent on INTED making a net contribution of 40% of its gross tuition
income in order to cover its overheads.

In previousyears,therehadbeenan unwritten set of assumptionsasto the
reasonswhy INTED could not be expectedto operateaccordingto the model of
the rest of the institution: much of its work was carriedout overseas,and
thereforedid not draw on campus-based
services;INTED provided a
recruitment,welfare and languagesupportserviceto the Collegeasa whole,
none of which had beenformally costedor chargedfor. Suddenly,during the
courseof the 2004/5 financial year,it becameclearthat the seniormanagement
was determinedto bring aboutradical changesin practice.This beganto
manifestitself through the instigationof a 'root andbranch' review of activity
in the Schoolof INTED, aspart of an institution-wide AcademicPortfolio
Review.

During the period of investigation, I experienced many of the pressures
discussed by Floyd and Wooldridge (1996,2000) in carrying out my middle
management role. I no longer questioned the fact that I was a middle manager,
rather than a senior leader in the institution, as a new grouping emerged (in
which I was not included) which took responsibility for all decisions on
Planning and Resources. This grouping of five colleagues from the wider
Management Team (of which I was a member) reported directly to the Principal
12

on ways of implementing the rather inflexible 'Resource Allocation Model'
introduced by the Principal in 2003.

The College also submitted an application for Taught Degree-Awarding Powers
to the Quality Assurance Agency, and experienced in 2005/6 a series of
gengagements'to determine the rigour and validity of quality systems, for
which financial control mechanisms were seenby the College as critical.

Although the colleagues with whom I worked shared a strong professional
commitment which was characterized by clear educational values (usually
framed in terms of capacity-building and empowerment among the international
professional communities with whom we worked), there was a growing
tendency, reinforced by the prevailing institutional culture, for organizing our
work activity according to more bureaucratic requirements. By 2003, this had
resulted in a mismatch between our espousededucational principles, applied
successfully in the classroom and in training and consultancy work, and our
everyday reality in managing the School. There was therefore significant
opportunity for change in the way we led and managed our work.

Because of my professional discomfort with the prevailing situation, and my
longstanding interest in trends in leadership and management in education, I
was particularly interested in research questions (detailed in Chapter 3) which
stemmed from a fascination with the idea of leading in a learning organization
of the sort identified by Senge (1990), Burgoyne et al (1991,1994), Garratt
(2001) and Sheffield Hallam University (2003).

Developments in the Institutional

Context during the period of study

(See Appendix I for a diagrammatic presentation of the ALS in the institutional
context. )

In May 2004, at the start of the work leading to the Initial Study (when the
Action Learning Set met for the first time), the College had been engaged in
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less
than a year
the
significant processesof change since
appointment,
previously, of a new Principal with a strong drive for institutional reform.
During his first year in post, this Principal concluded that the College had failed
to position itself strategically enough in respect of its market position, its
relationships with key partner organizations, its stance on research, and its
capacity to generate significant income from sources other than the funding
councils (HEFCE, TDA).

The Strategic Plan 2010, approved by the Academic Board in July 2004,
provided the basis for action towards twelve key objectives, two of which
concerned the areas of work which I led on behalf of the institution
(international education and regional engagement with employers and other
partners). It became increasingly apparent during the academic year 2004/5 that
the income derived from both these areasof work was critical to the College
being able to retain a positive financial balance. In the wake of clawbacks from
both funding agenciestotaling almost E300,000, the net contribution, by 2005/6
of almost half a million pounds from my areas of work, was vital to institutional
success.

As a result, the College financial system (vested in the Principal, Deputy
Principal - Business and Administration, and the Management Accountant)
demonstrated increasing concern with respect not only to reducing the risk
factors inherent in this international and regional income, but also to increasing
the percentage of overhead contribution from it. For the first time in three years,
this placed my work, and the degree of autonomy with which I carried it out,
under close scrutiny. As a 'business leader', I was under greater pressure from
the stakeholders to whom I reported, and was forced to think harder about the
strategic decisions I was involved in.

This made it all the more important to use approachesto management and
leadership which were conducive to enhanced involvement and performance by

the staff for whom I was responsible.At the sametime, it also impacted
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negativelyon the time I had availableto devoteto continuingthe work of the
Action Learning Set,which in the words of RookeandTorbert is:
66alltoo easily sacrificedin the faceof short-termobjectives,
which can seem more pressing" (2005: 9).

This context provided an interesting baseline from which to trace the
development of the researchproject over the three years from January 2004 to
December 2006, during which further instability ensued. The reduction in
teacher training places for the primary sector, and the uncertainty surrounding
the introduction of higher tuition fees from 2006n, each created their own
financial and political pressuresin the institution. However, these factors did
not in themselves necessarily militate against the validity or the successof the
practice of developing action learning sets. Indeed, as Senge (1990) and others
have argued, it is to systemic change which learning organizations must
respond.

There was, therefore, a challenge to the manner in which I led in my School,
and by implication to the very notion of distributed leadership, open dialogue
and team-basedworking which the Action Leaming Set was attempting to
reinforce. Whereas the Principal spoke directly on several occasions about the
desirability of voluntary redundancies as a means of bringing about cost
savings, my own belief was that reductions in the School's capacity would most
likely lead to a downward spiral in income, and consequently a lower net
financial contribution to the institution. Despite the failure to meet the newlyintroduced financial target of 40% of income in 2004/5, there was nevertheless
a significant net contribution of over E200,000.

One optimistic way of viewing this potential 'cultural crisis' was to regard it as
a key test for the Action Learning Set, and its ability to bring about the kind of
innovative and co-operative thought and action required to address the
challenges faced by the School. However, there was also the possibility

that

events might overtake the research project, and - in the worst case scenario that I might not survive the professional challenges ahead.
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The Academic Portfolio Review process reached its conclusion in the form of a
report which was presented by the Chair of the Review panel to the institution's
Academic Board in early December 2005. The Board agreed that the College's
International Strategy would be rewritten over the following three months, with
careful consideration given to the role of the School of International Education.

This led to a tangible senseof dernotivation on the part of many staff, and a
feeling that the College neither valued nor understood the work in which they
were engaged.

This situationreinforcedstill further the dilemmasof the strategicmiddle
for
but
ironically
be
discussed
in
2,
Chapter
to
allowed
perhaps,
manager
greater potential for impact of the Action Learning Set.

During the Spring and Summer of 2006, much of the uncertainty surrounding
the medium-term viability of the School of International Education was
resolved through the successful negotiation by the Deputy Principal (Business
and Administration) with three colleagues for terms of voluntary severance.
This meant that a reduction of one-third of the permanent academic staff in the
School would be achieved by early 2007, thus staving off the immediate danger
of any further cuts. As a result, some relief was felt by the remaining members
of the School.

It is worth commentingthat during Autumn 2006,the Principal (having
experiencedaction learningas a participant on the Top Management
Programmebeforehe was appointedto the College)attemptedto introducean
ALS experiencefor membersof the College's Diversity Committeeand
ManagementTeam.The purposeof the setwas to haveguidedthe Diversity
Committee,with assistancefrom seniorand middle managers,in carrying out
its key tasks.After one attemptto establishthe processusing an external
facilitator with parallel sets,the experimentwas abandoned.This top-down
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initiative seemedto be an example of what Pedler et al call Business-Driven
Action Learning, in which:
"... groups work on projects identified by senior managers
less
is
for
there
much
action...
and make recommendations
form
This
development
the
aspects
emphasis on
personal
...
has sometimes been described as being more akin to that of
the taskforce rather than action learning" (2005: 62).

A longer 'lead-in' time might have been beneficial - as was the case with the
INTED ALS - in order to prepare potential ALS members for the experience.
In the School of INTED, two of the six ALS members were no longer working
being
interviews
individual
institution
for
the
time
the
the
of
at
permanently
recorded in early 2007, and this might be expected to impact on.their reflections
on the ALS experience.

There was a palpable senseof grieving on the part of the remaining staff
members during the Autumn term of 2006, and a commonly-held view was that
heavier.
As
become
inevitably
left
for
had
a
those
would
who
not
workloads
being
describing
be
heard
it
for
to
as
motivation
result, was common
colleagues
historically-low
This
corresponds strongly with the experiences
a
ebb.
at
reported by Bottery (2006), who attributes a prevailing culture of unhappiness

and lack of trust in educationalinstitutionsto a rangeof global, national and
local forceswhich result in managersbeing driven by
"... a stream of directives, targets and steersin order to leave
no room for deviation or mistakes. It is an attempt at the
creation of predictable, error-free, and risk-less organisations
in which educational professionals do not need to be trusted in
is
but
because
the
most minimal sense
everything so
any
controlled, so micro-managed... " (2006: 196)

As such, Bottery argues, institutional cultures are inimical to nurturing

'learning communities'.Indeed,he points out that this largely uncontestedterm
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developing
interests
hijacked
be
by
to
the
of
neo-conservatives serve
can
'intellectual capital' within a 'knowledge economy' (2006: 188).

Bottery's analysis shedslight on how the notion of leadership which I sought to
in
by
the
to
power-holders
subversive
explore and apply was seenas potentially
institution.

This felt somewhat like the position I was in by the end of the study period. A
led
2006
in
Awayday
to the staff
mid-December
event
successful residential
team re-examining the values statement of the School, and adding a new
category of Innovation and Creativity, which was felt to fuel the organizational
line
draws
This
beginning
the
to
then
on
event
materialise.
recovery which was
the portrayal of the institutional context for the purposes of the thesis.
The extent to which the School was itself a learning community will be
explored in the case study. Nevertheless, a brief questionnaire instrument used
in February 2007 (see Appendix 5) revealed a clear view of the School as a
learning community, with little difference in responsebetween those colleagues
who had or had not participated in the Action Learning Set.

Hypothesis and Propositions

The hypothesis which forms a starting-point for my research project is that,
improving
learning
is
little
the
of
used
means
action
very
as
a
voluntary
since
in
leadership
informs
discourse
development
of
and
professional
which
quality
higher education, an attempt to change this state of affairs through conducting a
longitudinal action research project at departmental level might produce
findings of wider interest for the higher education sector as a whole.

The study aims to examine the effect of implementing action learning as a
supportive mechanism in driving forward institutional change at departmental
('School') or faculty level. From the outset of the action research, there was a
clear expectation, supported by the Principal, that learning derived from this
18

specific change project might be transferable to other aspects of strategic
leadership across the institution.

While this presented an opportunity with great potential, it was not
unproblematic in its implications for the direction and operation of the research
project, and this is considered later in the thesis.

The thesis aims to investigate a number of claims made for action learning in
the literature. These are presented in the following Chapter as research
propositions which are then discussed specifically in the context of the case
study presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2. Literature Review

In reviewing critically the literature which illuminates the study of action
learning as a strategic leadership tool in higher education, it is important to
consider the wider field of writing on leadership and management, both in
education and, where relevant, in business.

After establishing some key themes against which to set issues relating to the
research project, I will then proceed to examine the literature which focuses
specifically on the higher education sector. Here, consideration will need to be
given to distinctions between managementand leadership, and the extent to
which the latter, as interpreted by institutions established in support of public
sector reform in education, such as the Leadership Foundation for Higher
Education and the National College for School Leadership, is gaining
in
funding
in
terms
and
changing practices the university
of policy,
prominence
sector.

Finally, I will investigate the application of action learning to organizational
leadership and learning, and its impact in higher education.

Strategic Leadership and Management in Business and Education

There is a growing senseglobally of convergencebetweenthe worlds of
businessand education.At the sametime as schoolsconceiveof themselvesas
and value to the
companieswith a continuousfocuson cost-effectiveness
customer,commercialenterprisesare increasinglydiscoveringthe worth of
learningand socialresponsibilityas intellectual and cultural capital.
Key leadership and management texts in the fields both of education and
business pay homage to the concept of developing the learning organization as
part of the repertoire of staff development measuresavailable to progressive
entities.
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In the United Kingdom, a plethora of well-documented initiatives exists to
promote mutual understanding between the two worlds, and mentoring and
coaching between the sectors of business and education are now becoming
increasingly commonplace for participants of almost all ages and job levels.
Action Leaming, too, is becoming increasingly recognized as having a part to
play in supporting continuous improvement in knowledge-based organizations
(O'Hara et al [2004], Pedler et al [2005]).

The literature of strategic leadership and management is of interest, as it
establishes a number of key elements, found in much published work including that by Handy (1990) and Goodman (1995) which are likely to be
relevant for most educational institutions as well as businesses.

Firstly, there is the notion of competitive advantage as based on distinctive
capabilities: the extent to which innovation, reputation and location enable
higher education institutions to position themselves is becoming crucial to
diversity of mission and to student choice. The inducement given to higher
education institutions to reform, through top-up tuition fees (Department for
Education and Skills, 2003), has arguably led to stronger differentiation and
market positioning.

Innovation might be expressed in terms of teaching and learning approaches,
curriculum design, assessment,student-centred service provision, staff
development, and most importantly in the context of my research, in
approachesto management and leadership.

Reputation, as measured in published 'league tables', is usually taken in higher

educationto refer to institutions' quality and standards,studentachievement,
research output, and graduate employability. Responsibility for performance
indicators in all these areas is usually vested in middle managers such as Deans
and Heads of Department, and any attempt to lead staff in order to produce
improvements depends on the strategic decisions taken by these leaders
(Harvey and Knight, 1996). The research project aims to examine ways in
21

which decision-makingcanbe informedby strongerorganizationalculturesat
departmentallevel.

Location is clearly of crucial importance - whether or not an institution is the
single provider of higher education in a city is as relevant as whether or not it
forms part of a conscious or coincidental 'cluster' of such institutions in a city
or sub-region. Architectural design is also increasingly important, and
investment in new university buildings is a significant contributor to
community regeneration.

Secondly, the need for environmental scanning and analysis is arguably as great
for educational managers as it is for those in private enterprises, not least
because of the growing emphasis placed by the UK Government not only on
competition, but also on working in partnerships and networks. The very
purpose of agencies such as NCSL and LFHE lies in promoting and
disseminating collaborative research between practitioners.

Thirdly, the conceptof the value chain is relevantto education,in termsof
productdesign,marketing,distribution, serviceprovision, monitoring and
This will becomeincreasinglycritical as studentspay rising
enhancement.
levels of tuition fees.
However, although broad concepts transfer successfully from the corporate
world to education, at the level of detail the generic literature is arguably
unhelpful. It is perhaps for this reason that a wide field of literature which is
specifically focused on educational management has emerged over the last
thirty years. Much of this literature consciously sets out to 'interpret' the work
of business thinkers for managers in education, ostensibly eliminating the need
for educationalists to read the source material in its original form.

One exampleof this canbe found in Anderson(2003: 11-26),who, in writing
on managingpeoplein education,drawson managementgurussuchasHandy,
Hofstedeand Peters,and on texts in the field of personnelandhumanresource
22

management (HRM). She manages skillfully to blend her extra-educational
reading with studies on school management and specialist texts on managing

staff developmentin educationsettings.
She highlights the common contemporary educational theme of managers as
leaders of leaming (2003: 12).

This theme is echoed in the evangelizing literature of NCSL, which refers selfconsciously to head teachers and heads of department as 'lead learners', and is
central to my own focus in the ALS on aligning management behaviours,with
the educational values which are manifest in programmes of teaching and
learning.

Andersondiscussesa matrix -from Steersand Porter(1991) -of intrinsic and
extrinsic rewardsasusedin education,and the extentto which theseare
individually or collectively provided.The collective rewardsof CPD,
collegiality, relationshipswith colleaguesand feelingsof being valuedby
significant others- all areof direct relevanceto the ALS, and are investigated
in this thesisthroughthe useof a participantquestionnaireand of interview
accounts.
Collegiality, teamworkand distributedleadershipare consideredof value by
Belbin (2000), Fullan (2001), Senge (1990) and NCSL (2004). Belbin claims
that "... the mature team can be gauged by its learning." (2000: 72)

Fullan assertsthat in order to achieve a culture of change,

"Leadershipmustbe cultivated deliberatelyover time at all levels of
the organization. " (2001: x)

Although Fullan makes no reference to the work of Revans (1983) or of Senge
(1990), he is clearly talking about achieving similar ends:
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"your leadership in a culture of change will be judged as
effective... by what leadership you produce in others" (2001:
137).

Senge advocates the bottom-up change which can be achieved by team
learning, in contrast to Anderson's assertion (2003: 20) that culture stems from

the leaming valuesandbehaviourof the 'overall leader':
"The team's accomplishments can set the tone and establish a
standard for learning together for the larger organization"
(Senge, 1990: 236).

Rooke and Torbert (2005) focus on analyzing leadership in tenns of the ways in

which action is handledby managers:
"... what differentiates leaders is not so much their philosophy
of leadership, their personality, or their style of management.
Rather, it's their internal "action logic" - how they interpret
their surroundings and react when their power or safety is
challenged" (2005: 1).

They define 'Seven Action Logics' into which practitioners fall on the basis of

a sentence-completion
surveytool. Six of the seven'action logics' appearto be
relevantto key playersinvolved in this researchproject, and are characterized
by the figure below.
Action Logic

Characteristics

Corresponding
key members of
College staff

% or Rooke
and
Torbert's

Strengths

research
sample
profiling at
this action
IoRic

Opportunist

Diplomat

Wins any way
possible. Selforiented;
manipulative; "might
makes right. "
Avoids overt conflict.
Wants to belong;
obeys group norms;
rarely rocks the boat.

Good in
emergencies and
in sales
opportunities
Good as
supportive glue
within an office;
helps bring
I people together

5%

12%

I

I
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Expert
Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Alchemist

Rules hy logic and
expertise. Seeks
rational efficiency.
Meets strategic goals.
Effectively achieves
goals through teams;
juggles managerial
duties and market
demands.
Interweaves
competing personal
and company action
logics. Creates unique
structures to resolve
gaps between strategy
and performance
Generates
organizational and
personal
transformations.
Exercises the power
of mutual inquiry,
vigilance, and
vulnerability for both
the short and long
term.
Generates social
transformations.
Integrates material,
spiritual, and societal
transformation.

Good as an
individual

38%

Most INTED
staff members

30%

Dean/researcher
(first 3 years of
appointment); I
other ALS
member

Effective in
venture and
consulting roles

10%

Dean/researcher
(next 3 years:
period of
research)

Effective as a
transformational
leader.

4%

Good at leading
society-wide
transformations.

I%

contributor.
Well suited to
managerial
roles; action and
goal oriented.

Researcher in
context of
Director of
Regional
Affairs post

Fig. 2.1 Seven Action Logics in the context of the College. Adaptedfrom Rooke and Torbert
(2005: 3)

The narrativeof the article provides further exemplificationof behaviours.
Of particular interestis the attentiongiven by RookeandTorbert to processes
of transition from one action logic to another.To move from the Expert to
Achiever orientations, which was my intention in attempting to enable more

distributedleadership,
"... speaking and listening must come to be experienced not as
necessary,taken- for-granted ways of communicating

predeterminedideasbut asintrinsically forward-thinking,
creativeactions.Achieversuse inquiry to determinewhether
they (and the teams and organization to which they belong)
are accomplishing their goals and how they might accomplish
them more effectively.

that set new goals, are
plans
...
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generated through probing and trusting conversation, are
actively supported through executive coaching ... can be

critical enablersat this point" (2005:9).
This provides a strong argument for using action learning.

Organizational Culture and the Learning Organization

The literature of organizational development is of interest where it refers to the
impact of leadership on culture, and in particular where this also relates to the
notion of organizational learning. The literature commonly referred to in these
interlocking circles is well-charted, and it appearspossible to discern its limits
through selective reading of articles and books in the field. The same key
authors appear frequently and consistently in citations, even where the
organizational context varies significantly in geographical location, sector of
activity, or developmental focus. Senge (1990), Argyris (1982) and Schon
(1993) are seminal influences in mapping the territory and revisiting it
frequently. Phrases such as 'personal mastery', 'team learning' and 'shared
vision' have now become so commonplace in everyday language that it is
difficult to trace their origins.

Suchinterpersonalcapacitiesarevery similar to the characteristicsof successful
leadersidentified by Jones(1996),West-Burnhamand Ireson(1995) and, in the
context of higher education, the LFHE (2005).

A number of writers provide guidelines as to the definition and classification of
organizational cultures, many of which are applicable to frameworks of
departmental culture in HE. Drennan describes culture as
"... what is typical of the organisation, the habits, the
prevailing attitudes, the grown-up pattern of accepted and
expected behaviour. " (1992: 3)
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The dichotomy between 'command and control' and collaborative working
which is frequently manifested between senior and middle layers of
institutions
Harvey
in
higher
(Ramsden
1998;
and
education
management
Knight, 1996) acts as a barrier to realizing organizational learning.

Denton sheds light on a further dichotomy in the form of the tension between
(1998:
205)
ideas
he
defines
key
1990s"
"the
the
two
of
as
management
what
the trend towards downsizing/re-engineering/outsourcing, versus organizational
learning. He presents a valuable critical evaluation of organizational learning in
terms of its direct relationship to organizational effectiveness and building
in
five
his
through
case
studies
research
competitive advantage, conducting
large corporations, and analyzing each in strategic, structural and cultural
dimensions. His analysis is theoretically-linked to the concepts of the leader as

designer,stewardand teacher,articulatedby Sengeand others,and leadshim to
leadership,
he
distributed
be
benefits
to
the
selfconcludes
on
what
of
report
managing teams and coaching and mentoring.

Action learning is claimed by its advocates to be a resource for organizational
development in various ways, as follows:
learning"
it
is
increasing
"dramatically
effective
systemwide
an
way of
(Marquardt, 1996: 229);
learning
for
it
is
"potentially
the
the
the
of
concept
most
appropriate
vehicle...
organization" (Mumford, 1994: 85);
desired
future
from
"before
it
know
to
their
commitment
requires
participants
[they] receive any guidance and advice on how to get there" (Margerison, 1994:
116);
it
improvement
in
frontline
to
employees
contributes
of
customer
perceptions
if they are ALS participants, as they "naturally... became more positive'
(Easterby-Smith et al, 1997: 341);
it
involves
(Pedler,
"in
participants
a
shared
meaning-making"
process
of
1997a: 71).
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All theseclaims risk being seenasna7fve
assertionsunlessthey canbe tested
reliably, and much of the propositionally-based literature of the 1990s fails to

convincedue to lack of empirical evidence.
One of the key aspects in which critical thinking is exercised in the literature is
that of the power dimension in organizational learning. Garratt is typical of
many writers in stating that action learning representsa potential threat to
vested power interests, and risks instability through "uncovering the
inadequacies of the organization" (1997: 16). This will become an important
dimension for further exploration in subsequentchapters, as it informs both the
methodology and findings of the researchproject.

In his constant re-articulations of systems thinking, Revans regarded
organizational political factors as critical to the conditions for successof what
he calls an "autonomous learning system" (1997: 44). He stressesthe
importance of "the morale of the organization" (ibid. ), and even implies that
local sub-cultures can vary greatly between different sections of the same
organization, which may range from "constantly and fruitfully working out
autonomous solutions to its own problems" (ibid. ) to being "an organizational
sore, running with irresoluble conflict and unendurable frustration" (ibid. ).

This thesis represents an attempt to document a 'lived experience' in the

evolution of a departmentalculture in higher educationin the early twenty-first
century which might be representative of experience in the sector as a whole.

The Role of Middle Managers

There is in the literaturea contrastbetweentexts which refer to leadershipas
practisedby thoseat the most seniorlevelsof HEls (Roberts,1994;Weil, 1994)
and thosewhich focuson the challengesfacedby thoseleadingat middle
managementlayers(Floyd and Wooldridge, 1996,2000;Hawkins, 1994)Hawkins seesthe latter as strategicleaders,portraying them as"the lifeblood of
the leaming organisation"(1994: 16).
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Floyd andWooldridge are significant aidesto my understandingof my job, and
of the needfor the researchto addressaspectsof internal organizational
politics. Their earlier work is basedon their surveyof 275 managersacross25
organizations,which led to identifying a frameworkof four strategicroles
performedby middle managers- althoughmore than 75% of managers'time is
not spenton them (1996: 126-7).The roles are identified aschampioning,
facilitating, implementingand synthesizing,and they are discussedin more
detail in relation to my own experiencein Chapter5.
The later work by Floyd and Wooldridge (2000) seems focused on setting the
original research from the previous book into a more robust theoretical
framework, and linking it to other research which supports the authors'
findings. They provide a helpful survey of research on strategy, criticising what
they see as over-emphasis on top management, and "strategy making as being
decision-making
a
predominantly
process." Their view is rather that "strategy
formation is a middle-level social learning process" (2000: 15), which positions
ALS meetings very much at the heart of strategic leadership, rather than as
merely peripheral and experimental activity.

The book considersthe conceptof 'StrategicRenewal',
"a managerialprocessassociatedwith promoting and
accommodatingnew knowledgeand innovativebehaviour
that resultsin changein an organisation'sproduct-market
strategyand/orits core capabilities" (2000:49).
This is very much at the heartof the potential outcomesof the ALS project, so
it is encouragingto seelater in the book that the authorsdo
"not rule out deliberate efforts on the part of management to
facilitate organisational leaming. " (2000: 111)
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The authors focus on a model of innovation driving emergent strategy through
using social networks, chiming with the role of NCSL in promoting

collaborativepractice in educationalleadershipand schoolimprovement.
In concluding, they identify three categories where further research is needed,
including that of investigating the relationships between intraorganizational
conditions and strategic renewal, where "empirical studies examining critical
relationships are needed" (2000: 139). This provides some indication of the
positioning of my research work in the field.

Leadership and the Learning Organization in Higher Education

Boyle and Bowden (1997) identify a range of cultural issues to consider when
change or development is being aspired to in HEIs. They cite strongly-defended
notions of academic individualism among lecturers, and their lack of interest in
corporate loyalty. Furthermore, they contend that lecturers resist organized
training, prioritise research above teaching, and find Quality Assurance
be
insulting
in their perceived devaluation of the role of academic
to
processes
staff. As further justification for their reluctance to compare academics to
business personnel, they also criticise the senior managers of universities for
their failure to integrate strategic planning, performance evaluation and staff
development.

Although this analysis may still pertain to some institutions, it appears to be too
much of a caricature in 2008 to be of relevance, and certainly does not apply to
the context under investigation in this thesis.

In terms of identifying a typology of HEIs in the late 1990s, the work of Scott
(1996) and particularly McNay (1995) defines four institutional models as
Collegium, Bureaucracy, Corporation and Enterprise. The latter suggeststhat
the dominant pattern of change for UK universities is to move towards the
Enterprise model.
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McCaffery supports this analysis, identifying what for him are the key
attractions of an Enterprise university:
"... its orientation is as much external as it is internal. The
management style is supportive of devolved leadership and
decision making and is centred on project teams. Evaluation is
based on attracting repeat business and students are treated as
valued customers." (2004: 33)

Harvey and Knight (1996: 147) take a radical stance in offering perspectives to
those managing at faculty or departmental level, on the assumption that HE
needs "considered deconstruction and reconstruction. " In their review of the
impact of influences on students' learning experience, they considered a variety
of categories of response and found that
"the most important referred to leadership by deans and
...
departmental heads" (1996: 166).

They suggestthat training and developmentwhich lead to fundamentalchanges
in assessmentof students' learning are keys to ways forward, although they are
aware that there are no perfect solutions:

"The bad news is that not only do departmentsnot havethe
knowledgeto [be responsiblefor the professional
developmentof academicstaff that is necessaryfor
transformativelearning], there is very little knowledgeto call
upon." (1996: 166)
Harvey and Knight identify approacheswhich range from the use of external
consultants, to the development of learning policies, the provision of half-day
seminars and conferences, and the implementation of action research projects.
They feel that an explicit awarenessin academics of the research literature
underpinning educational development would be constructive and could lead
ultimately to an enhancement of the senseof self-esteem which should ideally
be experienced by all students and academic staff.
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Hopkins suggestsa number of implications from the experience of school
improvement in the 1980s for change management in HEIs, though he
considers that these are rarely implemented in practice (2002: 16). Other
literature from the school sector is informative: a review of trends in
educational management development emphasizesthe importance of the
leaming organization for schools (Hallinger and Snidvongs, 2005: 9- 10), but
fails to mention action learning; recent resource materials from NCSL place the
challenge of creating, developing and sustaining a 'professional learning
community' as a "major strategic leadership and management task7'(2006: 8).

These ideas are helpful to my research, in that four of the six projects identified
by members of the School's Action Leaming Set concern changes in leading
students' learning, focusing respectively on leamer autonomy, learning and
teaching strategies, curriculum content, and on reflective learning, as shown in
the case study.

With the public funding support of organizations such as the Higher Education
Academy and the LFHE, the last few years have seen the emergence of webbased literature which aims to disseminate thinking and practice on change
management in higher education. In one such publication, Trowler et al draw
on a range of theoretical models of change to consider their implications for
practice (2003: 7). They also provide the helpful observation for my work, that:
"While it is common to try and change people's thinking, we

seea lot of value in using tools and expertiseto change
practices:beliefs can follow. " (2003: 21)
The introductionof action learning in my context is a clear exampleof such a
tool which can changepractices.The extentto which it achievedthis purposeis
consideredlater.
McCaffery sets out to provide an overview of current issues in higher education

in order to shedlight on
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"... those prerequisites which are essential to effective
management and leadership in HE" (2004: 4).

In addressing a very similar agenda to that of the Leadership Foundation for
Higher Education (in which he is an influential activist), McCaffery does not
set out to produce a scholarly text, which may explain some of the limitations
of his engagement with theory. Instead, his intention is to provide a resource
'manual' for self- and peer development among university managers, drawing
on summaries of the literature (often citing magazine articles rather than
scholarly journals) and on case studies which have emerged from his own
experience. There is some exploration of the sometimes overlapping concepts
of leadership and management. For instance, McCaffery cites four of the key
organizational functions of the visionary leader as:
"managing change; achieving goals; coordinating teamwork;
maintaining a vibrant organizational culture. " (2004: 66)

At least some of these ftinctions are surely classic management functions.

Nevertheless, McCaffery provides a typology of staff development activity
(2004: 188), including in it "collaborative workshops" which he categorizes as
'Collective Development' in support of departmental development (2004: 188).
However, it is disappointing that action learning and action research do not
receive a mention in McCaffery's book.

A report by Sheffield Hallarn University proposesthat HEIs should:
"- Ensureall developmentprogrammesandattemptsto
improve leadership,managementand governancearebackedup by a leaming culture that continually reinforcesa new
'can-do' spirit.
"- Use methodsof 'joined-up' working, managementand
leadershipto replacethe puppetryof scientific management
andbureaucraticrationality and stimulateorganizational
learning..." (2003:4)
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It uses a penetrating analysis, often from a sociological perspective, of relevant
literature to build a cohesive argument for many of the factors which underlie
this researchproject on action learning. It offers helpful insight into what
eventually became critical issues in the research:
"... challenges to inner-directed thinking, implicit in learninghow-to-learn, are often deeply threatening and invariably
evoke irrational and defensive responsesor evasive action. "
(2003: 11)

The primary research underpinning the thesis also confirms that the action

researchproject, in seekingto transformaspectsof the institutional culture in
is
based,
it
may be breakingnew ground:
which
"The responses collectively confirmed the view that, despite
...
all the participative structures that characterize most
universities, there was no significant evidence, except in one
notable instance, that they inspire very much real open
dialogue, reflection, genuine participation or sharing other
than at a superficial level. " (2003: 18)

The bad news is that it is impossibleto identify the "one notableinstance",
since the responseswere anonymous.

An overview report by the LFHE suggeststhat the sector may be starting to
in
direction.
This is bullish in its assertions that leading change is
a
new
move
one of the greatest challenges for leaders in higher education, pointing to some
factors relevant to action learning:
"Change by its very nature generatesa lot of negative energy
inside organisations, and the key skill is to work with the
multitude of communities within an institution to turn that...
into something that is positive and focused." (2005: 9)
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Finally, a report on effective leadership in HE by Bryman (2007) - while
making no mention whatever of action learning, coaching or mentoring as tools
for organizational learning - uses a dual approach (of a literature review
between 1985 and 2005, and of interviews with departmental and institutional
leaders in the UK) to present findings of interest. These include two out of
eleven facets of effective leadership which are relevant to action learning in the
research project:
"- Fostering a supportive and collaborative environment
in
decision-making"
(2007:
2)
participation
-Facilitating

Significant to the institutional contextof the project are sevenfactors"likely to
cause damage" (2007: 3), all of which were arguably problematic in that they

were behavioursexhibitedby seniormanagersat the College.
Bryman highlights those aspects of leadership in HE which distinguish the
sector from other occupational and professional fields to which leadership
theory applies, in particular the role of the middle manager "in defending or
protecting... staff, quite possibly in opposition to expectations among senior
echelons" (2007: 3).

Ile is also critical of the existing literature which rarely examines the concept of
in
leadership,
further
but
describes
A
too
all
effectiveness
often
approaches.
weakness lies in the self-contained nature of the literature on HE leadership,
with "relatively little cross-reference to wider leadership theory and research"
(2007: 14), partially explaining this by "the low value many academics place on
leadership and managerial positions" (2007: 16-17), and hence the irrelevance
of the 'new leadership approach' with its emphasis on charismatic leadership.

Of particular interest to the research project is Bryman's identification of a gap
between the emphasis in school leadership thinking on distributed leadership,
and any take-up of this concept in higher education. A ftirther critical weakness
in the literature for Bryman is in its emphasis on "outcomes for employees
rather than students" (2007: 17), and hence its overlooking of impact of
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effective leadership on the student learning experience (which is relevant to
some of the propositions under investigation in this thesis).

Action Learning and Organizational Leadership and Learning

It is clear that there is almost no published work in the UK which focuses on
action learning specifically as a leadership tool in higher education. However, a
range of output has been written concerning the use of action learning in
settings where it has been used to develop organizations in other sectors, and
this will be examined later in this section.

In addition to searchingfor literaturein the domainof education,it is also
important to examine closely the literature of management and of
organizational development.

In terms of defining action learning and its use in a range of contexts, there are
books.
helpful
figure'
Revans,
'father
the
of
of action
acknowledged
number
a
learning, provides the definitive guide to the process he invented, using his
book to outline the characteristic assumptions underlying action learning, and
providing a reminder that it addresses:

"... the needto help managers- and all otherswho engagein
it - [to acquire]this insight into the posing of questionsby the
simple deviceof settingthem to tackle real problemsthat
haveso far defied solution" (1983: 11).
Revansoriginatedthe propositional'formula' for action learningthat: Learning
(L) = Programmedknowledge(P) + Questioning(Q) + Reflection (R), and
associated'classic' principles, including the notion that action learningworks
best in setsof approximatelysix managers,eachfocusedon a specific
organizationalwork-basedproblem,andusing the skills of an appointed
facilitator whoserole includesensuringthat questioningandreflection areused
appropriately(ratherthan offering direct advice).
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He provides a short history of some examples of the use of action learning
programmes in the UK, in organizations ranging from engineering concerns
such as GEC, through to public sector organizations such as the National Health
Service and the former National Coal Board - which set up the earliest
programme, in 1952 (1983: 56-58).

In the pastdecade,therehasbeenan increasein the numberof instances
documentedof action learningbeing usedin a wide rangeof professional
settings- due in part to the existencesince2004 of the journal Action
Learning: Researchand Practice - including private companies(Spencer
[2005]), veterinarypractice(Shuttleworth[2005]), policing (David [2006]), the
health service(Boaden[2004]) and local politics (Foley [2006]).
Mumford's literature review of action leaming provides a helpful overview,
despite the rather irritating mentions of the author's own works and his
speculation as to his own thinking and motivation. He highlights the limited
extent to which articles and books have concentrated on the experience of ALS
375)
(1997:
or on the "leaming process as distinct from task
participants
achievement or group process" (1997: 379). He describes the literature as
"amazingly thin" (1997: 380) in terms of examination of how participants help
each other to learn and to resolve problems. He also emphasizesthe absenceof
much evaluative literature, or of a single instance of a failed action learning
intervention (1997: 3 86-7). All these points are salient to the research project,
as it pays attention to each of these aspects in examining its key propositions.

Pedler et al (2005) offer an update on the wider take-up of action learning as an

development
approachsince 1995,but ask:
organizational
"... if the practice of action learning is growing in the
companies and large organisations who are the primary clients
of the business schools, why was there so little evidence that
these schools are preparing themselves and their staffs for
working in this way?" (2005: 50)
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The same question also applies to managers in higher education, about which

Michael Bichard, rector of the University of the Arts London, is quotedin an
interview by Chambers as saying:

"Leadershipand managementcapability doesnot yet extend
deepenough... I'm surprisedthat the sectordoesn'thave
more of a culture of personallearning:coaching,mentoring,
action learningsets.The demandfor suchexperienceseemsto
be limited - elsewherethey arerecognizedascrucial leaming
routes." (2005: 6)
Despite this comment on the HE sector, Pedler et al conclude that, more widely,
"... action leaming appearsto have spread as an 'ethos'
(general way of thinking about learning), as well as method
(specific set of practices)" (2005: 57).

They report the development of six varieties of action learning "... today that
are dilutions or evolutions" of Revans's 'classical principles'. One of these, also
referred to by Zuber-Skeritt (2001) is Critical Action Learning, and is relevant
to my research project in that it focuses on "learning about power, politics and
struggle in the process" (2005: 59), as will be seen in the case study in Chapter
4. However, the fifth example, Self-Managed Action Learning (SMAL) is of
most striking resemblance to the experience in the School of International
Education. Identification of this variety is attributed to O'Hara et al (2004), and
it is characterized by the lack of emphasis on

"... the role of the facilitator, limiting it to that of providing
initial advice and encouragement" (Pedler et al, 2005: 6 1)

The skills requiredby individual learnersand the setasa whole are accorded
greater importance. Pedler et al stress that this variety does not involve any

dilution of Revans'sprinciples:
"... SMAL actually strengthens a key classical principle in

challengingan often taken-for-grantedaspectof current
action learning practice" (2005: 61).
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Here,the authorsare referring to the growing dependenceelsewhereon the
expertise - and expense- of a hired 'expert' facilitator.
O'llara et al emphasize the importance of the knowledge and skills required on
the part of set members, rather than a facilitator. They offer the rationale that:
"... the key question to ask of an innovation in practice is not
whether it will work, but rather who can work the innovation?
The answer to this question depends as much on the beliefs
and values of the practitioners as it does on their technical
capability" (2004: 29-30).

The knowledge and skills highlighted by O'Hara et al (2004: 36) map
interestingly onto the identification by Revans of the 'formula' for action
learning where L=P+Q+R.

In this case, P (Programmed knowledge) relates

to the following capabilities which arguably were strengths of the INTED staff,
particularly of the academic members of staffAn understanding of group process
Understanding the process of learning
Active listening skills
The ability to give and receive feedback
Creative problem solving

At leastthe first four of thesewere the breadandbutter of the courseprovision
offered by the Schoolof InternationalEducation.It will thereforebe a core
purposeof the analysisof data in the casestudy (Chapter4) to identify the
extentto which evidenceof the applicationof thesecapacitiesemergedin the
ALS sessions.
In terms of Revans'sformula, Q (Questioning)clearly relatesto what O'Hara et
al define as"Questioningskills to help peopleto find their own solutionsto
their problems" (2004: 36), while R (Reflection)is describedas:
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"The skills ofreflection to plan for future action andto help
derive the learning from action" (ibid.).
Harrison (2006) provides a rare examination of what happens in ALS settings
where effective questioning is constrained by relatively low skill levels, such as
those demonstrated by international students of management education, and
offers practical suggestions on how such skills might be improved.

Pedler stressesthat questioning involves "exercising moral imagination"
(I 997b: 34), and provides a strong reminder of the ethical and power

dimensionswhich seemconstantlypresentin action leaming.
McGill and Beaty establish a context for using action learning in educational
settings, referring specifically to their work at the University of Brighton. They
discuss conceptual and practical issues, and consider ways in which action
learning can be used as part of "the systems of management development"
(1992: 228). They state that action learning sets are either initiated by or within
an organization, or are independent. My project is clearly situated within an
organization, although it is difficult to decide in which of the following
categories it fits:
"Two groups of people may initiate action learning within an
organization. The first group are those who have
responsibility for development and wish to use action learning
as an important means of enabling staff and management
development to happen. The second group are the people who
wish to be participants in sets for their personal and
management development." (1992: 95)

In the caseof my School,both seemedto co-exist in the sameaction learning
set, and in my motivations for establishing the project. This is examined further

in the casestudy.
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Beaty et al provide a useftil article in which they offer insight into "what it
means to become a more effective set member" (1993: 350), although their
barely
in
has
little
terms,
more than a practical
critical
offering
article
validity
in
in
helping
This
to prepare set members
the
useful,
event,
article
was
guide.
for the first meeting of the Action Learning Set.

Hoban and Erickson (2004) identify action leaming more closely with
professional development in business rather than education (where they feel
teacher Action Research is more the norm), although they fail to consider why
there is no greater crossover between approachesused for professional
development in the separate fields of business, medicine and education, or what
the implications of such crossover would be.

Rothwell (1999) provides a rather under-theorized manual aimed at an audience
of human resource directors who might consider applying action learning
within their own organizations. The book provides a high number of project
framework
tools which appear to detract from the exploratory,
management
emancipatory nature of action learning, and imply - possibly in ways which are
true to Revans's original ideas - that achievement of pre-determined
is
in
is
There
goals
organizational
paramount.
an assumption the work that
action learning is a training approach. Nevertheless, there are some strong,
'creativity-enhancing
(1999:
92-94)
techniques'
and of
examples
of
practical
problem-solving methods (1999: 88-91).

Having made some preliminary investigations into the Reg Revans library
collection in Salford, I discovered that what exists there comprises a set of
materials which were compiled by a dedicated administrative assistant during
the course of Revans's life until his death in his mid-nineties in 2003. The
impression given by the information available online -a series of word
documents which are not interconnected, and require separate searchesto locate
and enter - is of a rather chaotic, only partially-categorised collection which
would have taken considerable time and patience to analyse. I reached the
conclusion that this would be of little added value to a researcher whose subject
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is not directly related to the life and thoughts of Revans himself. I was not
seeking, after all, to be what Pedler et al would describe as a 'Guardian' in
respect of action leaming, "... seeking to uphold Revans's Classical Principles
in the face of various dilutions, departures and deviations" (2005: 64), but
rather a 'Trader', "exploring variations, learning from them and modifying our
practice accordingly" (ibid. ).

The materials include an archive of biographical material (including birthday
cards, hand written index file notes and mementos), folders of articles classified
variously as being written by 'Supportive Disciples', 'Allied Thinkers', etc.,
and texts for unpublished books (most of which apparently had no intending
publisher). There is more than a hint of an 'evangelical' approach to the
collection.

Nevertheless, investigating the Revans legacy at the University of Salford
further
interest
in a paper by Brook et al (2004). 1 was interested in
sparked
research carried out at the Revans Institute for Action Learning and Research
since 2002,
"enquiring into the growth and variety of action learning
practice and its implications for leadership and management
developmerif ' (B rook et al, 2004: 1).

The researchquestionsincludedthosedrawing a distinction betweenthe
'classicalprinciples' of Action Learning and the ways thesehavebeen
interpretedand adjustedover time. This concernis echoedby a numberof other
recentwriters on the applicationof Action Learningin higher education,and
highlights the fact that in practice,participation in ALS groupsin somecontexts
is far from voluntary in nature.
There are interesting findings, reported in the paper, that:
"action learning neither appeals to the traditional scholars
(experts, disciplinarians) or to radicals, except in the critical

action learningmode." (ibid.)
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Ballantine (2003) argues for a re-appraisal of Action Leaming, and considers it
in
death
Revans's
developments
in
the
the
wake
of
alongside
other
parallel
domain of change management. Ile provides a useful distinction between
Action Leaming and action research,both of which aim at improved
performance. Differentiation lies in the fact that Action Learning has leaming
within the set as its secondary outcome, whereas action research is concerned
rather with "theoretical development of an understanding of situations which
the present situation typifies" (Ballantine, 2003: 4). This is helpful to me in
clarifying the multiple outcomes of my work, which are presented
diagrammatically in Fig. 2.3 later in this Chapter.

Ballantine takes the realistic view that Action Learning "has never truly entered
the mainstream of developmental methods" (2003: 8), and provides an
explanation that its rejection is due to its lack of orthodoxy. He cites the fact
that theory emerges from experience, rather than being leamt before attempting
such experience, as a perceived weakness, yet fails to substantiate this point by
providing evidence from supposed critics.

In commentingon the work of otherswho worked in the National Coal Board
at the sametime asRevans- notablyVickers, who was Revans'sline manager
Ballantine
fresh
double
loop
thinking
the
the
offers
some
on
concept
of
learningcycle, which is consideredelsewherein the literaturereview. In
relation to the ideaof action, the loop is double in the senseof:
*

Action to enableunderstandingof the currentoperatingsituation and
clarify values

9 Action to changethe situation
(Ballantine,2003: 12).

Ballantine revisits the double loop concept in light of work by Argyris and
Schoen, pointing out the one-dimensionality of theory in use when it is
disconnected from espousedtheory (2003: 13). He also exemplifies managers'
behaviour when they display a mismatch between the two, stating that:
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"people develop emotional defence mechanisms to protect
themselves against the incongruity involved in this" (ibid. ).

This in itself is illuminating in terms of the reported behaviours of some senior
managers in higher education, and is characterised, after Argyris (1999: 5 8-59),

as:
1. Senda messagethat is
inconsistent

2. Act as if it is not
inconsistent

3. Make I and 2 undiscussable
W--

4. Make the undiscussability
undiscussable

Furthermore, Ballantine points out that in single-loop learning, performance
improvement results from using extemally-set standards, whereas double-loop
learning involves redefining the standards themselves (ibid. ). The findings of
the ALS in this research project, as reported in the case study, provide several
examples of adjusting the parameters within which the Set and the wider
department (INTED) operated - such as the decision in one session to turn the
planned June 2006 Awayday event into a simulation of the School three years
into the future.

The analysis by Rooke and Torbert of seven 'action logics' of leadership,
throws further light on double-loop learning (though they do not use the terin as
such):

"The developingIndividualist beginsto enquireabout and
...
reflect on the goalsthemselves- with the aim of improving
future goals" (2005: 9).
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At a higher order of leadership development (moving towards the Strategist
logic), the authors suggest that by applying collaborative inquiry, strategic
leaders can experience "this ongoing practice of reframing inquiry that makes
them and their corporations so successfur, (2005: 9). Such a level was arguably
never reached in the case of the INTED ALS.

Braddick and Casey (1996) reflect on a singular experience, in a long career of
set facilitation, in which they noted little action focus, but considerable
reflection by set members on their life, successand families.

The reason for this was that the participants were all managing directors of big
companies, who took advantage of the ALS format to "reframe many problems
about their aims and ambitions" (1996: 234).

The writers conclude that a different, more reflective type of learning occurred

to that in setswith morejunior participantswho were concernedwith their
projectsratherthan themselvesas individuals.
They also noted that as the set progressed through its sequenceof meetings,
there was "... a gradual shift up the hierarchy from the largely cognitive activity
of reporting, to the largely emotional activity of offering support/ exerting
pressure" (1996: 237). This observation is worth examining in the case study in
terms of the experience of the ALS in INTED.

Of particular interestis the model of two polarities of ALS which they evolved
from their observation, as shown in Figure 2.2 below.
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ACTION SET

REFLECTIVE SET

-Task orientated

-Personal

to
achieve project
-Driven

to
reflect
-Driven
on life

-Set adviser'srole clear

Set
adviser'srole
unclear

Relativelyjunior,
youngerparticipants
Fig. 2.2

developmentorientated

4

Relativelysenior,
older participants

Modelfor types ofaction leaming sets

[after Braddick and Casey(1996)]
One interesting finding from my work is that the ALS in INTED comprised a
junior
of
more
and senior members (and a spread of ages from 37 to 57),
mix
and its practice was about halfway between the two extremes suggestedon the
linear scale in Fig. 2.2. Interestingly, two of the three oldest members (Pl and
P4) were the two who most frequently stated that they did not feel they had
but
as
such,
placed particular value on reflection.
projects

Action Learning in Higher Education

A number of papers from the last four or five years document what appearsto
be an increase in take-up of Action Learning by higher education institutions. In
practice, this amounts either to a broadly-interpreted version of Action Learning
used in student programmes of learning (of which the University of Brighton
has been a leading exponent), or to initiatives in which Action Leaming Sets
are used on leadership and management development programmes within
institutions (Bournemouth, Birkbeck) or across institutions as in the case of the
Top Management Programme (Castley and Steel, 2002).
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In terms of student learning, Lizzio and Wilson (2004) compare the effect of
action learning and more conventional teaching interventions in developing the
professional capabilities of students in Australia. Other authors identify
collaborative learning (Cox, 1999) and action learning (Beaty, 1999) as means
to enable academic staff to work in teams in order to improve teaching and
learning. However, almost no attention in paid to leaming processes,or to the
participants' experiences, in either of these sources, and this limits their
usefulness to practitioners.

In the work of Bourner and Lawson (2000), Bourner and Frost (1996) and
Bourner et al (1996,1997), there is evidence of richly-integrated work in
Action Learning across the University of Brighton and in other institutions,
particularly in the 'halcyon days' of action learning in the mid-1990s. This
spannedundergraduate and postgraduate courses, and also impacted on staff
development experiences, particularly induction for new lecturers in learning
and teaching pedagogies. Although they report on a familiar gamut of claimed
benefits for Action Learning, the authors are also honest in identifying
drawbacks and in evaluating what they consider to be their own mistakes. The
authors are particularly open in describing their own shortcomings in the
context of the work they carried out from 1996 in order to establish "the
limitations and boundaries of the domains of applicability of action learning"
(2000: 4). Among these are the failure

"... to identify an agendafor researchinto action learning... as
a leaming processin higher education"(2000: 8).
This provides an opportunity for this thesis,at leastin the narrowercontextof
leaming
learning
action
as a
process in leadership in higher education.

The authorshighlight a point which must surelynecessitatesomesoulsearchingwithin all action learningpractitioners:
"We could havebeenmore effective guardiansof the spirit of
action learningwithin our institution. Wherewe have seenthe
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dilution of action learning,we have tendedto turn a blind eye
to focus on our own current interests." (2000: 9)

By this, one might assume that they are referring to whether or not the key tenet
it
is
the
to
that
this
case.
adhered
was
not
participation
was
clear
voluntary
of
-

One final finding, which shedslight on the apparenteasewith which the
INTED ALS members were able to facilitate the work of the Set, is that:
" [sel f- facilitation] depends on whether or not the set happens
to contain members with skills in group facilitation ... If all the
set members were highly-skilled set participants then ongoing set facilitation would be unnecessary" (2000: 5).

It shouldbe noted,however,that at no stagein Bourner and Lawson's work is
thereany mention of action learningasa leadershiptool at the University of
Brighton.

Use of action learning in postgraduate degrees (particularly those focused on
management education) has been recognized in recent years (Boumer and
Simpson, 2005; Coghlan and Pedler, 2006), with frameworks proposed for the
design and evaluation of dissertations and theses which result from such work.
These are considered in more detail in subsequent chapters.

Where claims aremade for action learningin facilitating leadership
development,theseareusually in the settingsof 'compulsory' ALS experiences
aspart of training programmes,suchasIIESDA/LFHE's Top Management
Programme,or BournemouthUniversity's LeadershipProgramme.Castleyand
Steel(2002) offer a ratherbland and descriptiveaccountof seniormanagement
developmenton the former programme,without consideringany of the wider
implications for the day-to-daybusinessof leadershipin universities.The
Action Learning Setappearsto havebecomea standardexpectationwithin the
Top ManagementProgramme- and one which participantsseemvery largely
to find helpful and rewarding- but it seemsto be left there,in the programme,
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and rarely (if ever) applied to senior management activity within their own
institutions.

Castley and Steel's assertion, incidentally, that "a minimum of four
presenters... is necessary to make meetings effective" was not borne out by our
experience (in which all but one of the six Set meetings had fewer than four
presenters).

One rare example of discussion of the extent to which action learning
contributes to organizational learning in higher education can be found in work
by Passficld (2002). He attributes the successof an institution-wide programme
of action learning for senior academic and administrative staff of the University
of Queensland in the 1990s to the concept of its being a 'parallel learning
structure', since it co-existed alongside formal notions of hierarchical
leadership.

A paper by Evans (2003) highlights experience of four different sets facilitated
during 2002-3 at Birkbeck College by the staff development team. Evans
defines various sub-groupings within institutional life, and makes a case for
action learning as a means to increase cross-boundary understanding within
institutions, but concludes:

"All thesesub-groupscanbe reducedto two: Administration
and Academics... What is frequentlycalled a 'communication
problem' usually comesdown to the differences(in culture,
power,values,working patterns?) betweenthesetwo tribes."
(2003: 2)

It is pleasingto note that the ALS in the project spannedthis perceiveddivide,
and the findings attestto the successof the attemptto integratemembers.In
Evans'scase,however,he admitsto not having beenableto bring the two
'tribes' together,noting ruefully that:
"Noticeably absentfrom thesegroupsare academic
managers"(2003: 3).
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Evansprovidesan alluring argumentfor extendingthe use of action learning
setsacrossacademicdepartmentalboundaries(in a way which would havebeen
during
the extended review process of INTED):
pertinent
particularly
"Enabling members of one sub-group of an organization to
better understand the other sub-groups: an alternative to
idealizing or (more usually) scapegoating them. As this
understanding is passedon, as more members of a unit have
had this experience, it means the organization learns to know
itself better at all levels. This wide-spread knowledge of the
bigger picture is one of the core features of a well-managed
organization. " (2003: 1)

In one final example from IIE, Whetherly (2004) is rare in claiming specific
benefits for action learning in developing and supporting women, in a brief
paper based on participants' experiences of ALS in four UK universities.

Identifying the Research Propositions

It is important to locate within this Chapter the propositions which are
investigated in the thematic analysis in Chapter 4, since these propositions arise
directly from the theory, as follows. Many of the propositions are based on the
precepts of cultural social constructivism, in which learning occurs in a social
context which involves scaffolding, in the case of action learning, by the set
members and facilitator.

Proposition 1 is that action learning enablespractitionersin higher educationto
changetheir practices.
McGill and Beaty argue passionately, and in some depth, for the effects of
action learning on the practice of professionals (1995: 209-235) and of
managers (1995: 198-209), attributing this in large part to the collaborative and
reflective learning which action learning entails.
so

Specifically,they describefive
"... developmentalbenefits[from action learning] which
contribute to a manager's capacity to learn, develop and
change by participating in a sef ' (1995: 229).

Proposition 2 is that there is intrinsic value in action learning in terms of teamworking and affective factors.

Weinstein's empirical research on the action learning experience of 69
individuals in sixteen different contexts is arguably unique in the opportunities
it offers to test a number of propositional claims for the benefits of action
learning, including those relating to the development of individuals.

Weinstein's criteria for a set which is working well (1995: 61-2) map onto
evidence, presented in the 'discourse interventions' used by ALS participants
(see Chapter 4). Reading Weinstein has enabled me to define theorized
behavioural factors to look for in evaluating the Set's success.These involved
attempting to find evidence of the following:

Supportgrouprole of the Set
The Setgelling
Increasedself-confidence
Valuing others
Taking responsibility
Honestyandopenness
Disciplined approachesto working in the Set
There is a key finding in Castleyand Steelwhich concurwith this proposition,
namelythat: all setparticipants
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"... needto feel nurturedand the action learningsets
in
forms
that
support
professional
ways
other
of
provide
development intervention can rarely achieve" (2002:4).

Passfield claims benefits for action leaming in terms of "increased capacity to
collaborate, as well as improved working relationships" (2002: 155). These are
tested in the case study in Chapter 4. Senge explores in some depth the reasons
why team learning is important, identifying teams as "the key learning unit in
organizations" (1990: 236). He raises a further research need which does not
have
been
investigated
in the field of higher education
to
seem
yet
management: to develop "theory of what happens when teams learn (as
opposed to individuals in teams learning)" (1990: 238).

Proposition 3 is that skills developed through action learning are transferable
more widely across participants' lives.

Weinstein's relating (1995: 55-60) of her thinking to that of Revans and of
Honey and Mumford (as the originators of learning styles and learning
behaviours) helped me to identify a range of factors to incorporate into
individual interviews with ALS participants, including:

helped
learning
How
ALS
develop
the
to
their
own
participants
9
*

Relationshipsbetweenperceivedself-developmentand actionsat work

*

'Transferableskills' which emergedfrom the ALS experience
(networking,interpersonalcommunication,self-awareness,
readinessto
take responsibilityand initiative)

Proposition 4 is that key learning takes place in an action learning set at points
in participants' experience when the group has not yet become an established

set.
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In exploring the work of Wenger on communities of practice, Ballantine (2003)
perhaps unintentionally highlights a weakness in that awarenessof Revans's
thinking has never really reached the USA. Wenger's four components of
learning (1998) provide helpful ways of approaching analysis of the individual
post-ALS interviews with participants, covering: becoming a community
from
developing
meaning
gaining
member,
practical competence as a member,
the experience, and developing a senseof personal identity (Ballantine, 2003:
14). A key assertion to test in the analysis is Ballantine's statement that:
"the key learning takes place when [participants] are at the
stage of being recognised as having started on the route to
'membership' but have not yet achieved if ' (ibid. ).

Proposition 5 is that action learning enablesdistributed leadership within self-

definedprofessionallearningcommunities.
Both asresearcherand formal leaderof the School,the 'project' which was my
focus
learning
focused
in
ALS
the
of
specifically on
and
action
was
own
in
in
School,
learning
4)
"professional
(NCSL,
2006:
the
a
creating
community"
order to "promote and sustainthe learningof all professionalsin the...
).
(ibid.
learning"
[student]
the
with
collective
enhancing
community
purposeof
I perceivedmyself to be a facilitative leader,committedto the conceptof
distributedleadership(NCSL, 2005).

According to NCSL (2006: 5-6), a professional learning community is
characterized by reflective professional enquiry, collaboration focused on
learning, and collective responsibility for students' learning. As such, the ALS
offered a potentially powerful vehicle for developing, and for investigating
signs of emergence over time, of such a community.
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Proposition 6 is that action learning changespower relationships in the
learning situation. McGill and Brockbank assert:
"the creativity of the group may remain leashed becausethe
leader
is
inhibited
by
line
the
the
team
as
group
authority of
manager who is exercising their authority to the detriment of
the group for fear of losing authority. " (2004: 265)

The effect of the power relationship of the line manager is examined later, in
Chapter 4.

Ballantine also feels that Action Learning may be treated with some suspicion

becauseit:
"in effect, changes the power relationships in the learning situation.
Neither the set advisor nor the employing organisation are wholly in
charge." (2003: 9).

This may argue for at least partial mitigation of the distorting effect of my
initiation of the ALS as line manager to all other participants.

More positively, McGill and Beaty claim that:
"Action learning is a process which encouragespersonal
responsibility for learning and the development of skills in
constructing personal knowledge. It supports the development
from voicelessnessto personal power in the construction of
knowledge. " (1995: 181)

Proposition 7 is that action learning is unlikely, if practiced in an isolated sub-

have
to
more than a limited impact on the culture of an HEI asa whole;
culture,
indeed,it may conflict with institutional systemsand structures.
There is a needto take accountof the drawbackswhich were reportedby some
of Weinstein's interviewees (1995: 285-9), all of which apply potentially to my
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limited
impact
Among
these
the
context.
were
madeon the culture of
research
the organizationasa whole, the lack of follow-up activity, and potential for
conflict with hierarchicalsysternsandstructureselsewherein the organization.
Other potential drawbacksinclude:
*

The personal development of individuals leading to their own promotion

ratherthan achievementof their projects
*

Dependence on the initiative of small numbers of enthusiasts,reducing

likelihood of sustainability
*

Lack of internal political support by conservative senior managers

9

Self-selecting factionalization resulting from the cliqueishness of AL
converts

*

Deterrent effect of the cost to organizations of initial investment in skills

development
(from Bournerand Lawson,2000)
Each of these factors provides a potential filter to apply when analysing the data

from the ALS in this project.

Proposition 8 is that action learningcanwork acrosshierarchicallevels in an
organization, given appropriate circumstances of organizational culture. This is
supported by Castley and Steel, who seebenefits in multi-level working:

"the broaderthe rangeof skills, experienceandpersonalities,
the greaterthe opportunity to challengeparticular
perspectives- which may be limiting a manager's
effectiveness"(2002: 4).
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Conclusion

This Chapterhas attemptedto identify the areasof literaturewhich needto
inform the researchproject, beginningwith the broad contextof management,
leadershipand organization,and continuingin more detail into the literature
specifically relating to higher education.Finally, in the areawhich still requires
the greatestamountof further research,I have attemptedto grapplewith the
issueswhich refer to the applicationof action researchto organizational
development.In revealingthe gapsin the literaturein this final area,it has
becomeapparentthat the researchproject addressessomeof the knowledge
which is asyet absentfrom the field of researchin higher educationleadership
andmanagement.
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CHAPTER 3. Methodological Approach

In order to put forward detailed and relevant methodological questions which
inform the empirical study, it is necessary at this stage to define the theoretical
it
is
in
doing
it
is
In
which
situated.
so,
context
equally important to establish
key
definitions
of
concepts which underpin the study, and to employ these
clear
in providing a rationale for my proposed methodological approach.

After outlining a framework for collecting, analyzing and interpreting data, I
will consider questions which relate to dealing with the implications of the
findings,
issues
to
ethical
and to evaluation of the study. The final part
research
of this Chapter will addresspersonal, institutional and ethical issues, and
consider related concerns about reflexivity.

At the outset,I wish to makeclear that what could be saidto be an eclectic
data
(i.
blend
to
collection
and
analysis
e.
using
a
of action research
approach
is
study)
nonethelessemployedwithin a clearly constructivist
case
and
framework, as arguedlater in this Chapter.
Key Definitions underpinning the Research

The project is clearly a piece of action research in that it matches Cohen and
Manion's definition of a "small-scale intervention in the functioning of the real

world and a close examinationof the effects of such intervention" (1994: 186).
It generatescritical discourseasan outcomeof working with other
ideas
be
"teased
to
enabling
out, analysed,criticized, debated"
practitioners,
(Phillips, 1989:66). Furthermore,it can enablepractitionersto shape
"educationalpracticesand situations" (Kemmis, 1988: 181).
It usesaction learning as the subjectof its investigation.This was selectedas a
vehicle for changingthe culture of the departmentin which it was based.In this
Beaty
is
"it
McGill
that
suggest
and
primarily an aid to learning"
capacity,
(1995: 24).
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The project relates its research activity and presents its findings by means of a
two-part case study. Bassey (1999) refuses to offer a single definition of case
study, reporting the wide range of interpretations available in the literature of
educational research. Taking this further, into the identification of types of case
study, I intend firstly to use 'story-telling' case study to record what happened
in the ALS in my department. Secondly, I propose to interpret my findings
through writing an evaluative second section of the case study, in which
thematic analysis is presented in relation to the eight research propositions
identified at the end of Chapter 2.

It is also important for me to understand clearly my role as aparlicipant
researcher. My research role goes beyond that of participant observation
defined by Burgess (1984a: 79), because the process of establishing action
learning sets is a deliberate intervention, thus creating an artificial situation.
This is further complicated by my role as line manager to the members of the
ALS. Attention is therefore given to ensuring internal validity so that the
influence of the researcher is not seento skew the investigation. The concept of
triangulation is built into the project so as to demonstrate "trustworthy
procedures" (Bassey, 1999: 40).

The Project as Action Research

Two textshavebeenparticularly influential in helping me to locatemy work in
the field of educationalresearch.Bassey(1999: 39) provides a helpful
framework for distinguishing"the kind of researchwhich is carriedout by
educationists"from the non action-related,phenomenologicalwork carriedout
by sociologists,psychologistsand anthropologists.Within educationists'work
is situatedempirical research,"which focusesprimarily on datacollection"
(1999: 40). Basseyidentifies threecategoriesof empirical research,including
action research,which is undertaken"in order to understand,evaluateand
change"(1999:40). This is clearly what drives my proposedresearch- not
purely a desireto understandfrom a theory-seekingor theory-testing
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perspective, nor applying solely a clear-cut evaluative perspective. Instead, my

interpretive
is
study
of
singularity,
operating
within
an
a
practitioner-led
work
research paradigm.

It adopts a constructivist stance in that it puts forward new understandings of
action learning which are based on the researcher's developing knowledge of
the eight research propositions in light of his own, and his participants',
experience.

Action leaming involves creating an interactive environment for the
construction of understanding, and is supportive of experimentation and the
discovery of broad principles. In using action learning, participants build their
own understanding of how to be self-supporting, reflective and action-oriented
in applying learning to their own practice.

As field research, it is important to establish whether or not the study adopts a
grounded theory approach. Burgess (1984a) is helpful in illuminating such
issues. Ile makes clear that substantive grounded theory ("generating theories
from data") can be useful in informing fields such as professional development
(1984a: 180). However, he also emphasizes that a grounded theory approach is
leads
is
this
theory-testing,
theory-building,
and
not
one which primarily about
me to the conclusion that it conflicts conceptually with the notions underlying
action research.

Burgess is equivocal in his support for grounded theory as advocated by Glaser
and Strauss, citing the work of researcherswho have pointed to the flaws and
confusion which they see in the "tabula rasa view of inquiry" (1984a: 181).
Points against grounded theory include the futility of seeking 'distance' to
enable theory to emerge, the impossibility of entering a research setting without
foreknowledge, and the repressive nature of procedures for 'neutralizing' datagathering (Thomas and James,2006: 781-3).
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Bourner and Simpson, in considering the epistemologies of practitioner-centred
research in the context of action learning-based theses,categorize 'knowing' in
four ways, the third of which (empiricism) is the basis for grounded theory.
They feel that social scientists, in their reliance on grounded theory and its
application of reason to ... sense-baseddata... (2005: 136), fail to take into
account "the challenge for the university now... to apply reason to ... knowledge
gained through introspection" (ibid. ). This represents for me an opportunity to
attempt introspection without necessarily rejecting grounded theory in the
process.

Zuber-Skerritt is helpful in her ability to place grounded theory together with
emancipatory theory and critical theory in a set of three overlapping circles in
which action learning occupies the central territory. She feels that grounded
theory provides useful principles to support the "developmental processes from
technical to critical inquiry" (2001: 9), and advocates the potential in an ALS
for every participant "being a 'personal scientist... (2001: 15). This supports the
constructivist stance in my work.

In Bassey's framework, action research is seen as leading to the production of
"outcomes as interpretations" (1999: 4) and, more concretely, of stories.
However, he also puts forward an argument for the use of case studies within
action research, and states that case studies can lead to generation both of
it
is
interpretations
latter
In
this
sense,
as
and
also
as
predictions.
outcomes
possible to produce what Bassey calls "fuzzy generalizations" (1999: 4) from
comparative analysis of case studies - leading to indicative predictions of what
in
happen
similar situations if similar actions are applied. I intend to make
may
such generalizations, as explored later in the thesis.

Action Research in relation to Action Learning

A review of trendsin recentliteratureof action researchby Dick (2006) reveals
that thereis growing evidenceof action researchbeing linked to 'teacher
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leadership' (2006: 441), though this is clearly not specifically contextualised in

higher education.
Action Learning is mentioned not in the section on educational action research "the busiest area of publication" (2006: 441) - but rather unsurprisingly in the
...
category on organizational applications, where he notes that:
"Action learning and action research continue to grow closer
togethei" (2006: 446).

Dick also cites an example of work about doctoral students researching their

managementpracticeusing action research.
A recent article by Dehler and Edmonds (2006) provides a succinct summary of
action research frameworks which they have used to incorporate action research
into the student leaming experience on postgraduate management education
programmes. These refer to three schools identified by Marsick and O'Neil
(1999): "scientific, experiential and critical reflection", and to three paradigms
after McNiff (2000): "empirical, interpretive, and critical theoretic" (Dehler and
Edwards, 2006: 641).

Raelin and Coghlan (2006) present action learning and action research as two

for
approaches
managementdevelopment,anduse a novel
alternative
frameworkto comparethem, of Form, Voice, Level andTime.
In this analysis,action researchis seenrespectivelyasbeing basedmainly on
dialecticalknowledge,using a third-personvoice, involving triple-loop
learning,andbeing concernedwith the relationshipbetweenpresentand future
practice.
By contrast, action learning is primarily about practical knowledge, using a

voice, applying double-looplearningand locatedin the hereand
second-person
now (2006: 682).
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These distinctions, and the inter-relationships between action learning and

action research,might be representedschematicallyas follows:

Improvedperformanceby the researcherand othersresponsiblefor using
Action L&,Vqja& as a leadershipdevelopmenttool in highereducation

Improvedperformanceby ALS members
in their individual projects

Self-awareness
by individualALS participants
)up improvementof learning sialls acrossthe ALS

ActionLearninizZel
JhV6W

understandingof possibleways in which Action Lean-ýing
imylavjA sffectivenessof leadershipdevelopmentin higher education

Action Researchproject 6nvestigation into the
workings and effectivenessof the ALS)

Fig. 2.3

Outcomes of the ALS action research project in relation to thefield

of leadership development in higher education

Methodology of Field Work and Case Study

The aim of this next sectionis to producea clear statementon the
methodologicalconceptsand techniquesimplicit in using casestudy,and to be
confident asto the location occupiedby the casestudyin Chapter4 on the scale
betweenthe 'scientific' at one extreme,and the 'fictional/imaginative' at the
other.
It is clear from the amountof cross-referencingbetweenthe different sources
consultedthat thereis a cumulativebody of knowledgeon casestudyin the
social scienceswhich hasdevelopedover the past fifty or sixty years,and this
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hasbeenthrough various stagesof being regardedas ground-breaking,
frivolous, questionable,and essentialto the generationof new theory (Yin
[1989], Bailey [1996], Bassey [1999], Gillham [2000]).

Before considering the specific applicability of case study approachesto
educational research, it is worth broaching more generic epistemological and
pragmatic issues which are identified in the literature.

At the early stages of design of my research project, I was uncertain as to an
exact rationale for choosing case study over experimental or survey approaches
to my work with action learning sets in my higher education context. Having
consulted my field notes and research log, I realised that this uncertainty
stemmed from a concern over the justifiability of the approaches which felt
instinctively right - but which I suspectedmight be exposed as lacking in
scientific soundness.Further reading of the literature proved both informative
and supportive, and enabled me to develop confidence in my constructivist
stance.

The purposeof the research,as evincedby the researchquestionsstatedat the
is
outset, clearly to go far beyondthe descriptivein orderto investigatehow
understandingsaboutorganizationalculture andclimate are constructedsocially
by participantsin sucha culture. In this case,the contextis of a specific
intervention intendedto strengthenthe quality of professionaldialoguein the
academicunit where it is situated.Further,the researchaims to offer
explanations(why) which may add to theoreticalknowledge,and is therefore
in
its nature.
exploratory
exclusively
not
Yin offers some reassuranceas to any insecurity I may have felt over
generalisability, pointing out that:

"Case studies... are generalizableto theoreticalpropositions
andnot to populationsor universes"(1989: 2 1).
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He sets out a challenge for researchers, identifying the weakness of case study
research in having failed sufficiently to link "data to propositions... and criteria
for interpreting the findings" (1989: 32). This representsboth a warning and an
opportunity for my project.

Research Design

Bassey devotes considerable intellectual effort to his arguments for a
reconstruction of the concept of case study, but seemsat times to contradict
himselE At the start of his book, he contrasts the 'theory-seeking and theorytesting case study' (stating this to be his main focus) with alternative types such
as story-telling, picture-drawing or evaluative case studies (1999: 3). He makes
an appealing case for the former as "fuzzy generalization [arising] from studies
of singularities" (1999: 12), and gives a clear example of a theory-seeking case
study which investigates the extent to which two 'fuzzy propositions' were
supported by a specific educational enquiry.

Later, Bassey implies that theory-seeking/testing and story-telling case studies
are mutually exclusive (1999: 62). However, in stating his views on action
research - "enquiry carried out in order to understand, evaluate and analyse"
(1999: 40) - which he helpfully points out is neither simply theoretical nor
he
blends
the two. He says that action research lends itself well to
evaluative,
story-telling in how it is recorded, and to theory-seeking and theory-testing as it
is written-up. This seems to me to hold true for my work, and may reflect the
heuristic process which Bassey undergoes during the course of his book.

Basseyseemsat his most helpful when providing his checklistof criteria for an
educationalcasestudy (1999: 20-21), and in including an exampleof a storytelling casestudywhich demonstratesin practicewhat he advocatesin theory in
the main body of the book (1999: 95-115).This investigation,of the
NottinghamshireStaff DevelopmentProject in the 1980s,setsa precedentfor
casestudiesset againstturbulentmanagerialbackgroundssuchasthat in my
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Bassey is also useful in forcing careful thought as to the theoretical bases for
investigates
is
in
it
It
the propositions advocated
theory-testing
that
my work.
by Revans, Senge and others in relation to the respective effects of action
learning and professional dialogue within organizational learning. It is theoryilluminate
fuzzy
in
its
to
generalizations which might
attempts produce
seeking
approachesto strategic leadership in the change-oriented higher education
itself
both
fits
interpretive
lends
It
to
the
paradigm,
and
within
sector. clearly
Stake's 'naturalistic generalizations' (which can be made personally by the
by
'propositional
the
or
assertions
made
publicly
generalizations'
reader) and
researcher (1995).

Bailey provides a continuum for defining participant observation in field
identify
'complete
to
as
a
enables
me
my
own
position,
which
research
is
(1996:
10).
This
'observer
than
considered
rather
as
participant'
participant',
further in the section on 'Reflexivity' below.

Yin offers further confirmation of the appropriateness of my approach for the
by
defining three key characteristics of the case study as an
project,
research

empirical enquiry which:
"investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life
context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources
of evidence are used" (1989: 23).

In this case, four sources of evidence are used: transcripts of the sequenceof
ALS meetings, supporting researcher notes, interviews with individual
participants at the end of the sequence,and a short questionnaire on
departmental culture eliciting the views of members of the School of
International Education, including those who were not involved in the ALS.
This last idea was inspired by Gillham (2000) who, while acknowledging an
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intellectual debt to Yin, offers a range of practical suggestions to improve the

researchprocess.
Preparation for Data Collection

Many of the writers consulted emphasize the importance of regarding the
phases of work on field research not as strictly chronological, but more as
holistic. There is a common view that writing must not begin after note-taking
and analysis, but that it is a continuous process, and begins in the design and
preparatory stages.The structure of the Doctorate in Education clearly supports
similar notions, unlike that of some other research degrees.

Bailey advocates several parallel categories for organizing field notes:
chronological, details previously forgotten, analytic ideas and inferences
(emerging themes constantly related to the research goals), impressions and
feelings, and notes on "things to think about and do" (1996: 84). She suggests
working in three-hour blocks to aid concentration, stressing the tedious and
difficult nature of the task.

Gillham reinforces the challenge of the work, exhorting "daily and exact
transcription onto a word processor" (2000: 24), and suggeststhe production of
in
summaries
order to prevent the material 'losing shape'. Such
periodic
summaries should record and justify decisions taken, and comment on selfawarenessof prejudices and preferences which emerge during the course of
note-taking. He is even more exacting in his call for the researcher to seek out
discrepant data, and to ask what people are not saying in the views they put
forward (2000: 29), whilst acknowledging the difficulty of being reflective.
This does suggest the need for early practice, and that the preparation stage is
where the researcher should begin to seek mastery.

Another practical consideration proposed by Gillham is that of planning for

interviews by being clear in advanceasto which promptsandprobesto use in
order to "ensurethat all the interviewshavecomparablecoverage"(2000: 6666

67). Ile suggeststhat advance preparation should include devising transcription
and analysis grids in which responsescan be categorized question by question.
Ile also suggeststhat, during the interview, the researcher allow participants to
address the question 'How would discussions have been different if I hadn't
been thereT This is salient to my project, given constant concern over the
potentially distorting effect of the power dimension in my relationship to
participants.

Yin is encouraging in his view that case study may be the most appropriate
method for "appreciating the complexity of organizational phenomena" (1989:
12), and such complexity should be allowed for in preparation. The
unpredictable interference of real-world events calls for flexibility on the part of
the researcher, who does not control the data collection environment (Yin,
1989: 73) in which "practices... are... always changing" (Bassey, 1999: 35).
This is certainly true of the institutional context in a national policy
environment of unprecedented change. Nevertheless, the precise format of the
action learning set procedure provides natural boundaries within which the
environment of the research is defined, and this is a helpful mitigating
circumstance.

Collection of Data

Yin's thoroughnessin consideringthe importanceof drawing on multiple
sources,and constructingdatabasesfor storageand retrieval, leadsto further
reflection. His categorizationof six sourcetypeshassuggesteda wider rangeof
had
I
than
originally identified. Although evidencein the form of
evidence
physical artifacts,archival recordsand from direct observationis not directly
relevant,the otherthree categoriesare crucial, namely:
Documents:Sourcesinclude institutional documents,particularly those
concerningeducationalvision andmission,and strategyin relation to
leadership;considerationof appraisalnotesfor learning set participantswas
also worthwhile.
Interviews:Yin providesa rationaleby which theseare essential:
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"... becausemost casestudiesare abouthumanaffairs...
and... respondents can provide important insights into a
situation" (1989: 90-91).
Participant observation: Although Yin is cautious about the risk of bias from
the researcher's participant role requiring "too much attention relative to the
observer role" (1989: 97), the use of transcribed recordings may offset such
risk. Another offsetting factor may be that data-collection (and subsequent
reflection on it) is not at all inimical to the philosophy and operational reality of
action learning, thus reducing the intrusiveness of the participant-observer.
Furthermore, as Yin states, "opportunities arise becauseof
the investigator's ability to manipulate events or situations" (1989: 93) and this
can be construed positively.

As Gillham says of participant interviewees, they can be categorised, with some
seen as being more 'elite' than others, in that they are
"people who are capable of giving answers with insight and a
comprehensive grasp of what it is you are researching... you
will usually report [these interviews] more fully in your writeup" (2000: 63-4).

This is certainly true of more than one setmember,whoseactive researchand
in
practice academicpedagogicthinking clearly contributea heightenedsense
to the sets,as shownby the transcriptsof setmeetings.
of self-awareness
Recording and Analysing Evidence

All the writers consultedhavemuch to sayaboutthis aspectof field work, and
all give food for thought.Burgessadviseson indexing field notesso asto allow
for complexity, suggestingthe use of multiple copies(for different categoriesof
analysis)and wide margins(1984a:174).This indicatesthat the five categories
of initial analysisof commentsusedfor the transcriptsof the first two set
meetings,and outlined in Chapter4, was too simplistic to copewith the large
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individuals attachto social situations" (1984a:212).
Burgess cites an example of teacher-pupil interaction analysis in which eight
categories were devised, including domination, negotiation, and moraleboosting.

This is echoed by Yin, who feels that "Typologies often emerge through the
process of filing" (1989: 94), and encourages the researcher to look for patterns,
diagrams and metaphors. These last are helpful in generating creativity, by
providing multiple, alternative lenses through which to view the School - as an
have
for
instance.
These
SAS
team,
television
or
production
unit,
orchestra,
in
development
the
such
awaydays
events
as
residential
proven useful at staff
June and December 2006.

Both Yin (1989) and Burgess(1984a:182) concur in their reminderthat the
generalstrategyfor analysisshouldbe basedon specifictheoretical
propositionswhich shapethe researchquestionsin the first place (Yin, 1989:
106).It is equally important to remainvigilant andpay attentionto rival
propositions,too.
Yin outlines two specific analytic strategies which are equally relevant to the
project:
Pattern-matching, which tests notions that one pattern depends on another, and
examines threats to the validity of the research which appear to yield alternative
explanations for phenomena observed (1989: 111).
Explanation-building, which is an iterative process in need of constant
revisiting in the light of emerging details (1989: 114-5). It is possible in this
case to envisage an initial set of explanations from the learning set transcripts,
which may need revision following participant interviews.
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Although Bassey points out that "Categorization is a dangerous game" (1999:
64), he does not counsel against it, rather suggesting a careful approach to

coding of data items, analytical statementsand alternativeexplanations.
The wisdom of identifying 'observer effect' is underlined by Gillham - "look
out for the probable influence of your presence" (2000: 47).

Reporting and Writing the Case

The literature focuses variously on the style and approachesto writing up the
case study, and also on structures and processeswhich support successful
writing. The reader might conclude that the idea of an orthodox approach to
writing case study has waned, and that a wide range of options is now open to
the researcher. However, all the authors underline how difficult it is to write up
a convincing and valid case study, in a terrain where the pitfalls appear to be
legion.

One significant danger seemsto lie in leaving writing too late:
"Most investigators typically ignore the compositional phase
until the very end of their case studies" (Yin, 1989: 128).

In my case, it was helpful to be obliged, by the nature of the Progress Reports

submittedregularly during the lifetime of the project, to begin the writing
processearly.
Although Gillharn's sectionon analysingandpresentingthe data is
disappointinglylimited to a mere eight pages,he is succinctin his distinction
betweenclarity and fluency in writing, pointing out that, in contrastwith the
former, the latter is all too easyto achieve,resulting in:
"... a glibnesswhich meansthat you glide over the surface,
engagingwith nothing" (2000: 98).
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Bailey finds in casestudya senseof freedomfrom the needfor scientific
its
it
because
"lack
of pretenseof moral
of
makes
attractive
which
objectivity,
neutrality" (1996: 8).
She also finds emancipation in the notion of a critical perspective which is
feasible, indeed desirable, in writing up field work. She notes the responsibility

of the researcher
"... to document, understand, and change the way that
powerful groups oppress powerless groups. A goal of much of
this research is to empower the people in the setting toward
meaningful social change." (1996: 28).

Whereas at the outset of the project, I conceived this in terms solely of ensuring
that as researcher and line manager I was not abusing my own power role, the
in
dimension
facing
later
School
threat
the
the
another
critical
placed
context of
light. This led to my adopting a stronger constructivist stance than had been
planned at the outset.

Bailey stressesthat a critical perspectivemust be setagainstthe researcher's
own worldview, and hencebe values-based.This contrastssignificantly with
Van Maanen's'realist tales' (1995),which call for a more traditional reporting
body
from
in
details
"any
the
the
of the
about author are absent
approach which
texf' (Bailey, 1996: 106).From this perspective,the researcher'sresponsibility
is to presentconcretedetailsandput acrossmembers'points of view. In my
key
be
the
the case.
this
author
as
a
cannot
with
participant,
situation,
Alternative approachesto writing up the casestudyare given considerable
spaceby Bailey, who highlights more experimentalgenres,including poetic
representation,'narrative of the self' or ethnographicfictional representationsall of which use the conventionsof fiction. Sheevengives examplesof
ethnographicdrama(intendedto be performed)and mixed genreportrayal,such
astelling three storiesin parallel. All of theseapproachesmight be considered
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'high risk' in the context of the Doctorate, and - most importantly - would be

unlikely to be taken seriouslyby readersin the higher educationsector.
Nevertheless, Bailey's assertion of the importance of locating oneself in
offering interpretations is relevant, and does not imply
"... writing narcissistic and self-indulgent accounts of one's
every mood in the setting" (1996: 115).

Once again, it is Yin who has most to offer in terms of a thought-out set of
views on intended audiences and structures when considering case study.
Although it may be possible to imagine using parts of the thesis for subsequent
including
for
colleagues, non-specialists and
other
stakeholders,
publication
is
Yin
key
for
funders,
this
the
of
what
piece
work
audience
eventual research
terms the 'thesis committee'. In this situation,
"... mastery of the methodology and the theoretical issues of a
case study topic, an indication of the care with which the
research was conducted, and evidence that the student has
successfully negotiated all phasesof the research process are
important. " (1989: 130)

Of equal importance is the significance of the findings.

In termsof form, the approachtakenwith this project is that of a single
narrativewith an embeddeddesign- that is, individual participantsaretreated
larger
a
whole, that of the ALS group.
within
as sub-units

Yin considers six structure types, of which my case study is a combination of
three. It is not in itself a linear-analytic structure, though the thesis as a whole
is. The case study chapter itself, comprising some 40% of the total thesis
length, is chronological, theory-building and also has a 'suspense' structure.

In that it attemptsto demonstratesomesense(in the caseof specific research
propositions)of causalsequencesover time, it is chronological.Yin warns
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againstthe dangersof giving too high a proportion of spaceto early events,
arguing for evenchronologicalattentionacrossthe entire time span(1989:
139).One approachwhich I adopted,suggestedby Yin, was to draft backwards
initially, thuspreventingtoo many simplistic, 'false' causallinks.
A theory-building structureis topically-built (but can at the sametime be
chronological within each topic) - at its best, according to Yin:
"... the entire sequenceproduces a compelling statement that

can be most impressive." (1989: 139)
The 'suspense'structurepresentsthe outcomeinitially, then explainshow it
was generated.In the caseof this thesis,the openingcontextualchapter
presentsthe outcomeclearly. This can often be "an engagingcompositional
structure",in Yin's view (1989: 140).
In effect, the casestudyprovidesa 'fused' structurewhich combineselements
of all three.
In terms specifically of work on action learning,Coghlanand Pedlerproposea
framework for dissertationswhich relatesdirectly to Revans'stheory.This
involves using his SystemsAlpha, Beta and Gammaas follows:
*

SystemAlpha- identification and analysisofa real organizational
difficulty;

9 SystemBeta- explorationof the useof "cycles of action andreflection"
(2006: 134)to resolvethe problem;
o SystemGamma-exploration of the participants'"views and
understandings"(ibid.).
It is at this third level of explorationthat my constructiviststanceis most
clearly displayed.
In termsof the structureof this thesis,SystemAlpha is addressedin Chapter1,
while Beta and Gammaform the basisof the casestudy.Coghlanand Pedler
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also cite an earlier articulationby Pedlerof "four strandsof learning... which
makeup the whole 'DNA' of the action learningdissertation"(ibid.), adding
analysis of relevant literature to the three strands from Revans's theory.

Personal, Institutional

and Ethical Issues

Here,the methodologicalquestionsare:
*

How do politics and power influence my work?

*

To what extentdoesmy own 'insiderness'distort the research?

The project was timely in the dual sensethat at the time it was conducted:
implementing
College
following
Strategic
Plan
2004-2010
the
the
was
a
appointmentin July 2003 of a new Principal;
leadership,
there
was
a
national
emphasis
on
enhancing
governanceand
managementin higher educationaspart of the UK government'sagendafor the
'modernization' of public services.
However,thesepolitical factorscreatedboth inherentbenefitsand drawbacks
for the researchproject. In the first instance,the CollegePrincipal, asmy line
manager,strongly encouragedthe researchproject from the perspectivesof my
professionaldevelopmentand of his supportfor the institutional changeagenda
underlyingthe StrategicPlan. However,if the institution's managerial,
financial or humanresourcepriorities were to changeduring the three-yearspan
of the study(during one of the most turbulentperiodsexperiencedin recent
higher educationhistory), the extentto which my project would be supportedor undermined- had the potential to shift significantly.
As a middle managerin operationalterms(Schoolleadership)with institutionwide strategicresponsibilities(for Regional Engagementand International
Strategies),I undertooka complex setof duties, albeit in a small institution. I
was subjectto the very vulnerability facedby middle managerswhich is
identified by Hellawell and Hancock(2001: 193),but was also to someextent
one of the seniormanagersof the institution, and thuspart of the 'power
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culture'. Theseauthorsemphasizethat the position of the middle manageris
exacerbatedby feeling "vulnerableto attack from below aswell as above"
(2001: 194).This mademy position as initiator of a democratically-run(sic)
action learningsetparticularly delicate.
Furtherissuesarehighlightedby Hockey's discussionof researchingpeersand
familiar settings. When the peers are themselves educational professionals,
these issuesbecome all the more intense:
"A particular problem of conducting research on trained
social scientists is their tendency to offer a version of the
world already filtered through the lens of their particular
discipline" (1993: 199).

As members of a fairly learning-centred teacher training-based institution, my
pecrs were likely to be intrinsically interested in action learning as a means of
enhancing learning, which would bring a strong senseof 'knowingness' to their
behaviour in the sets. I would therefore need to adopt a position which took any
resultant distortion into account.

Hockey cites a key disadvantageof insider researchasthe familiarity with the
researchcontext,in that this impedesthe analysisandreflection on the data
collected.In my own case,althoughI was usedto working with colleaguesby
virtue of managingtheir activity, planning teachingand allocatingresources,
the processesof analyzingand reflecting on this work did not, in the
contemporaneous
reality, comeas secondnature.I sufferedfrom the lack of
personaleffectivenessidentified by McCaffery (2004: 282-3) in tendingto deal
immediate
with
priorities in preference to more strategic, longer-term issues.

Hockeypoints to the specific advantagesclaimed for insider research:there is
no culture shockfor the researcher;as insider, the researcheris unobtrusiveand
"less likely to alter the researchsetting" (1993:204); the researcherpossesses
knowledgeof "languageandbehaviouralcucs" (1993:204) and can appreciate
"the full complexity of the social world at hand" (1993: 205). Many of these
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claims hold true for this researchproject, althoughthe ideaof blending into
situationswas not applicablein the caseof the action learningsets.Not only
was I the instigatingresearcherresponsiblefor the very existenceof the sets,I
was also (asmanager)the lead 'championof change'.This latter role might
haveemergedasmore significant than the researchaspect;the fact of being the
researchermight not in itself havecausedunduedistortion.
A further advantage is that

"... the more integratedoneis as an insider with one's
subjects,the greaterthe chancethat the researchprocesswill
havea powerful impact upon one's self..."
and furthermorethat the research
"... is liable to have effectslong after the terminationof the
field work upon the groupthat hasbeenstudied"(1993:
...
...
211).

In termsof working with peers,Hockey reportspersonalizedrelationships,selfon the part of the researcher,social inequalitiesandpersonal
consciousness
hostility asbeing potentially problematic.Thesewere all issuesto which I
neededto remainalert.
Therewas a clear sensein early ALS meetingsof the resonancefor participants
idea
the
of the researcheras insider. However,the apparentlyself-evident
of
natureof the insider perspectivein the caseof this project shouldbe subjectto
critical questioning.Hellawell contends
"... that ideally the researchershouldbe both inside and
outsidethe perceptionsof the 'researched...(2006: 5).
This highlights the importanceboth of empathyand what Hellawell.calls
4alienation'"in its strictly Brechtiansenseof distancingor making strange"
(2006: 53). In analysingthe data,attentionis paid to evidenceof both these
notions in the perceptionsof ALS members,including the researcher.At the
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having a line managementfunction in relation to the other setmembers.
Rather than seeing the simultaneous insider and outsider positions as being

conflictual, Ilcllawcll presentsthis asnot
"... one continuum but... a multiple series of parallel ones.
There may be some elements of insiderness on some
dimensions of your research and some elements of
outsiderness on other dimensions" (2006: 7).

For me, insidemessis defined,inter alia, by a sharedacademicdiscipline with
colleagues,a sharednotion of being not in the 'inner circle' of senior
management,a sharedsenseof team.Outsidemesswas also evidencedin the
had
fact
I
(Dean
School),
that
the
of
natureof my employmentas a manager
anotherrole which demandedtime outsidethe School(asDirector of Regional
Affairs), and the very small amountof time I spentdirectly with students.
Severalother factorsalso cameto light during the processof datacollection and
analysis.Theseinclude Bailey's rationale for confidentiality as essentialto
avoiding harm to researchparticipants,and her cautionson genderbias and
other statuscharacteristicsaffecting researchoutcomes(1996: 18-22).
It is surprisingthat althoughBailey includesboth genderand ethnicity among
her statuscharacteristics,shemakesno mention of power as a factor. For this
it
highly
full
I
that
a
significant
only
a
was
element,
given
was
not
study,
in
participant the researchwhich I haveinstigated,but was also line managerof
all the other participants.Bailey's suggestionthat the impact of status
characteristicscanbe madeless significant through 'greaterreciprocity' is
relevant.This canbe achieved,shesuggests,by expressingfeelings,'showing a
humanside' and answeringquestionswhich may occur during interviews
(1996: 77).
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There is Yin's problematicnotion that "anonymity is not to be considereda
desirableoutcome"(1989: 143),despitethe fact that I promisedconfidentiality,
wherepracticable,for participants.Nevertheless,Yin offers a solution by
statingthat anonymityis necessaryin situationswherethe casestudyis aimed
at portraying an 'ideal type'. In breakingnew groundby studyingaction
learningasa leadershiptool in higher education,it is indeedfeasibleto
conceiveof the casestudyas leadingto the identification of an ideal type (in
this case,the questioning,self-managingALS participant),whetheror not it
proved sustainablein the wider institutional contextin which it was situated.
Bailey highlights the need for a planned and sensitively-implemented exit
strategy when leaving the field (1996: 85-6). Among the reasons for doing this
is the possible dependencewhich may have been created by the research
activity, although this was less likely to be problematic in the case of the
researcher continuing to be a member of the professional community on the
research site. In any case, it seems legitimate for members of an action learning
set to determine their own future strategy for whether or not to continue to
meet, regardless of any cut-off date for data collection. This date was fixed
before the set began meeting, and formed the basis on which members decided
to commit themselves to joining in the first place.

A numberof further considerations,including thoseof organizationalpolitics
for insider researchers,are discussedhelpfully by Brannick and Coghlan.The
writers contestthe statementby Morse (1998: 61) aboutthe inadvisability for
an investigatorof conductingqualitative researchin a settingwherehe or she
works, on the groundsthat this "may placethe researcherin an untenable
position." Brannick andCoghlanacceptthat there is potential dangerfor the
researcherin termsof "remaining a memberwithin a desiredcareerpath when
the researchis completed"(2007:59-60). However,they disputethe criticisms
of insider researchin termsof epistemologyand methodology.
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Of particular interestis their focuson a rangeof researchparadigms,including
that of Critical RealismandAction Research(which they conflate),statingthat
it:
"... concentrateson episternicreflexivity, which looks at
exposing interests and enabling emancipation through self-

reflexivity" (2007: 63).
This view chimeswith the variety of Critical Action Learningdiscussedearlier
as identified by Pedleret al (2005).
The theoreticalclaims madeby Brannick and Coghlaninclude thosethat insider
researchleadsto "developingunderstandingof the role of the managerand the
internal dynamicsof organizations"and to understandingof organizational
change,both of which are key themesin the researchproject (2007: 65-66).
However,I disagreewith their view that "Action researchfocuseson research
in action ratherthan researchaboutaction" (2007: 65). In the caseof my project
on action learning,it is clearly by definition aboutthe co-existenceof the two.
In termsof organizationalpolitics, my situation did not turn out as expected.
The dilemmasidentified by Brannick and Coghlan- of "role conflict... loyalty
tugs,behavioralclaims,and identification dilemmas" (2007: 70) - did not occur
in termsof relationshipswithin the School(wherethe power dimensionmight
havebeenpredictedto be most problematic).The most problematicareawas in
fact due to factorsidentified later by the authors:
"Undertaking a researchproject in one's own organizationis
political and might evenbe consideredsubversive...
Throughoutthe project [insider action researchers]haveto
maintain their credibility as an effective driver of changeand
asan astutepolitical player" (2007: 71).
Blaxter et al (1996: 144-149)provide an overview of further problematicissues
which can arise,including interferenceby sponsors,the right of subjectsto
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refuseto participate,and problemsof confidentiality and anonymitywhich need
to be addressedboth when gatheringdataandwhen disseminatingfindings.
They emphasizethat:
"Researchethicsis aboutbeing clearaboutthe natureof the
agreementyou haveenteredinto with your researchsubjects
or contacts"(1996: 145).
Burgess (1984a: 198-200) distinguishes between 'open' and 'closed' research,
which serves as a reminder that my project did not involve any elements of
covert research, but that its 'openness' depended on transparent communication
and agreement. At the first set meeting in 2004, the external facilitator (present
in the set for the first meeting only in order to model the role of facilitator)
brokered an agreement on collaboration in the research by all set members. This
was recorded on tape and subsequently transcribed. Set members felt that they
did not need written contractual agreements.

A numberof writers raisethe questionof the needfor the researcherto be clear
aboutwhat and how to disseminate.Hockey (1993: 219-220)points to the
impossibility of disguisingmembersof the sameinstitution from one another,
but gives considerationto ways in which datacanbe written up in order to
key
issues,
to
theoretical
point
while omitting detailswhich enableparticipants
to be identified. I was concernedto ensurethat all participantsreceived,in
advanceof submissionof the thesis,the transcriptsof their utterances,in order
to give their consentto thesebeing usedfor the research.I also gavealphanumericalcodesto eachparticipantwhen writing up the research.
Another point of learning for me was the considerationof ethics asa continuous
and ongoingprocess(Burgess,1984a:207), to which I attemptedto give
constantattentionthroughmy researchjournal.
Research Framework and Approach

This aspectof the researchis guidedby the question:
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e To what extentwill I draw on appropriatequalitativeand/orquantitative
methodologyto inform my work?
In order to construct a story-telling case study which provides an account of
"educational events, projects, programmes or systems aimed at illuminating
them" (Bassey, 1999: 62), it was important to gather data appropriately.

In the caseof action learning sets,the most obviousway of recordingmeetings
is to record and transcribe them selectively. As Burgess states,"... only relevant
materials should be completely transcribed" (I 984a: 121). This begs the
question of how to define relevance.

Analysis of the recordingscould be undertakenby focusingon critical incidents
or turning-pointsin the meetings,employing a discourseanalysisapproach.A
qualitative approachwould focuson documenting
"the ways in which meaningsare constructed,negotiated
within particular social contextsandbecomeregardedas
taken for granted" (rhe Open University, 2004: 42).

Given the constructivistframeworkappliedto the researchproject, a
quantitativeapproachwould not havebeenappropriate.
Burgesssuggeststhat it is not alwayspossibleto define in advancehow to
analysedata- it may be preferableratherto:
"

descriptionswherebythe conceptual
provide
analytic
...

schemeusedis developedon the basisof the datathat are
obtained"(1984a:182).
After the initial pilot ALS in May 2004, five ALS meetings took place at
intervals of three to six weeks between February and June 2006. All meetings
were recorded and transcribed, and each lasted between two and two and a half

hours, following the "alternative approach"outlined in McGill andBrockbank.
This is proposedin recognitionof the fact
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"... that not all organizationsand individuals can devotethe
time suggested[of preferablya whole day]... it is important to
acknowledgesituationswheretime is a constraintand where
action learning for improvementis seenasbeing feasiblebut
for transformationlesssignificant" (2004:78-79).
Their approachallows for the following breakdownof time slots:
*

Set opening -5 minutes

*

Presentation and analysis of issues - 20 minutes per participant

(maximumof 100minutesin total)
*

Drafting and suggestion of action plans - 15 minutes

9

Review of the set meeting- 10 minutes

Walford (2001: 93) offers reassurancethat "There can be no firm rules about
transcription", cautioning against "the fetish that most of us have about
transcribing every tape-recording. " Key interchanges in the discourse are
highlighted for analysis and for use with colleagues as part of the Action
Research cycle, in which a key stage is "feeding the data back to relevant
others" (Coghlan and Brannick, 2005: 93).

Coghlanand Brannick (2005: 99) also emphasizethat for insider researchers,
data is generatedall the time, in the forms of daily behaviouralobservations,emails from set members,meetingsand discussions,and shouldbe capturedand
reflectedon. This highlights againthe importanceof my researchjournal, for
which advicefrom Moon (1999)was helpful.
In undertakingthe fieldwork, it was importantto ensurethat lessonsfrom the
literaturebe appliedto enablingALS participantsto reflect on and evaluate
their experience.McGill and Brockbank(2004:239) emphasizethe needto
define clearly the stakeholdersof action learningprocesses,and to evaluatein
termsof the expectationsof such stakeholders.Theseinclude the INTED
departmentalmemberswho were not membersof the ALS, with whom it was
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importantto explore feelingsof potential exclusion from what might havebeen
perceivedas an 'inner circle' or elite groupingwithin the School.
It was important,in planning work over the period of investigation,to ensure
that the sequences
of readingthe literature,reviewing methodology,and datagatheringand analysisran in parallel. There camea time (at the start of the
Summervacationin 2006) when no further recordedALS meetingstook place,
and a separatetime aroundsix monthslater when the endof the period of the
studyoccurred.Although the ongoingstory of institutional developmentand
impact continued(andremaineda daily focus of my job), it was no longer
analysedfor the purposesof the thesis.As CoghlanandBrannick advise,it is
"important to seta date,after which, whatevertakesplace,
howeverexciting and relevant,will not be includedin your
story" (2004: 103).

Moylcs highlights that it is "important to know what type and level of analysis
you intendto employ beforecollecting your data7(2002: 185),warning that
participantobservationis a covert activity (2002: 177),with risks of observer
bias in termsof selectiveattention,encoding,memoryand interpersonalfactors
(2002: 179).

Sheis helpful in suggestingspecifically how excessivetranscriptioncan be
avoidedby choosingfive-minute slots "acrossthe recordingto sample"(2002:
185).This is helpful, in that evenwith the meetingsand semi-structured
interviewsassociatedwith one six-memberSet, some17 hours of recordings
were generated.
Moyles's reminders(2002: 187) of the needfor triangulation for reliability and
validity chime with Bush's notionsof authenticity.For the latter, reliability is
critical in termsboth of the approachtakento observationand of the realisation
of the casestudy.The questionconcerningthe observationis whetheror not
anotherobserver,using the sametheoreticaland interpretativeframework,
would have seenthe sameas the participant researcherin my casestudy.His
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concernwith the casestudy is over replicability elsewhere(2002: 63-64).As
eachmonthpasses,reportsin the higher educationpresssuggestcommon
concernsover leadershipstylesof seniormanagers,pressurescreatedby
mounting accountability,and a deterioratingclimate in the university
workplace- all of which suggestthat the researchis more likely than
previouslyanticipatedto be both replicableand generalisable.
In order to triangulatethe data,scmi-structurcdinterviewswith the five
individual setmembers(other than myselOwere alsoused.Thesewere
conceivedasconversations,in which the researcher
'6 engagesin a series of friendly exchanges in order to find
out about people's (experiences]" (Burgess, 1984a: 103).

Potentialproblemswith which I neededto engageincludeddecidingon the
length anddepth,topic focus andquestionorder for the interviews.Experience
of other interviewerssuggeststhat the optimum length may be between45 and
90 minutes.Burgessprovidesa helpful operationalguide to conducting
interviews,including tips on posing questionsusing participants' own words
and repeatingphrases"in order to probe" (1984a: 117).
Furtherdatawas obtained,for subsequentanalysis,from noteswhich I took
during eachsetmeeting,and from my own personalresearchjournal. Blaxter et
al (1996:48-49) provide useful examplesof formatsand ways of organizing
suchjournals or diaries.The ProgrammeGuide stressesthe importanceof
documentingother events,externalto the research,which affect the reflectivity
of the researcher(The OpenUniversity, 2004: 44). Theseinclude the significant
changesin the College's political climate, reportedin Chapter1, and my
recordedresponsesto them in the researchjournal.
Reliability and Validity
In order to demonstratethe trustworthinessof my researchaccounts,it is
importantto acquirea detailedunderstandingof the establishedframeworksfor
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observation,analysisand evaluationin educationalcontexts.This needsto take
into accountnot only the possibilities,but also the limitations, of the situations
being researched.According to Bassey,trustworthinessdependspartly on
acquiring"sufficient data" (1999: 60). Ile offers eight questionsfor ensuring
trustworthinessat the different stagesof*

collecting raw data

9 analyzingthe raw data(deriving from effective triangulation)
interpreting
the analyticalstatements
0
Burgessestablishesthe conceptof internal and externalvalidity, to deal
respectivelywith the influenceof the researcherandwith the ways in which the
researchcan be generalizedto other situations.He advocatesthe use of multiple
strategies:
"When the researchertakesonemethodandutilizes multiple
strategiesit is usually for reliability" (I 984a: 153).
The researchproject employed three of Burgess's four categories of

triangulation:
*

Data triangulation(by gatheringdataacrosstime and space)

*

Theory triangulation (by testing more than one theory)

9 Methodologicaltriangulation (by using setrecordings,interviews and
written texts)
Claims madefor other meansof conductingenquiry and reporting,suchas
thosereportedin Daddsand Hart (2001), may contributeto the reliability of the
researchthey purport to validate.Thesemeansinclude visualization and
fictional writing, but do not seemappropriateto employin the context of an
action researchproject in which
"... the outcomesof action learning... must be testedin the
real world of real responsibilityby real peoplein real time"
(Revans,1983:22).
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Evaluation

One other key aspectof reliability concernsthe role playedby evaluationof the
researchbeing undertaken.In discussinga frameworkfor evaluationof research
by others,Burgessprovidesuseful material for self-evaluation.He identifies
threeareasfor evaluation:
the general principles that guide the investigation...
the principles of research design and the ways in which

theseprinciples areutilized within a study...
"... researchmethodsor techniquesof investigation"(1984a:
210).

Ile alsoconsidersthe needto addressboth the impact of a studybeing
evaluated,and the researchquestionswhich remainunanswered.Theseserved
as useful guides for constant reflection during the project.

Yin is highly specific in his typology of validity andreliability, citing construct
validity (evidencedin datacollection), internal validity (dataanalysis),and
externalvalidity (in the researchdesign)(1989:41). He offers the practical
suggestionof inviting participantsandpeersto review the draft casestudy,even
consideringthat their commentscould be publishedwithin the final caseif it
provedhelpful. This processcorroboratesthe constructvalidity in his view
(1989: 144),and was in fact a helpful processwhen usedin the draft casestudy
for this project.
Basseycomplementstheseframeworksby identifying eight factorsof
'trustworthiness',including the provision of an adequateaudit trail in the case
record (1999:75).
Basseybuilds on Yin's idea of peerreview by suggestingthe usefulnessof
incorporatingan Audit Certificate(1999: 90-1) in the casestudy,and provides
an exampleof this in his appendices.It is questionablewhetherthis is
appropriatein the contextof the thesis,althoughit might be assumedthat the
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supervisor's regular engagement with the emerging research is tantamount to an
ongoing process of internal review and audit.

This section of the Chapter has attempted to respond to the methodological
questions:
*

How reliable can I make my observations?

*

How can I monitor and evaluate my ethical stance?

Reflexivity

My own personal role as researcher was fraught with potential problems. The
'Researcher Continuum' devised by LeGallais provides some helpful indicators
of potential benefits and pitfalls of various sets of relationships between
researchersand their participants. The continuum ranges from "No knowledge
of the field of research" (2005: 2) to "Peer to the respondents" (2005: 1).

While this helps in clarifying my position in terms of knowledge of the world
of HE, the culture of the organization being researched,the specific curriculum
area, and my knowledge of the respondents, it arguably does not go far enough
in that I was not strictly a peer to the respondents, but actually their line
manager. If a further pole position were added to the continuum, all the
potential benefits and pitfalls would be exaggerated, including the risks
presented by researcher bias, and the presumption of researcher knowledge by
both parties. It could be argued that the personal relationships between the
researcher and respondent were less significant than for peers (although this
may depend on the assumed leadership style of the manager), and that the
corresponding benefit of the "potential for achieving in-depth empathetic access
to and interpretation of data" (ibid. ) might be somewhat reduced. This is an area
which was tested by respondent interviews.

The insider-outsider continuum is also important becauseof its argued impact
(Hellawell, 2006) as a heuristic device to develop reflexivity in researchers.
There is a reinforcing sensein some of the literature of greater rather than
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diminishedvalidity asa result of the researcherasparticipant.Lomax is
particularly encouraging in this respect, stating emphatically that

"... researchshouldbe doneby educationalmanagers
themselves and not by so-called experts" (2002: 135).

Ile makes a case for self-awareness and reflexivity by arguing:
"It is one of the strengths of action research... that the
research starts with the researcher's own values" (2002: 128).

For West-Bumham and Ireson (2005), values have a role to play in the
'personal authenticity' of leaders, which derives from the overlap and
dialogue
between
literacy
(the
to
cognitive
and
ability
connectedness
affective
meaningfully with self and others), moral and spiritual values, and action
(2005: 17). They argue that:
"Leadership development might... be seen as the process of
becoming personally authentic" (2005: 18).

In their resource material for leadership development, the authors claim:
"At the heart of effective leadership is a model of learning
that is rooted in personal reflection to enable and enhance
understanding and so inform action ... Structured reflection is
central to any approach to enhancing and sustaining personal
and professional effectiveness" (2005: 5).

This link betweenreflection,understandingand action is crucial to Action
Leaming.

It was conceivablethat the researchproject, and its orientationtowardslearning
processes,would be instrumentalin changingfundamentallythe way in which I
worked.The researchproject would thereforeserveasan apprenticeshipfor a
novice researcher,and might enableme to developnew awareness.This degree
of unfamiliarity - with processes,ratherthan the context- may have servedto
counterthe disadvantagenoted (but not defended)by Hockey. Similarly, the act
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interviews
the
transcribing
and
allowed me to
and
analyzing
set
meetings
of
(1993:
insights
"taken-for-granted
assumptions"
and
overcame
any
gain new
202). In this way, I could apply the idea reported by Hockey of developing
"self-conscious strategies to make the familiar problematic" (1993: 208).

Brannick and Coghlan make a powerful case for the benefits of rich and
complex inside knowledge,
"

that as researchersthrough a process of reflexive
arguing
...

awareness,we are able to articulate tacit knowledge that has
become deeply segmentedbecauseof socialization in an
organizational setting and reframe it as theoretical
knowledge" (2007: 60).

There is no doubt in my mind that my own personal responsesto managing my
own ALS activity, and that of the other members of the School (including all
the other five participants of the ALS) through a very difficult period - and one
higher
the
throughout
similar
and simultaneous experiences
which paralleled
education sector - need to be recorded among those of the other set participants.
Day (2002: Para. 2) offers some helpful perspectives on interweaving "multiple
voices and realities into the telling of the story", although there would clearly
be dangers in taking her suggestions too far in the context of a doctoral thesis.
This applies particularly to Day's incorporation of poems and a painting into
the presentation of her findings. Nevertheless, I have included my own
narrative ('The Leader's Story') within the case study in Chapter 4.

In the case study, I document some key interactions from some of the ALS
sessions,and reflections on these. As researcher and instigator of the set, I was
the only participant who took part in all the sessions- not surprisingly, as they
were organized around my own diary (since it would not have been feasible to
gather and analyse the data if I had not been present).

It is evident from my contributionsto the ALS sessionsthat I took many
opportunities to explore and reinforce my understanding of my own identity as
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a leader, and to attempt to use the ALS to implement distributed leadership
through enabling and supporting colleagues in realizing some of the targets they
had set for themselves in appraisal. In a small way, the fact that I did not
facilitate any of the sessions,but that we rotated this responsibility to enable
leadership.
develop
is
implicit
distributed
to
the
skill,
an
example
of
others

It is difficult to separatethe myriad ways in which I influenced the
organizational culture of the School from the specific influence of the ALS.

It is also challenging to differentiate the effect on my thinking and practice of
the following parallel processes:
*

Leaming derived from carrying out my specific project in the ALS

e

Learning about individual and group learning derived from the action
leaming process

9

Learning from submitting progress reports on my own Doctorate
programme

*

Leadership development initiatives in which I was taking part separately
(Fellowship project of the LFHE; Leadership Development Centre)

e

Reading relevant literature for the literature review and methodology
chapters of my own Doctorate

derived
from
Ideas
working with peersin the Collegeand externally
9
*

Changein the higher educationsectoras a whole, of which the context
of my project is reflective

However, as the research project was conceived as action research, it seems at
least partially legitimate for its development to reflect a more organic, lesscontrolled process of emergence, noting a wide range of influences.

My initial hypothesis, that action learning might be a suitable tool for strategic
leadership, was one about which I was careful not to be over-explicit with
participants, in order to avoid a distorting effect. For this reason, I did not
overtly discuss ideas of distributed leadership, change of organizational culture,
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theory on action learning or other notionswhich underpinthe research
propositions. It was important to allow these to emerge from the data.

After some careful consideration during the revision process of completing the
thesis, the research propositions identified at the end of Chapter 2 were reduced
from fourteen to eight. One of the criteria for determining the reduction was to
exclude original propositions which necessitatedusing evidence deriving solely
or largely from my own contributions to the ALS, and which were not
theoretic ally-derived from the literature. It is also worth noting that the revised
propositions do not include 'micro' propositions about the internal workings of
the ALS sessions.

To some extent, there was a self-fulfilling prophecy in my experience in and
beyond the ALS sessions.Because I was personally determined, for instance,
that the learning from the ALS should be transferable to other aspectsof my
life,
I set out to improve and apply more widely my coaching
professional
skills. These were influenced empirically by the Set, but also by theoretical
reading, by attending an NCSL learning event on coaching, by experiencing a
role model through being coached for my Fellowship, and so on. Evidence is
readily available in the data of the opportunities I found to practise coaching
skills, as demonstrated later in the case study.

One might concludeat this stagethat, in order for action learningto make its
fullest impact on participants,it is importantthat it be carriedout aspart of an
action researchproject in which all participantsarethemselvesresearchers.
However,this was not the casewith this project - andthis was deliberately
avoidedin order to make for a different kind of casestudy.Any further
conclusionsarereserveduntil Chapter5.
In terms of Rooke and Torbert's framework of action logics (2005), it appears

to me that during my period of work in the CollegeI madean unintentional
transition from the Achiever to Individualist action logic, the catalystfor which
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was the appointment of the new Principal. This provided an insight into the

potentialthreatwhich I representedto seniormanagementin the institution.
Individualists, for instance,demonstrate
"... awareness of a possible conflict between their principles
and their actions, or between the organization's values and its
implementation of those values. This conflict becomes the
source of tension, creativity, and a growing desire for further
development" (2005: 5).

This explains my interest in using action learning as a source of development.
However, there are negative aspects:
"Individualists also tend to ignore rules they regard as
irrelevant, which often makes them a source of irritation to

both colleaguesand bosses.
" (ibid.)
Further detail is given in an example known to the authors of a female

executivewho
"... formed a highly cohesive team within budget and...
ahead of schedule... [however, she] had a reputation within
the wider organization as a wild card. Although she showed
great political savvy when it came to her individual projects,
she put many people's noses out ofjoint...

becauseof her

unique, unconventional ways of operating... her failure to
acknowledge key organizational processes" (ibid. ).

This mirrors my own experience in the College.

The 'Seven Action Logics' also offered an explanation as to the different
perceptions which senior managers had of my role in directing regional activity
at the College. I was applying, again unintentionally, a different logic - that of
Strategists, who:
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"... focus on organizational constraints and perceptions,

which they treat asdiscussableandtransfonnable...[they] are
highly effective changeagents." (ibid.)
It is thereforeunderstandablethat seniormanagersfound it difficult to reconcile
my apparent resistance to desired change, as defined by themselves, in the
School of International Education.

Implications of the Findings

The process of writing this thesis has raised questions for me concerning:
*

How will the research enable me to generalize?

Given the number of variables involved in the research, and given its nature as
a 'study of singularity', it seems appropriate to suggest that the findings might
lead to what Bassey terms 'fuzzy generalizations'. These are differentiated from
scientific generalization and statistical generalization, as
"... the kind of prediction, arising from empirical enquiry,
that says that something may happen, but without any
measure of its probability" (1999: 46).

Basseyjustifies this form of generalization as
"... intellectually honest... a succinct way in which

educationalresearchcan contributeto professionaldiscourse"
(1999: 54).

In terms of theory building and testing, it was important over the months of the
research process to record (using the research diary as well as Progress Reports)

what Watling calls
"... changes in your theory base - discussing the alternative
viewpoints you have considered and explaining why some of
them were not thought suitable" (2002: 74).
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He claims that this
"... is one way of showing your critically analytical approach

to your work7 (ibid.).
In preparing to write up and report on the findings of the research, no writer has
been more helpful to me than Bassey (1999,2002). His seven possible stagesin
conducting case study build up progressively to writing-up, concluding with:
o

Generating and testing analytical statements

e

Interpreting or explaining the analytical statements

9

Deciding on the outcome and writing the case report (2002: 115)

Bassey's notion of case study which is conceived as story-telling remains
compelling, with the purpose of describing and analyzing
"... educational events, projects, programmes or systems
aimed at illuminating them7'(1999: 62).

A final work which suggestscriteria for analysis and evaluation of the data is
that of Fenwick (2003), who undertakes a critical study of action learning
within the domain of organizational learning, pointing out that its advocates
often lack awarenessof the negative role played by practitioners - who are
frequently power-wielding managerialists - in obviating any potential for action
learning to be emancipatory. She sweeps aside energetically some of the claims
made for action learning by writers such as Revans (1980), Senge (1990) and
Watkins and Marsick (1993), on the grounds that they approached their work
from the perspective of the drive to "improve delivery to shareholders" (2003:
619).

Fenwick proposesspecific enhancements
which enableaction learningto be
more emancipatory,and which correspondto the experienceof the ALS: in that
it focuseson the "workers' problemsand interests",it gives attentionto factors
"that unjustly excludeor privilege individuals or groups",acknowledgesthe
complexity and "contestednatureof learning" andusespower democratically
(2003: 620).
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Nevertheless,it seemsto me problematicthat Fenwick's argumentconcentrates
on a contextof profit-making andproductivity in an industrialparadigm,
despitethe fact that shedrawson work carriedout in wider professionalfields,
suchaspublic sectorand educationalorganizations.In accusingorganizational
developersof failing to consider"the significanceof social andcultural capital
in people's leamine' (2003: 623), sheappearsnot to take into accountthe
professionalculturesprevailing in thesefields of public service.If the people
who volunteerto participatein an ALS do sobecausethey perceivethemselves
as contributing to creatinga developmentalclimate in their organization,the
notion of productivity - andhencemanipulationby managers- takeson a
different hue. In my case,the ALS was not only setin an educationalcontext,
but crucially, in a setting in which trainer training andreflexivity are at the core
of its daily business.Fenwick's statementsaboutthe "ever-presentdark side"
(2003: 626) to action learningdo seemsomewhathyperbolic in sucha context.
However, Fenwick's reminders of the dangers of failing to enable emancipation
are useful to this project. The dangers include the potential for organizational
learning initiatives to
"... become the very mechanisms of control and even
oppression from which they are supposed to emancipate"

(2003: 623).

This neededto be checkedconstantlyasthe ALS evolvedover time, andwas
raisedin the post-ALS interviews with eachmember.
Other factorswhich affect participants' constructsinclude thoseof gender,race
and class,and thesealso requiredvigilant monitoring (2003: 624). A final
aspectto checkin interviewswas manifestationfor and in participantsof the
five facetsof empowermentadvocatedby Herbert (2002): capacity-building,
facilitation, advocacy,illumination and liberation.
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Taking into account important qualifications of the notion of generalizing about
implications, it is nevertheless possible to imagine that, with the current
increase in interest in what have hitherto been regarded as 'soft' management
findings
by
LFHE,
disseminated
the
the
of the
approaches,now supported and
important
is
interest
in
It
therefore
the
sector.
research will prove of widespread
to give due consideration to further questions raised by the project which might
be addressedby future researchers,and these are presented at the end of
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4. Case Studv

Note: The reader is referred, before reading the case study, to the Appendices.
These provide important evidence of the research processesunderpinning the
in
form
They
the
of grids and tables,
study.
also
offer
reference
material,
case
framework
in
clear
provide
a
which to contextualize the study.
which

The First Action Learning Set Experience

During the first set meeting, a number of comments were made which referred
to the emergence of what McGill and Beaty (1995: 84) call "a learning and
development culture", as highlighted by the very existence of the set:
"... it's about trust and sharednessas opposed to secrecy and
collusion7 Facilitator;
"Having this meeting here... changes the quality of the
discussion... [and] the insights that people might provide...
We wouldn't have known that if we hadn't sat around a table
this afternoon... it's remarkable how the organization and setup of the meeting... of the encounter... enablesus to do that"
Participant 4 (N).

Before exploring Ruffier the ways in which the first meeting offered insights

into notions identified in the literature,it is worth telling the story of the 100minute encounterin more detail.
Five colleagues, with a wide range of different roles and grades within the
School, came to the meeting with varying expectations and preconceptions.
Their respective posts covered being Head of Postgraduate Programmes,
Administrative Assistant, Lecturer, Senior Lecturer/Head of Short Courses, and
Dean of School (myself). This was a group of people who had not previously
worked together as a team. In a diagram representing their daily interaction
with one another, there would be many one-to-one linkages, but very few ways
in which they came together in groupings larger than pairs. The only exceptions
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to this pattern were the weekly Friday morning briefmg meetings (20 minutes
long) and the bi-monthly staff meetings of up to two hours - in these
gatherings, a larger group of up to 15 members was usually present, and the
format followed much more strongly the patterns of business meetings.

The Lecturer who was present had stated a wish to observe the ALS process
without speaking, and in the event had to leave the session after about 45
minutes.

The only specific preparation which group members had was that they had read,
in the months leading up to the set meeting, an article by Beaty et al (1993)
which provided some practical insights into becoming an ALS member. This
had been discussed by four of the five participants during a staff development
session.

The first meeting was facilitated by an academic colleague from another School
in the College, someone who had considerable experience of ALS through his
leadership of training programmes for Personal Advisers for the Connexions
Service. He was known for his belief in action learning, and for the supportive,
caring persona he presented in the College. In the event, he was able to build an
atmosphere of trust, brokering agreement on practical steps where necessary
(such as timekeeping issues and the form of task-setting for the next meeting)
and building confidence in the participants. This last point was significant, as
two specific comments came from participants within the first ten minutes of
the session:
"I was rather hoping not to come and have to say
somethine' Participant 1 (PI);
"Nobody really knows quite how to do if' (P4).

All participants agreed that it would be sensible, within the time available, for
four colleagues to present their projects and related issues, with a fifth taking a

listening role. By the end of the meeting,a volunteeremergedfor a non-
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presentingset facilitator for the secondmeeting.The role model presentedby
the external facilitator was clearly seen as helpful.

It was remarkable how the discussions emerging firorn each presenter fitted the
allotted twenty minutes naturally and consistently. Each presenter took between
two and seven minutes to outline their own project and, following the
facilitator's suggestion, phrased a key question relating to an issue about which
they wished to learn more. The topics and questions can be summarized as in
the figure below:

Project Topic
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Developmentof a
Schoolpolicy on
leamerautonomy
Customerservice
improvementacross
the School
Collaborativecreation
of a SchoolPlan 20042009
Extendingthe notion
of review and
reflection astools for
learning
1
-

Questionto Set members
To what extentareyou an
autonomouslearner?
How can I follow up on a
'benchmarking'visit to a local
hotel?
How to engagecolleaguesin
the process?
What is your personal
experienceof the value of
review and/orreflection?
I

Fig. 4.1 Project Topicsand Questionsin ALS I
All the topics and questions appeared to interest and engage all participants, and
the ensuing dialogue was constructive. There was no suggestion during this first
meeting of any 'baggage' which hindered the working relationships across the

set.Indeed,therewas a senseof an experiencewhich was specialbecauseof its
because
novelty,
and
of the opportunities it afforded for discussion of a
very
quality not otherwise available in the everyday life of the School. Although at

100minutesthe durationof the whole meetingwas slightly shorterthan the
averagestaff meeting,therewas a feeling, which was testedthrough interviews
and a short questionnaire,of having achieveda more fulfilling level of
discourse.
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This was evidenced by the comments participants made about realizing that
they were working towards a common purpose, despite having apparently
different projects:
"We are all concerned with the same thing... as an
organization we could get strength from feeling that the things
we do are complementary" (Pl);
"I thought perhaps you'd be up here [gestures at top of head
level]

but it's worked out better than I thought" (P2);
...

"I was wondering 'are we going to get anywhere out of this? ';
I'm absolutely amazed at the... actually, the commonality of
what we're talking about here" (P4).

However, despite the apparent political 'neutrality' of the discussion, there were
several aspectswhich revealed underlying power structures. On several
occasions, for instance, the Head of Postgraduate Programmes assumedthe role
of 'master teacher', making comments which would not have been out of place
in a postgraduate seminar. These contributed to constructive and facilitated
learning, but appearedto be self-consciously Socratic in their nature:
"It's a very interesting question, X";
"It seemswhat you did there is really quite an interesting way
of going about this... " (N).

Therewas also a sensethat, as line managerand asresearcher,I had
orchestratedboth the proceedingsof the setand the projectswhich colleagues
had takenon, and this pointed to evidenceof the distorting effect of the
researcher.Although the three colleagues other than myself who presented had
made a free choice as to their projects, two were clearly linked to appraisal
targets (which I myself had been involved in setting). Although it was clear to
me that I must remain alert to the effects of my intervention, it was difficult to
prevent them. However, it would be essential to be vigilant in reporting this
throughout the case study.
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An approach to analyzing the data began to emerge from the transcription
process. I began by noting the critical moments in the set meeting in terms of
apparent shared or individual insight, turning points in the direction and
structure of the discourse, and the use of specific language to reveal underlying
attitudes and values which might shed light on the organizational culture of the
School.

However, what emerged as interesting and worthwhile was unpredictable, and
produced some surprising instances of richness. The following extract
illustrates this point, and highlights the need to keep an open mind when
transcribing and analysing:

(endinga discussionon the customerservicerole fulfilled by
staff in an Ibis hotel, where shehadbeeninvestigatingthe
reality behind the company's'15 -minute satisfaction
promise') "They all do everything" (P2);
"It seemswhat you did there... is really quite an interesting
way of going aboutthis... I don't know whetheryou've
gatheredany evidence.... If Paul would allow it, to go [to the
Collegereceptionto observethe frontline welcomefor new
students]andjust sort of, shadowpeople.... Just sort ot
follow them through... the entrailsof the Collegeuntil they
get to us... I think the studentperspectiveon this would be
absolutelyfascinating... Get them on tape" (P4);
"You could do that for a rangeof different learners"(PI);
"I guessthere is a difference,of course,betweenhotel
customersand students"(F);
"That remindsme of a rephrasingof my question:What kind
of a customerare you?" (P3).
This provides a good example of colleagues listening effectively, building
dialogue constructively around a suggestion for what P2 might do next to
investigate her project. The fact that P4, the Head of Postgraduate Programmes,
conceives of the project as a rich source of research data, and talks overtly in
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these terms, is an example of ways in which - if more colleagues adopted this
perspective - skills and behaviours in the School might change over time as it
moved towards becoming more of a learning organization. It remained to be
tested, through the participant interviews, how this idea struck the problemowner (P2) on reflection over time.

In practical terms, since it was at that stage too early to know which passagesof
transcription would turn out in time to be significant in the life of the set, it was
important to have codified and annotated the transcript as it stood, in a way
which would make it accessible in future. I had every expectation that as my
reading and experience deepened,I would develop greater expertise in making
use of the transcripts of each set meeting.

In relation to the literature,there were severalinstancesin what participants
said which appear to support some of the claims made for action learning by
McGill and Beaty (1995). For instance, the authors claim:
"... the important thing is that the project is not one where the
end point and the stages in between are clearly mapped out in
advance" (1995: 23).

The initial choiceof projects in all casesfitted this requirement- therewere no
detailedactionplans in place for the respectivecolleagues'activity, and the
projectsoffered considerablepotential for taking shapeasdiscussioncontinued
both within andbeyond the set.
One participant experienced a turning-point in thinking about his project as one

lead
to the creationof
might
which
"... leaming spaceswhere people can convene to discuss new
ideas, instead of going on staff development" (F).

Another noted:

"This is a new ideathat's poppedout of the discussionthis
aftemoon"(P4).
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Concludingon action to implementbefore the next setmeeting,a third said:
"That gives me quite a few things to work on" (P2).

These are good examples of McGill and Beaty's point that:
"Most people find that the project transforms under the
scrutiny of the sef' (1995: 29).

McGill and Beaty also recognize (1995: 24) that developmental activity is often
limited by lack of time for reflection, lack of impetus for action, and lack of
theoretically-inspired thinking. These were recurrent themes in participants'
comments.

The Sequence of Five ALS Sessions, February -June 2006
In the main run of ALS sessions, the project themes selected by the ALS
members represented a similar range to that seen in the pilot session of May
2004. Although there were two new set members, and the professional context
had changed for the existing members, interests remained diverse yet focused
on primary tasks which were centrally important to the work of each member
over the timespan of the ALS. Choices made were therefore appropriate, and to
some extent instrumental.

The grids in the Appendicesprovide an overview of the ways in which each
participant,to differing extents,developeda senseof learninghow to
conceptualiseand dealwith the sort of issuesand dilemmasthey facedat the
start of eachset.
Appendix 2 records how each set member voiced these problems as questions
to their ALS colleagues. Interpretive comments in the table highlight themes
further
in
the narratives presented later for some of the
are
explored
which
individual characters in the story.
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Appendix 3 provides a similar broad overview and analysis of the actions

which eachparticipantagreedat the end of eachSetmeeting.
This section also provides introductory frameworks for reporting data in order
to establish, across the completed sequenceof set meetings, the key questions
posed and actions taken by each of the six set members. It will be seen that only

one setmemberattendedall the ALS sessions,andthat this was the researcher.
Set Membership and Participation

The following pattern resulted over the complete sequenceof ALS meetings:
ALS Meeting

1

2

3

4

5

6

Gender of

No.

participant

P1 (Senior
Lecturer/Head of

M
V/

Short Courses)
F

P2
(Administrative
Assistant)

V/

V/

P3 (Dean of
School/ the

V/

V/

V/

V/

V/

researcher)
P4 (Head of
Postgraduate
Programmes)
P5 (Recentlyappointed
Lecturer)
P6 (Senior
Lecturer)

V/

V/

V/

-V/

M
V/

V/

M

V/

V/

V/

F

Fig. 4.2 Participation in the ALS sessions by individually-coded member and
post within the School
Absences are explained by the difficulty in the life of the School in fixing
meetings of any description due to the work patterns of colleagues, who
frequently travel overseasto undertake training or consultancy assignments.

There is a working year which is neitherconstrainedby British public holidays
nor by the traditional academicyear,meaningthat annualleavemustbe taken
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opportunistically. There is therefore an accepted tradition that there will be
significant absencesfrom most events, and the ALS was no exception. It was
made clear before inviting set members to join that there was no requirement to
attend every session. However, it was pleasing to note that no set member failed
to attend an ALS session when they were present in the institution, despite
work pressures which were noted in the transcripts on several occasions.

There was no pattern of drop-out over the sequenceof meetings, and all
members participated over a time-span no shorter than five meetings. The fact
that only the researcher (and line manager of all other participants) attended all
six meetings might arouse suspicion, suggesting that the dates for ALS sessions
were set primarily at his convenience. This highlights the need for constant
vigilance to the danger of researcher bias noted in Burgess et al (2006: 88), and
for the agreement of transcripts with each of the participants before carrying out
final analyses - especially crucial since the individual memories of each
individual were by definition at best partial, as was bome out by the semistructured interviews.

The Experience in ALS Sessions 2 and 3

As with the first ALS, members were surprised in sessions2 and 3 to find that

they gainednew insights into their projectsby virtue of the fonnat of the
sessions.Thesewere clearly not like meetings,they involved high-quality
professionaldialogue,and they assistedparticipantsin understandingthe
challengesfacedby colleagues.
Many set memberswere interestedin the extentto which the ALS enableda
different sort of discourseto that of meetings:
"... what's struck me is the notion of and the reality of
conversation.All of the things that you're doing are about
initiating or taking part in conversation..." (N);
"That fifteen minutesthat's focusedon you is really
important... What for me is a key motivation... we've all got
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goalsthat we needto meet,it's... I think listeningto what
other peopleare saying,and hearingthe suggestionsthat have
have
in
then
the
people
comeup
recap
what
run out, and
with - I'm sitting and thinking 'Yeah, you cando that, and
it'll be greatfor you to comeback andI expectyou to come
back. That countsfor me too.... So I've found that very
motivating7' (P5);
"It's very good for me to be here,to comein herewithout
interruptionsfor a couple of hours..." (P2);
"I'm not surewhetherI shall, erm, manageto do any of the
things that we've beentalking about,thoughI'm certainly
going away inspired, feeling that there's somesupportaround.
Thank you very much" (P6).
In comparison with School meetings, where a tendency to 'whinge' against
College management decisions and behaviours was a notable characteristic, the
ALS engendered a senseof using precious time to best possible effect.
"A feeling of almost sacred professional space- we fire off
each other's project ideas" (M).

There was a growing senseof awarenessby ALS members of the ways in
for
instance,
focusing
dialogue
be
by,
the
the
of
enhanced
quality
might
which
more on putting questions to problem presentersrather than suggested
solutions.
"I've a feeling that as we go on in a sequence... it'll be
interesting to see how different we get at behaving as
participants in this. Are we going to be focusing on questions;
we've been offering quite a bit of advice?" (P3).

There were occasions on which perceptions of power balance surfaced, with

'difference' being identified betweenacademicandadministrativestaff.
(in response to being asked what was worrying her) "I think
possibly in the way people perceive you becauseI've been
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just purely an administrator for years... I'm trying to bring a

bit more to it aswell, so that they don't think... that they've
sentsomeonewho pushesbits of paperaround" (P2).
There was interesting scope for analysing over time (through the complete
sequenceof ALS sessions) the extent to which discourse varied according to
the different stagesof each session: feeding back on actions, presenting new
issues and discussing them, proposing future actions and feeding back on the
processesof the ALS itself - all have different patterns of dialogue and
interaction associated with them. The participants were becoming increasingly
interested in the extent to which they were 'getting better' at action learning.

In terms of longitudinal tracking, it was also interesting to seehow each ALS
member's role changed over time, as the set gained experience of collaborative
working. Whether there would be an effect of the novelty of the ALS
experience wearing thin, or whether fi7ustrationsand tensions emerged between
set members, remained to be seen.

A concern for the researcher, in its potential impact both on the validity of the
research, and on the ethical dimension, lay in the extent to which my ability to
project my knowledge (derived through the reading required for the Doctorate)
into the workings of the ALS might distort the process and outcomes of the set.
This recalls Fenwick's analysis (2003), and her view that managers tend to
manipulate organizational learning processesto suit their own ends.

On analysing the transcript of my own contributions to the first two ALS
sessions,I was aware that on occasion, I took opportunities to present ideas as
having emerged as if spontaneously from the set discussion, whereas I had in
fact planned them in advance. This applies to wondering if participants would
become more open in their use of questions to challenge their colleagues
(becauseI expected this to develop in line with theoretical writing in the
literature). It also emerged on one occasion when I discussed proposed future
action:
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"It struck me that doing somekind of surveyasan instrument
for seeing where we are... " (M).

This was in fact already in my proposed plans for the research project, and to
I
suggest that it had emerged from the ALS discussion did not reflect the degree
of opportunism which I had employed. There would be a constant need to be
vigilant in this respect as the project developed.

A number of ideas emerged from analysing the data which suggestedparticular
categories of what might be termed 'discourse interventions' by the
participants. Typical examples are represented in the figure below.

Category of

Example

Location

"But that also means me letting go a little bit
more and that's a little bit of a problematic area
for me actually handing over, because [the
students] may not arrive at the conclusions that I
want and they may not get the information that I
want and then if it all goes pear-shaped, how do I
pull it all back together in a sense?That's my
little bit of anxiety in a sense. I'm a bit of a
control freak, yeah."
"You know a lot about schools because of your
own kids, don't you, and because you know all
about what happens to the students on placement
there."
"I had a similar worry about perceived lack of
experience. But if they see that you've been sent
there, they know that's because people here
think you can do the job. "
"But what would you like students to be saying
about the techniques and approaches you used?
Is there anything they might have learned?"
"So what you want is to get students to be more
active, by you being less didactic, getting them
to do more themselves? Is that itT1

P6, ALS2

intervention
Confessional

Empathetic

Supporting

Challenging
Clarifying

P6, ALS3

P5, ALS3

P3, ALS2

P5, ALS2

Fig. 4.3 Emergent discourse intervention categoriesfrom ALS2 and 3

As more transcripts became available, it was likely that the frequency and
variety of these interventions would expand, and that a rich spectrum of subtle
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distinction might emerge within each category. Expanded examples can be

found in the ThematicAnalysis towardsthe end of this Chapter.
It was evidentthat the context of professionaleducationaldevelopmentin
which the participantsworked gavethe ALS a head start comparedto some
settingsin which action learninghasbeenused.It was noticeablein this case,
for instance,that there was overlapbetweenthe skills neededfor successful
teaching,training and consultancyand thosewhich leadto positive outcomesin
action learning.This may affect any generalisabilityof the findings, and caution
will thereforebe neededin this aspectof analysingthe data.
Data Analysis and Case Study Write-Up

This section presents linear narratives of the involvement of four ALS members
over the course of the set meetings each attended during the total period of the
research study. The analysis will offer some explanation building, and will
comment on evidence found in the data to support or refute the research
proposition that action learning contributes overtly to the development of an
organizational culture in which distributed, leaming-informed leadership is a
dominant characteristic.

The Apprentice's Story

P5 joined the School of INTED in October 2004, at the point of graduating
from the School's own Master of Education programme in Trainer
Development. This followed many years of teaching experience, and 3 years'
work with Voluntary Service Overseasin Laos, where he had developed the
skills of teacher training in a context which presented multiple challenges, and
had clearly provided a great deal of stimulation. P5 had excelled as a Masters
student on a course in the School of INTED (on which I had taught, and for
which he gained a Distinction), bringing a critical perspective to the
programme, as well as personal warmth, good humour, and a youthful
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demeanourwhich was much-neededin the School,where the averageageof
academic staff was at least 15 years above P5's thirty-seven years.

In the first year of his appointment, he had expressed some disappointment that
the work he was assigned to had not been as challenging as he expected. It was
relatively piecemeal, and involved spending only short periods of time on
projects based in develop ing-world settings - often interspersed with what he
considered to be 'workload fillers': teaching on language classes and short
intensive home-based teacher training courses.

ALS 2 Wd March 2QQ6)
P5 joined the ALS for its second meeting (about 16 months after being
appointed) with some insights into what to expect, which came from
experiential sessionswhich had introduced Action Learning in one of the
modules on the M. Ed.

He was able to use ALS2 to make a 'position statement' on this to fellow set

members:
"I feel that I'm working with teachers and people in education
kind of in the ivory tower, and I'm finding that a little bit....
frustrating... very frustrating... I would like to get a bit more
dirty... we discuss uncertainty, but we don't necessarily face
it with these teachers in the work they're doing. "

Specifically, P5 was referring here to a new project in Djibouti for which he
had sole responsibility. He had found his first overseas visit motivating, having
successfully carried out an initial needs analysis, but was feeling exasperatedat
being at a distance from the participants once back in the UK.

Having introducedhis dilemma,he was ableto ask for resPonsesfrom set
members by saying,
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"I'd be interestedin anyone'sideasaroundhow that might be
managed... I'd just like to askpeoplewhat they think of
that... similar thoughts, ideas".

When colleagues then attempted to clarify what P5 meant in terms of the
frameworks they themselves were comfortable with (those which encouraged
him to conceive of his project in research terms), he resisted. When P6 hinted
at the need for "triangulation" in P5's approaches, there was a long silence,
followed by tentatively-worded and unconvincing:
"Those are strategies I could use... I'm sure".

This appeared to be a sign of P5 feeling uncomfortable in adjusting to the
professional norms of his role of lecturer in higher education, compared to the
more overtly-practical orientation of his former post as field-based teacher
trainer. It was only when P3 suggestedthat looking at the project from the
perspective of evaluation that P5 recovered the confident register in which he
had begun his 15-minute slot as presenter:
"Yes, I hadn't thought about it in these, er (Long silence)
...
I think with what we're doing... Ido... like that idea - yes."

This is a good exampleof the momentsof insight which occurredat leastonce
in eachsetmeeting(and on severaloccasionscan be recordedin eachperson's
slot in a setmeeting).In reflecting at the end of ALS2 on the processof the
session,P5 commentspowerfully:
"That 15 minutes that's focused on you is really important...
what for me is a key motivation... we've all got goals that we
need to meet, it's I think listening to what other people are
saying, and hearing the suggestions that have run out and then
in the recap - what people have come up with I'm sitting
here and thinking 'Yeah, you can do that and it'll be great to
come back and I expect you to come back'. That counts for
me, too. I know that I'm going to be able to come back...

ill

with the same group - and say 'this is where I'm coming

from'. So I've found that very motivating."
This contribution showsthe affective shift which P5 has experiencedwithin
two hours,from "very frustrating" to "very motivating". He hasnotedthe
strengthof the ALS format to achievewhat no businessmeetingcan C'That 15
minutes"),and to build in a senseof commitmentto action which is perceived
as a commitmentto the other set members.It is asthoughhe feelsthat, during
the courseof discussion,he hasbeenable to contributeto shapingthe
departmentalculture he belongsto, and feels greaterself-confidencethan he did
at the startof the session.
At an earlier stage in ALS2, while P5 was contributing to discussion during
P3's slot, he made a comment about the difficulty in re-entry to departmental

life for thoseretuming from overseas:
"We go out but when we come back, there's nothing
happening inside. "

He then articulatedhis perceivedneedfor creatinga format for "a sharing
between
colleagues,sincewhen the academicstaff met over lunch
meeting"
breaks,therewas deliberateavoidanceof work issues:
"... tremendously strong senseof team - we're not cashing in

on it at a professionallevel."
By the time P3 had agreedto act to createa format and a startingdate for the
"sharing meetings",the commitmentto the setmembershad beenmade- and
this affirmative responseto P5's perceivedneedmay well havecontributedto
P5's feedbackcommentson feeling motivated.
At other moments in ALS2, P5 contributed using appropriate skills, such as
asking challenging questions to P2 about whether she was looking to "grow"

new relationshipsin her work in the USA, and to P6, for whom he skillfully
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paraphrasedand echoedback the issuesshehad raisedin orderto teaseout
ftirther perceptions from P6.

However, at other times, P5 acted as a more-typically inexperienced set
ideas
from
instead
giving
offering
suggestions
and
advice
of
eliciting
member,
set colleagues. There was one interchange with P6, when after offering help in
devising Web Quest teaching and learning activities, P5 delivered a long
monologue on the virtues of this form of learning task. This is perhaps an
interim stage towards the realisation that P5 articulates in his reflective
comments above, although it should be noted that even here, he may have
misunderstood the purpose of the ALS, as he uses the word "suggestions", as
though this were a legitimate function of the set.

ALS3,24h March 2006
By the next set meeting, ALS3, some three weeks later, P5 had agreed to take
in
his
facilitator,
be
the
presenting
own slot. This
role
of
so
would
not
on
in
fascinating
P5's
this
to
analyse
contributions
some
opportunities
offered
capacity.

With two exceptions,P5's interventionsin ALS3 were minimal and sensitiveto
the needsof set colleagues.Appropriate shapingand challengingquestions
were put on the rareoccasionwhen thesewere not forthcoming from other set
members:
(To PI) "What doesa courseconsistof - and how might that
change?Is this about 'Let's get out of the classroom'?";
(To P3) "To what extentis this aboutyour own job
";
satisfaction?
"Through my eyes,for example- what might be different [in
two years' time]?".
This final question is interesting, as it indicates that P5 was thinking in terms of

having a long-term future in the Schoolof INTED, and appearedto haveno
idea
of what was to happen over the following two months.
pre-conceived
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The exceptions to P5's appropriate modelling of the 'classic' facilitator role (as
outlined in Chapter 2) were valuable in their own way. On one occasion, unable
to resist offering some expert knowledge to Pl, who was exploring his own
thoughts on motivating extra-mural activities for his students, P5 provided
examples of a contact person and published case study on which P1 might be
able to draw. Although this took up a short time in P I's slot, this was perceived
by the other set members as a constructive intervention.

The other occasion provided a useful insight into P5's perceptions of the School
of INTED's culture, and of the middle management role of the Dean (M) in
leading it in spite of top-down forces from senior management:
"I imagine it's a difficult time right now, becausebasically
what you're having to do is not change gear, but you're going
to almost reverse the direction of the engines of our culture in
INTED, because for so long it's been about survival, it's been
about reacting to... reacting to what's been out there... it's
been if you like a passive culture of hold onto what we've got.
Now... what you're trying to introduce or to facilitate is a
culture of actually starting things... I think that's really
difficult. "

P5 concludedshortly afterwardsby askingwhetheror not therewas a shared
vision, aboutwhetheror not it was a questionof.,
"... whereI want to be, or how can we put into this process?
"
This was not the sort of reflection which would havebeenlikely to surfacein a
staff meeting,or any other kind of group encounterin the School,and proved
helpful in taking P3's discussionslot further. Although this was a monologuelike interventionfrom P5, it did enablethe ALS to move forwards- and this
was presumablyachievedthroughthe concluding focuson a question.There
in
have
been
a
sense
may
which P5 felt that his interventionwasjustified
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becausethe piece of discourseendedwith a developmentalquestion,almost a
notion that a final question was a means of 'buying' speaking time in the set.

At the end of ALS3, P5's conclusions may have contained an element of selfcongratulation, but he nevertheless felt that the ALS members were learning
more successfully how to participate:

"I felt it was far more exploratory... it had all beenabout
asking questions. I felt there was a fundamental difference in

the level of the discussion."
ALS5
The next time P5 joined the set, there was an emotional charge in the air. This
following
beginning
May,
the
a staff meeting at which colleagues in
of
was at
INTED had been informed by P3 that the College Principal had declared that he
wanted P3 (as Dean) to prepare a business plan which assumed that one third of
academic staff in the School would have left within one year, with a further
despondency
following
had
This
the
effect
produced
a
mixed
of
year.
reduction
and determination to fight, although its overall effect on morale was clearly
problematic.

Nevertheless, the experience of ALS5 was one of a galvanising process, in
which the force of action learning manifested itself clearly. It was as though the
For
P5,
had
heightened
for
thinking.
there
the
constructive
propensity
adversity
was an interesting pattern of involvement. At the start of the session, P5
he
had
decided
to change the focus of his project, away from the
that
reported
in
Djibouti, and on instead to a new module for which he was
overseas work
preparing in the next academic year.

During the first presenter's slot, P5 played a constructive role, asking a shaping
question which boosted the presenter's ability to move towards deciding on
actions, and also played the role of active listener by making supportive noises
such as "Mm". "Yes... " and "No... ".
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When it came to P5's own slot, he had a clear position on his thinking about the
new module which he was able to put succinctly. Instead of focusing the
module, about teaching in challenging circumstances, on issues of pupil
behaviour or lack of resources, he had decided to look at
"Being a teacher... how you operate in a community...
personal relationships, time management... I can make it fit
What do others think? Because we all work in a community
here and so, you know, what things help you work in... a
professional community? "

Before opening up the discussion, P5 concluded by asserting the senseof
shared cultural and educational values which existed among the professional
community of the School of INTED. Here, it is as though P5 (and other set
draw
to
were
more
ready
on their shared values when experiencing a
members)
crisis. The workings of ALS5 were a clear case of Hemingway's 'grace under
pressure'. The immediate response to P5's opening question, for instance, was
from P I, who summarised what P5 was thinking as two separatequestions.

P5 immediately responded, with confidence and a clear senseof knowing what

he expectedthe setprocessto concentrateon, with:
"Let's focuson the lattee'.
During later discussion,P5 washappywith a numberof ideaswhich surfaced,
noting for example that
"I like that idea of loyalty [to a professional community]. "

Towardsthe end of P5's slot, therewas a more poignantmomentwhich built on
the earlier ideaof the sharedcommunityunderthreat:
"We haven't beeninstitutionalisedin a Collegesense..."
(N);
"No, no, quite, in our own little... " (P2);

"In our own little bubble..." (P4);
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"Yeah, indeed." (P2);
"Which could now very shortly be punctured" (N).

For a considerable time, P5 became silent, as though a thought were sinking in,
a thought which the actions of the next few weeks might shed light on.

Later on, P5 recovered his senseof energy, responding vigorously to the ideas
and suggestedactions which came from P3's slot:
"Today, just hearing this, I feel quite excited about that... It's
about us, rather than about the College... I personally think
that particular suggestion... is good".

Despitethe fact that this is not the kind ofjudgemental commentwhich is
consideredappropriatein action learning,it doesindicatethe extentto which
P5 was enjoying the session.This was corroboratedby his concluding
feedback,coming after committing himself to three specific actionsinvolving
undertakingresearchinvestigationsin supportof the new module:
"It's been really useful... I think this is a particularly useful
forum for discussing something like developing a new
module. Not only in the ideas that are given, but I've found it
particularly useful to seehow you reacted to my idea... in
terms of 'Ooh, that's an exciting idea'. ... I think that that was
in
how
felt
I
that we responded to [P3]'s suggestion.
echoed
So what I've found interesting in this, is that it's not just
because
support,
we all support each other, and in a
about
good Action Learning Set that's something that comes out of
an Action Leaming Set becausewe're there for each other it's voluntary... But I think that the emotional response that
came back I think is something that was really useful... it
gives you confidence to... carry on and do what you're
doing".

Ile addedlater,
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"I still think that the people within the Set are the key, rather
than the Action Learning Set itself'.

Here, a large number of issues are revealed in a concentrated piece of discourse.
After taking part in only three ALS sessions, P5 still has not ftilly grasped some
of the fundamental tenets of action learning. In his use of "the ideas that are
given", "suggestion" and "reacted", there is still a notion of expertise and
advice being provided by other group members. Although P5 is not alone in
this perception, his involvement in a small number of sessionsmay account for
his limited understanding of the purpose and ftinction of the group.

There is clearly evidence to suggest that P5 has found the ALS to be a
motivating experience ("really useful", "gives you confidence"), and that he has
experienced it affectively in ways which perhaps surprised him ("the emotional
response that came back7).

However, one key point that P5 did not realise at the time of ALS5 was that he
would not be taking part in future sessions,nor that his agreed actions would
soon become redundant. At the start of the following academic year (four
later),
P5 was no longer employed in the institution. Within three weeks
months
of ALS5, he had agreed a voluntary severancepackage with the College which
meant that the School of INTED had lost its youngest academic member, and
that its notions of succession planning had suffered a major setback.

The Administrator's

Story

P2 had worked in the School for over fifteen years when the ALS started. Since
ALS 1, she had taken on new responsibilities within her post, provoked by the
departure of a colleague who was not replaced. By ALS2, she was preoccupied
in particular with a range of tasks associated with her coordination of
international study opportunities, including visits to and from partner

universitiesin the USA. As a result, shehad a well-defined project which ran
acrossthe threeremainingALS sessionssheattended(2,3 and 5). A first
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overseasworking visit had beenscheduledto takeplacebetweenthe last two of
thesesessions,and requiredcareful planning. In many ways,P2's project was
fully-supportedof all the participants' projectsby the action
the most success
learningprocess,althoughP2 developedfewer of the skills of being a
supportiveparticipantto projectsof others,aswill be seenhere.
ALS 2
At the outset, on being asked by the facilitator to share anticipated outcomes for

the session,P2 presentsconfidenceas a theme:
"I need to sort of get more confident in my job role. "

The word 'confident' is usedthreetimes in her openingsentences.During the
presentationslot of anothercolleague(P5), P2 makesa perceptiveand valuable
commentwhich demonstratescritical awareness- aboutthe limitations of
reliability of courseparticipant self-evaluations.Nevertheless,sheprefacesher
commentwith perceivedlack of self-confidence:
"(Laughs) Coming from a non-acadernie baekground

Further lack of confidence is clear at the start of P2's slot, when she appears
uncertain as to how to relate the purpose of the ALS to the achievement of
agreed appraisal targets. Given the circumstance that P3 was line manager to all
participants, P3 had been responsible for agreeing appraisal targets with all of
them in the months preceding ALS2. P2 appears to defer to P3 in introducing
her issues, suggesting some discomfort with dealing with the presence of the
hierarchical leader:
"Some of the issues I've already sort of discussed in my

appraisal."
On the other hand, this comment may also signal that P2 feels at case in
discussing personal and professional development issues not only with her line
manager, but with other colleagues who represent a wide range in the
departmental hierarchy. She presents her key issues in terms of fear and
uncertainty:
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"I don't know what else I need really... 'cause this is going to
be my first trip overseas... first time on my own abroad. I just
need my confidence building up basically... it's a bit scary,
really, but I'm feeling excited about it as well. "

The discussion is skillfully shaped by the other participants, using different

tactics:
o

consultancy-type questions C'What's worrying you? " [P3])

*

empathetic statements ("I had a similar worry about lack of experience"
[P51)
suggestions for skills and techniques which could be developed
(discourse tactics in one-to-one meetings, presentation techniques)

During the remainder of the session, P2 contributes small individual
in
However,
to
the action-setting slot, she proves extremely
others.
suggestions

her
intended
of
statement
actionswhich
at
coming
up
with
a
succinct
adept
incorporateall the ideasgeneratedduring her slot:
"Right, I think what I'm going to do is... start to plan what
actually I want to get out of that visit to each institution... "

This is reinforced with a certain senseof wonder by the facilitator (P4):

"This emergedout of this meeting..."
In giving her feedback on the process of ALS2, P2 is particularly appreciative

of the notion of the ALS providing high-quality discussiontime:
"It's certainly helpedme focusmy mind, anyway,and it's
broughtup a lot of things aboutwhat I needto do in a very
shortperiod of time... It's very good for me to be here,to
comein herewithout interruptionsfor a couple of hours..."
For a frontline administrator,this aspectof uninterruptedtime is crucial.
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ALS3
For P2, this did not constitute a full session, as she was literally preparing to
leave for the USA within a few hours, and asked for her slot to be brought
forward in order to enable her to leave afterwards. As a result, the slot relates to
issues about which she is feeling "very nervous". When asked to clarify this
further, she states a worry about working with Deans and other senior
academics, but then reveals that she is particularly concerned about dealing
with a specific colleague in a partner institution:
"... one very strong person and I've had to be very firm with

her already."
Shethen commentsthat in her view men tend to be lessforceful in dealingwith
than women-a statementperhapsof underlying relational issueswithin the
School?

The discussionthen focuseson discoursetactics,using a lunch which hasjust
takenplacewith visiting US academicsas an informal casestudy.P2 leavesthe
sessionappearingsomewhatreassured,and proposingdevising a plan for
follow-up to the visit asher action for the next time.
ALS5

By the time of the next session,P2 is able to report back with a senseof
triumph that:
"It all went well in the US -I won't worry aboutdoing that
again."
Shereportsback in a balancedmanneraboutone or two critical incidents,and
expressestwo key concerns when it comes to her own slot. Firstly, how to gain

responsesfrom US contactsnow shehasreturned:
"I just wonder how, er, often I shouldbe pesteringthese
people... how often do I keep hammering the nail on trying to

work my way aroundthesethings?"
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Secondly,sheis concernedover how to addressimprovementsneededto the
functionality of the College's website- with somedeferenceto P3 asDean:
"I needto find a way of making this happen... it's not
somethingI think that... I couldn't do on my own... I'm
gonnaneed- Paul's working on that aswell, really, from the
sort of, the managerialside of things, I think... "
Once again, although the starting-point appears to be specific pragmatic issues,
the other participants tease out underlying issues, eliciting the desired
outcomes P2 seeks, and the required actions (by herself or others) which would
enabled these to transpire. At the end of her slot, P2 generates a long list of
ideas, all of her own suggestion, which demonstrates the 'classical principles'
of action learning.

As supporter in other participants' slots, P2 is also on form in ALS5. She is
much more confident than previously in sharing her experience, and is no
longer in any way apologetic in her discourse. She raises a point of political
awarenessin relation to the planning of the June 2006 awayday - and the
possible reaction of senior managers - where she asks perceptively,

"Will anyoneknow what we've donewhile we're away?"
At the end of the session, after proposing clear actions for herself, P2 comments

on the value of the dynamicsof small groups,which shelikes, and on the
importanceof learningaboutthe projectsof others:
"I learn a lot aboutthings that I neverreally knew about
you find out things from other people."
Here, althoughP2 could not attendALS6, P2 talks asthough shehasnow
become a member of something permanent and sustainable, and of which she

appearsto expectto remaina member.
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The Reader's Story

Six monthsbeforethe 2006 sequenceof the ALS sessions,P4 was awardedthe
title of Readerin recognitionof his significant contribution at national and
internationallevels to his discipline. In many ways, P4 could lay claim to being
the most senior'lead learner' in the School- if not in a managerialsense,then
as the leading exponentof learning and teachingmethodologyin his field, and
as authorof a numberof books on classroommanagementin languageteacher
education.As a postgraduatetutor of almost twenty years,P4 had developed
complex and challengingmoduleson the School'staught Mastersprogramme,
and had readsignificantly on organizationallearning,and specifically on action
learning.He thereforecameto the ALS with well-informed expectations,and
innate
fascination
learning
involved
in the ALS
the
an
with
processes
with
experiment.
For thesereasons,the 'voice of the expert' is never far away in N's
contributionsto the ALS sessions,sometimesaccompaniedby a sensein which
he was conforming to his peers' expectations- including thoseof the
researcher- by adoptingthe position of seasonedcommentatoron the
proceedings.This turnedout to be an irresistibletemptationwhen other
participants'topics toucheddirectly on N's areasof expertise.
ALS2
P4 continued throughout the sessionshe attended to develop his focus on
highly
learning,
which
was
relevant to the process of the ALS itself
reflective
In ALS2, he took the role of facilitator, and was highly adept at forging links
between one presenter and another, and at monitoring the timing of each slot.
He offered only occasional suggestions, and skilled shaping questions, such as
(to P5):
"Does it only have to be about

T,

As facilitator, P4 observesall the expectedbehaviouralnorms of the role, and is
particularly enthusiastic in giving feedback on themes which emerge:
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"All of the things that you're doing are about initiating or
taking part in conversation... The other thing that really
struck me was the idea of finding out or getting people to find
out. "

Ile has also clearly appreciated the unique opportunities afforded to the
facilitator, and presumably enjoyed the relatively rare experience of not having

to be castin the role of tutor:
"... it's quite a privileged position to be in to hear everything
that everyone else is doing, and to process all of that and just
simply have the luxury of only having to process it. If you
ever sit in this seat, it's a very nice seat to sit in. "

ALS5
Here, P4 is fairly passive in the first presenter's slot (P2). He uses his expert
authority to restate the presenter's points in summary on one occasion, and
gives phatic support as she speaks,with background interjections such as "Mm,
no" and "Exactly! "

When P2 offers a commenton the College'swebsite,this triggersmomentary
he
hobby-horses,
N's
though
one
of
on
returnsto supportermode
comments
immediatelyafterwards:
"I think it goesbeyondthat... there's a cultural issuehere I
think institutionally we haveover the yearsbeenvery bad at
advertisingwhat we do."
However,when P5's slot arrives,P4 becomesmuch more involved, and takes
on a tutor role as he engagesenthusiastically with the topic, and makes a range

of suggestions,precededby commentssuchas"Quick idea..."
When P5 beginsto discussthe notion of professionallearningcommunities,a
subjectdearto P4, this elicits a diversionarycommentabout a former member
of INTED staff he hasmet recently:
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"... she was still pining for what was termed 'the collaborative
working principles' of this place, and she had not found it in
the place she'd ended up at... it's not a very nice place to
work in: nobody talks to each other, nobody listens to each
other."

While this conversation has moved away significantly from what is supposedto
happen according to the 'classical principles' of an ALS slot, it appears
nevertheless helpful to P5, and no action is taken by the (inexperienced)
facilitator to intervene.

When P3 asks some challenging questions of P5, about emergent professional

learningcommunitiesandthe extentto which thesecanbe nurturedby leaders,
it is, interestingly, P4 who answers! Shortly after this, P5s time slot comes to
an end.

The following slot is P3's and again the topic (of planning to make the June
awayday a success,despite the gloomy prospects for the School) interests P4.
Although P4 engagesconversationally with P3 during the early part of the slot,
he proves adept at turning an apparently philosophical point into a productive
challenge. Initially, P4 cannot resist offering political comment:

"What are the ways in which we can turn a crisis into an
opportunity?That's the managementtrick ... Thereisn't a
consistentand specific attack... it changes... it's highly
unpredictable...you know, how can we deal with
unpredictablecircumstancesand still get somesatisfaction
from our daily work?"
As the discussionproceeds,P3 is able to put forward somecreativeideas:
"Let's just think completelyoutsidethe box for a moment."
P3 thenproposesa 24-hour simulation exercisefor the awayday,and concludes
that it would be "an imaginativetask to setup andplan somethinglike this."
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At this moment,P4 is elated,and emphasizesthat his interventionhashad the
intendedeffect:
"This is what I was getting at... you've just come up with it! "

The senseof having mastered part of the action learning process is palpable at
this moment - it is as though the group is acknowledging its own 'becoming' as
a Set.

In N's own slot, however, he is unable to exploit fully the 20-minute slot, as
his own presentation lasts for 11 minutes. After relatively little questioning and
is
left,
time
there
and P4 concedes,
no
challenging,
"Okay - I've waffled away a lot. "
Nevertheless, P4 is able to propose a specific action, and clearly feels positive

his
in
ALS5
the
reflectionson the process:
experience
of
about
"... from a static gloom over me this morning... the sort of
interaction just reminds me that it's a life beyond, if you
like... it's what we do when we're working together... This
sort of forum - you can come with as mad an idea as you
want. I don't think it matters, because it'll be listened to and
accepted and dealt with there and then... You can speak the
unspeakable in a sense."

There is a sensein which the ALS meetsan emotionalneed(possiblyeven
life
beyond7')
in
"a
to
the
reference
which cannotbe fulfilled
spiritual,
elsewherein working life. On the other hand,this could be interpretedasthe
manifestationof a group of peoplein denial of the changesthey are
experiencing,and supportingeachother in adversity- but possibly in a way
which may not ultimately be productive.
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ALS6.2d June 2006
P4 begins somewhat despondently by reporting that he has not carried out his

action from ALS5, and that it hashad to be delayedto the following term.
In the first slot, he puts forward a strong challenging question (to P3, about the
planned simulation the following week):
"Do we want to get a sort of edge into it... provoke a
discussion of some sort and maybe provoke a bit of conflict?
I'm just trying to tease out the assumptions that you're
building into the mechanisms here."

His other contributions are similarly helpful. When his own slot comes, he once
again talks for some time around his own ideas (though on this occasion the
initial presentation takes up only 9 minutes), and concludes without putting any
questions or issues. There are some enjoyable examples of N's ability to
engage and amuse his listeners, as in his portrayal of the imagined intervention
by a media production company in capturing classroom teaching to store on the
College e-learning platform, which becomes a comic tour deforce in Ns
hands:
"This is gonna be, you know, the old thing with the boom
mike, camera on bloody wheels moving about and all of that
sort of stuff..

[The director]'ll have his scarf wrapped around

his neck and he'll have his, his Homburg on, and he'll be sort
of cracking the whip from his Director's chair: 'Oh, let's roll
that one again, I've gotta see the rushes at five o'clock today'.
I mean (laughs hilariously to himselo, I mean that's the way
he was talking! He said, 'Oh no, no, the best way to look at
classrooms is to get it properly set up with good lighting. ' I
said, 'No, it isn't (laughs immoderately again), that's absurd".

Nevertheless,the other participantsare able to challengeP4 to developnew
ideas,and this is reflectedin his ability to set actions,wherehe states,
"I never evenimaginedthis it could be so productive."
...
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In reflecting on the process,his final commentscentrearoundthe learninghe
hasderived from experimentingwith the action leaming format:
"By imposing a structure... you're more likely to get people
to buy into it. It's very interesting. I've leamt that from this. "

This theme of finding it important to have explicit drivers, imposed by the
format, in order to bring about action is one which was emphasized to some
extent by all participants at some stage. This is a professional learning
community which can thrive, but one which requires self-imposed discipline in
order to function.

In the semi-structured interview, P4 remembered in particular his fascination
with the learning process in which the professional learning community was
involved, and regarded this more highly than any aspects of project-related
action which might have derived from the ALS:
6'... you are able to actually contribute to someone else's
thinking or planning or progress. And that I found very very,
er, valuable, and something of a revelation... even when
facilitating it was still a very interesting process to take part
in, just listening to what people were saying, and listening to
all the interaction between people and seeing 'Yes, this is you know, this is possible'. It is possible to build a... semiformal network among a group of people, where they can
actually find... common concern. In other words, it doesn't
matter about the topic of what you're doing - it's the doing of
it which is the issue. So I found that very, very interesting and
sort of engaging with people professionally in a way that, that
otherwise would have been impossible".

Affectivcly, P4 remembered his feelings at the end of each set:

"I never felt tired at the end of it, in fact, I felt, sort of,
strangelyenergisedby it".
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Finally, as lead researcherin the School,P4 madea sharpobservationon the
learningderivedby participantsby virtue of being involved in the research
process:
"... it actually became genuinely reflexive... which for me
,
was very interesting because it's... something I'm interested
in on a professional level anyway, working with doctoral
students... the real learning that goes on is not so much the
creation of wonderful new ideas about whatever they're
researching, but it's what they learn personally from the
process about themselves, or more interestingly what their
informants learn about themselves or learn about anything,
from taking part in this higher-level process, which involves,
as I say, standing outside and looking at what you're doing
from a bit of a distance, and having other people looking at it
from a distance. And I think it contributed to everybody's
learning in the group, in small but significant ways".

This hints at some of the ways in which the project might have been enhanced

had it beenperceived,and undertakenby all participants,as an action research
project.
The Leader's Story

ALS2
In this session, I was aware of wishing to present a model of lead learner in
which I believed as 'espoused theory', and which I was anxious to turn into
'theory in practice'. I was thus keen to break down the feeling of power
differential, and to show some vulnerability in my opening statement of
expectations for the session:

"The last year or two hasbeenvery difficult to actually make
any progress...becauseof all the, sortso& more survivalrelatedissues..."
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When my slot came, as P3, I was conscious of wishing to make value
for
help
in
to
the
understand
order
other
participants
my
rationale
statements
based
demonstrating
leaming-centred
a
around
more
project
proposing
leadership:
"I always feel guilty that I spend such a small proportion of
my time actually teaching, for example. So I try and get as
much learning involved in what I'm doing as possible, erm,
and try to kind of lead by example becauseI'm a strong
believer in the idea of

leadership is something that naturally,
..

amongst a group of professionals working together... is
something that is naturally distributed because there's an
do
is
leader
in
lot
that
people
and
everybody
a
awful
of
what
in their own way, and particularly a leader of students and a
manager of learning. I think that senseof people taking on the
responsibility for learning in their own area is very strong
here, but -I always feel that I should be doing more
educational leadership. I'd like to think of more ways of..
engaging more directly in the central tasks we're all involved
in, which is supporting learning in different ways... we're too
busy to focus on learning. "

Nevertheless,at the endof presentingmy project, I poseda relatively simple
questionwhich openedup someproductivediscussion:
"... what could I be working on over the next four to six
months... how can I be working to make surethat we can
recover morale as a team of professionals?"

This is arguably an example both of a typical presenter approach to
problematising an aspect of a project and at the same time an act symbolic

of distributing leadership.
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By the action-setting stage of ALS2, there is a sensethat my thoughts have
been further shaped by hearing the other slots. The notion that leading learning
should be focused on impacting on student learning was one which had not
surfaced in my own slot, but which became a recurrent theme during
subsequentALS sessions:

"A whole setof new questionshavebeenraisedfor me which
I'd like to explore in future sets.From what [P6] was sayingI
think in particular the ideaof studentleadership,getting
studentsto be more active, and to be sort of participantsin the
culture of the School in a more direct way."
There was also a sensein my reflection on ALS2 that the experience had
somehow raised the aspirations of the group, in spite of tangible adversity:
"[P6] was saying at the end of my slot a sentence about 'buzz'
and 'exciting'. That's got to be the key, isn't it: to inspire
that... in how we feel about our work as much as possible of
the time. I guess that's how we all feel to some extent at some
stage, but there's an overwhelming senseof feeling something
else for quite a bit of the other times." (Laughter from the
group)

My self-consciousness
aboutbeing the researchersurfaced,too, in the feedback
slot:
"... it'll be interestingto seehow different we get at behaving
as participants in this. Are we going to be focusing on

questions;we've beenoffering quite a bit of advice?"
I would not havesaid this had I not read substantiallyaboutaction learningas
the instigator of the set. However, I find it impossible to say whether or not I

would have saidit had I not beenresearchingthis asan action researchproject.
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ALS3
Again, it is clear that I bring explicit knowledgeaboutwhat I shouldbe doing
according to the 'classical principles' of action learning in stating my hopes for
challenging questions in my slot:
"I'd like to take away something that relates to my changing

my behaviourin someway... "
I was awareat the time that I was intentionally modeling the kind of questionI
like
to see other participants putting, thus providing another example of
would
action learning as a potential leadership tool.

Although the sessionendedwith further technicalremindersfrom me aboutthe
desirability of reducingpresentationtime and increasingthe proportion of
questioning,and aboutthe numberof sessionswhich remainedto be recorded,I
agreedwith the other participantsnot to raisedata-gatheringor ethical concerns
againduring the session.As P5 put it, this
"... would reducethe 'Hawthome effect'."
ALS6
The issue of the extent to which the sessionshad been genuinely challenging
was raised again, and P6 questioned whether or not sets normally comprised
close colleagues. She observed that if colleagues were close, resultant
discussion might inevitably be "less challenging and more supportive".

I still showedevidenceof acting as 'guardian' of the set,in that I was the only
participantwho had notedthe agreedactionsat the previous set,and was able to
remind other participantsof them. The questionis posedasto how different the
ALS sessionsmight havebeenif it had not beenfor the researchproject.
Thematic Analvsis

In eachof the following sectionsof the casestudy,the researchpropositionsare
matchedto themeswhich emergefrom the data,andan analysisis offered.
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Individual Development

This thematicareaemergedas the highest-yielding,in terms of evidenceto
supportthe achievementof expectations.Suchexpectationsbeganfrom a high
base,and therewas no senseof skepticismor cynicism asto the processesof
action learningat any stage.This may be explainedby the voluntary natureof
ALS membership,and by the professionalculture of the Schoolwhich waspredisposedto supportingvariousmanifestationsof organizationallearning.
Proposition 1: Action learning enables practitioners in higher education to
change their practices.

There was a stated intent by some participants to change their practice:
"I want to experiment, to do something different' ' (ALS2, P6);
"I need to sort of get more confident in my job role" (ALS2,
P2).

More specifically, P6 identified a need for change in her students' learning, and
consequently her own practice in teaching:

"I'd like them to be very active... and I think someof them
take on a very passiverole and I think that's one of the
in
problems a sense"(ALS2, P6).
By the end of ALS2, P6 has already planned for changes in her practice:
"I'm going to... start at the end, I think... which you were

making me do today,think aboutthe products,what I want to
haveachievedat the endof the module" (ALS2, P6).
Having begun to implement her changes, she notes successful achievement, but
then voices some uncertainty at the start of the next session, however:

"I've got a little list of what I'm... I'm actually quite proud of
having done...I don't know whetherI've madeit more
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interestingor productivefor them, anddon't think I will know
until ... I see the kind of work that they produce" (ALS3, P6).
P1 also notes his specific intentions to change:
"This has been a very interesting conversation connecting to
some of the things I'd like to do bettee' (ALS3, P 1).

Ile lists these as more use of video-conferencing and other forms of ICT in his
teaching, and more opportunities for students to develop their English language
skills by working on projects in the community.

There is a sensefor many participantsthat the constantiteration of ideasfor
changein their practice(andthat of others)is in itself a factor which is
responsiblefor successftilimplementationof changein practice,becauseit
allows for critical reflection andpeerevaluation:
"... reassurance
that what I was doing was not totally mad or
valueless...today's donethe same...having to think about
what I've done and what I've not doneandactually list it it's quite surprisingthe progressI've made.I probably
wouldn't havedonehalf of that if I hadn't kind of been
motivatedby my colleagueshere" (ALS3, P6).
Indeed,therearemany instancesof the ALS format providing the incentive for
convertingintentionsinto actions:
"It's brilliant to be forcedby the format of the setto haveto
do this research"(ALS4, P3);
"That notion of having contractswith yourself to do things
canbe very helpful" (ALS5, P3).
By ALS4, many participants were able to suggest multiple actions for
themselves which were good examples of change in practice.
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In the individual interview, P6 lookedback on the ALS experienceas a force
for changein her practice:
"I actually went in sometimeswith lessof a plan... andjust
let the sessionsgo sometimeswherethey, whereverthey were
gonnago, and that for me was quite scary,and it was quite a
hard
for
for
do...
been
thing
to
that's
me
always
me to
new
do, and I did it -a little bit more,with, I think, the learningset
giving me that permissionin a sense,andthat support... it has
changedmy practicea little bit, which I think is, is moving on
in a way" (P6).
However,it must be said that otherparticipantsdid not affirm that their practice
had changedin the long-term(nor did they deny it). In reportingback on the
achievementof actions,the datarevealsnumerousoccasionswhen the action
just
beforethe next ALS session,andnot alwaysto the
completed
only
was
satisfactionof the participantsconcerned.
Nevertheless,there appearsto be ampleevidencein the datato corroboratethis
Proposition.

Proposition 2: Thcrc is intrinsic valuc in action Icaming in turns of teamfactors.
and
related
affective
working
Again, there is considerableevidenceto confirm the truth of this Propositionin
the contextof the researchproject.
Despitethe overall perceptionthat colleaguesin the Schoolworked asa team,it
was acknowledgedthat prior to the ALS therehadbeenlimitations as to what
was discussedandhow. For instance,though many academicstaff had lunch
togetherat the sametime every day, there was a deliberateavoidanceof
discussingwork issues:
"There's a tremendouslystrong senseof team- we're not
cashing in on it at a professional level" (ALS2, P5).
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Once the ALS got underway, PI was particularly effusive as to the

opportunitiesaffordedby action learning:
"I appreciate this opportunity to voice these things, because
I've never said these things to anybody before... it's only by
having a chance to talk them through that you start to make a
shapeof them" (ALS3, P I);
"I don't have time to come to these meetings, but... it's
valuable to hear about how other people feel about what
they're doing... we need to have opportunities to open up
about and not all be locked away.... I had a good time, but if I
could afford it I'd be in therapy all the time anyway, so in the
absenceof it these kind of opening-up sessionsI find really
helpful" (ALS3, Pl).

The concept of support from the group was also apparent in P6's initial

expectations:
"I shall be asking for lots of support and advice during the
process, I'm sure" (ALS2, P6).

At the end of both her early ALS sessions,P6 expressesgratitudeto the group
as a whole, which supportsthe notion of a developingteamexperiencinga new
processtogether:
"Amazing. Thanksvery much" (ALS2, P6);
"Thank you. I alwaysgo away from thesesessionsthinking
'Oh, really good!' Why didn't we do this before?" (ALS4,
P6).

P3 seemsto view eachALS sessionas transformativein someway:
I can't believe how exhilaratedI feel... it's amazingwhat's
comeout of it, and how I startedwith a completeblanle'
(ALS5, P3).
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One interchange, in ALS4, is worth highlighting, as it shows discourse

occurringwhich demonstratesthe supportiveteam-buildingprocessin action:
"I don't think anythingI've got to sayhas any value... not of
value in the senseof 'I'm going to put it there- out there' [in
a blog]." (P6)
"I think it's worth sayingthat all the things you comeout with
in thesediscussionshavea tremendousvalue in themselves
becauseof the thoughtthat they bring aboutin other people.
For example,when you're talking aboutyour processes,that's
when I get my ideasfor next time." (P3)
"I've felt the sameway. Sometimesit's just the
satisfaction/recognition...There's an elementof chancein it.
It's part of that reflective processthat we don't do enough
of .. and sometimesit's easierto have somebodyelseto think
with... " (Pl)
(P6 thenproceedsto suggestsomepossibleactionsaheadof
the next session)
In the individual interviews,P2 notesthat shefelt shelearnedto seeothersin a
new way as an outcomeof the ALS:
"We gelled togetherasa group well, we -I think we learned
to trust eachother." (P2).
When askedin the interview to talk abouther recollectionsof the ALS
immediately
P6
spoke
experience,
about affective factors:

"I felt that it was very valuable.I liked the way it seemedto
be a way of interactingwith colleaguesin a slightly different
way to normal- then you saw a different side to people... and
to do that without pressure...it wasjust so nice to sit down
and spenda coupleof hoursuninterruptedand to be able to
talk throughprofessionalthings, and it was quite an eyeopenerto find out what other colleagueswere concerned
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about... It was more of a pleasantdynamicthan I'd
"
expected.
All the evidencehererefutesthe suppositionin Weinsteinthat action learning
sets comprising members of the same organizational unit are undermined by
"the likelihood of politics, rivalries or career concerns motivating the
exchanges between set members" (2002: 15).

Proposition 3: Skills developed through action learning are transferable more
widely across participants' working lives.

Although therearevery few overt claims madeby any of the participantsfor
transferof skills developedor lessonslearnt into other aspectsof their working
lives, it is worth investigating the data to dig below the surface.

The one clear theme which does emerge is that of concern over mastery of what
PI describes as "that reflective process that we don't do enough of' (ALS4). It
is as though all the members of this particular professional learning community
feel that this is a crucial area of which they 'preach but do not practise'
sufficiently:

"I wantedto systematicallyrecordreflections- but I haven't
doneany at all... I really regret it - therewere little insights
andreactionsthat I didn't takethe time to write down... How
do other people actuallydo that?" (ALS4, P6);
...
"I wasn't going to saythis becauseit soundsto me so trite for
this kind of meeting,but you know someof the decisionsthat
I've taken for next year: I'm gonnabuy an exercisebook... so
that everythingthat currently goesdown onto scrapsof paper
for the English Languagecoursegoesinto there" (ALS4, Pl).
The data suggeststhat the ALS is helpful in supportinggreaterreflexivity in
professionallife for the participants.
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Two participants commented in the interviews that they had improved generic

abilities:
"I feel much more comfortable in... talking with people,
being open with people... I found it very helpful to be
operating in a kind of counselling role as it were and to
practise these skills with colleagues, and to think about ways
in which, er, they might be carried over into different aspects
of my classroom work" (P 1);
"

At enables you... because it's right there in front of you...
..

to try and step into somebody else's shoes- see what they're
doing. See the sort of challenges they face. It makes you more
tolerant" (P I).

P4 also felt that the ALS experience had helped to add to his teaching
repertoire:
"... one thing that has been a direct spin-off for me is that I've
adopted a variation of this for teaching. So when I was in
Pakistan last summer, teaching a module, erm, I was looking
at different strategies of bringing staff together for
development purposes and one of them was an action learning
set".

Questionsmight be askedasto whetheror not the period over which the ALS
long
held
enoughto sustainpermanentchange,or whetherthe
was
was
institutional political pressureswere too greatto enablesuccessfultransferof
someskills which might havegoneunacknowledged.
In addition, coachingskills were evidentin the ALS transcripts.The notion of
the importanceof coachingskills to successin action learningis not one which
hasbeenidentified in the literature,but seemsin the wider contextof the case
studyto havecontributedsignificantly to successfullearning,and to
identification andachievementof actions.The following extractprovidesan
exampleof coachingskills in action, in ALS5:
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"Are there any wider questionsbehindthat?What is it that
you actually want to get- saythe 'pesteringpeopleto get
responses'one- what is it you would actually like to see
resulting?Don't focuson the actualissuethat appearsto be
the blockage,but what's the... the long-termview?" (P3);
(Impatiently) "The long-termissueis to try and get students
here,basically.So erm, I wannaknow how I can get them to
...
sell our product, asit were" (P2);
"What would they needto do to do that?" (P3);
"I think I needto get the managerto get in touchwith me... to
start somecorrespondence
with me... how do I get this
womanto respondto me?" (P2);
"So what's behind that?You can't order her to do anything"
(P3).

P2 then proceeds to list several potential actions, using the challenging
questions above as a catalyst to finding her solutions. In this sense,the
questions are not 'academic' challenges in the sensethat they are aimed at
testing conceptual knowledge or understanding - they are coaching challenges
aimed at bringing about self-directed changes in behaviour in the 'coachee' or
participant in this context.

Proposition 4: Key learning takes place in an action leaming set at points in

participants'experiencewhen the group hasnot yet becomean establishedset.
The notion of 'becominga set' was important throughoutthe period of
recordingandtranscription.It could not truly be saidthat, after six sessions
involving an averageparticipationrate of 4.17 peopleper session(3.17 if the
researcheris excluded),the attainmentof full 'set-hood' had beenrealized.
Nevertheless,P4's recollectionsof the process,in the interview, are interesting:
"I don't think we were too good at it at the beginning- but I
think, I think we got much better at sort of probing what other
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people were doing, we leamt the questions to ask. We learnt
the buttons to push. Errn, it didn't happen instantly, it was an
evolving thing. There was a certain sort of erm, senseone gets
from the literature that this all starts happening pretty quickly,
you know, it's unproblematic, becauseit's always presented
to you in its, you know, in its theoretical form, erm, it would
be nice to see some case studies - seewhat actually
happened."

There are instances in the data of the set trying to clarify what should happen at
certain stages in each session, apart from those examples of checking with the
researcher,which are reported in 'The Leader's Story' above. The following
example is typical:
"Are you looking for suggestions?" (ALS4, P I)
"Well, no, I think I'm hoping that you'll help to challenge me
further and get me to think of something which I'm not yet
aware of' (ALS4, P3)
(There follows a long silence).

It is from this kind of 'awkward' momentthat learningderives.It could be
arguedthat had the ALS sessionscontainedmore frequentmomentssuchas
these,the notion of becominga set might havebecomemore complete.
P6 statedin the interview that shefelt that the setcould have achievedgreater
mastery of challenging:
"We didn't always question as well as perhaps we should
have, we ended up discussing sometimes, I think, and perhaps
giving our opinions and our views rather than questioning...
We needed a little more practice in... actually trying to do
some structural questioning. " (P6)

Thejourney towards 'becominga set' mapsinterestinglyonto the framework
proposed by Rigg (2002) for various purposes or 'intents' which might underlie
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action learning. In the case of the INTED ALS, there was an unintentional

factors
by
the
time
emphasis
over
which
catalysed
environmental
changed
was
which prevailedin the wider institution.
The ALS was originally individually-focused, with intents to improve
performance (categorized by Rigg as 'performative') and to promote selfdevelopment (which Rigg calls 'emancipatory').

Over time, its focus changed to a social one, in which the performative and
emancipatory intents was metamorphosing respectively into co-operative
inquiry and critical action learning.

Leadership Learning

Proposition 5: Action learning enables distributed leadership within self-

dcfined profcssionalleaming communitics.
As demonstrated previously by the comments on 'collaborative principles' by
P4, there was a longstanding senseof working as a team in the School before
the ALS came about. Nevertheless, there is some evidence in the data that the
participants developed different views on the notion of being in a professional
learning community during the lifetime of the ALS. In early set meetings, this
introduced
for
fact
deliberately
by
P3,
the
that
took
who
responsibility
was
there was little formally-recognized distribution of leadership in the School:

"I sort of help to createpeople'sworkloadsand thereforehelp
to createsomeof the barriersthat might get in the way of [a
learning-centred]culture, so I'd be interestedto know if
there's anythingI can do aboutchanging,erm, my behaviour,
or expectationsor availability there for people,the patternsof
interactionthat, erm..." (ALS2, P3);
"The job of leading or managingis a kind of, sort of..
stewardshiprole which involves serving(spokenin a low
voice, as though feeling self-conscious)the interestsof the
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people that you work with and that you manage - erm, and
that tries to encouragepeople to do things in ways which they
themselves are likely to -I suppose the assumption is, it's not
necessarily a true assumption, it may be a false one: if I get
some satisfaction out of doing things in a particular way, then
I have some kind of responsibility to enable other people to
get some opportunity to do the same thing" (ALS3, P3).

As the ALS proceeded, there were discussions on how a professional learning
community might be defined in the School, which touched on the extent to
which students were members of such a community. This raised doubts
amongst some participants:
"Students would be happy with the idea of being a co-worker
but
like
feel
kind
They
to
not
a
peer.
a
of .. a certain amount
of respect. They like to feel we're better than them in some
way... students themselves might be uncomfortable with
'these people are my peers'... They might think we're mad"
(ALS4, P6).

In the individual interviews,P6 particularly stressedthe value of collaborative
learningas shehad experiencedit in the ALS:
"I learn better with colleagues... through a group situation...
making that two-hour period when you've got a structure...
that makes it more satisfactory somehow... finding a way
which doesn't seem too formal" (P6).

Another Schoolmember(not a participantin the ALS) said in a brief interview
conductedat the sametime asthe semi-structuredparticipantinterviewsthat he
had perceivedthe ALS asa welcomemanifestationof the opportunity for a
wide rangeof staff to participatein the managementof the department,a
conceptof which he was supportive.
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In conclusion, the ALS appeared to realize concretely a latent senseof
professional learning community in which taking responsibility for change in
each participant's own area of work was crucial. The sensein which each
participant became to some extent a researcher of his/her own practice through
working with others in the ALS reinforced the senseof collaborative learning.
It could be argued that this led to distributed leadership, although since this was
never made explicit by the researcher, and not tested in the interviews, the
empirical data offers at best only a glimpse of the realization of the Proposition.

Organizational Culture and Politics

Proposition 6: Action learning changespower relationships in the learning

situation.
It has been noted above that existing power relationships continued to be
acknowledged to some extent within the ALS (P4's power as authoritative
'knower'; deference to P3 as Dean). P3 did attempt early on to de-emphasize
his position of power by acknowledging weaknessesearly on, and.this relates to
the point made by PI in the individual interview, reported in comments on
Proposition 4.

Other intervieweesalso commentedon subtlechangesthey had noticed in
working relationshipswith setparticipantsoutsidethe set:
"For peopleto say, 'I don't know what to do aboutthis, I'm
not surewhat to do next' and askingfor advicefrom peopleI found that very positive, erm, but also looking at colleagues
whom I respectgreatly,erm, to feel that they, they needed
supportand advice from me and from the otherpeoplein the
group- yeah,that was very positive" (PI);
"She's... moved nearerto the academicstaff mentally... she
doesn't seeherself simply as somebodyclerical... and I think
maybethe setwas part of that shift. We've alwaysworked
well together,but - it doesfeel different with her" (P6).
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Nevertheless,there is little evidenceof significant changein power
relationships,possibly due to the fact that in the life of the School,therewas
alreadya tangible senseof close,transparentand authenticworking
relationshipsin which 'power distance'was not asgreatas it might havebeen
in, for instance,a commercialbusiness.
Proposition 7: Action leaming is unlikely, if practised in an isolated subculture, to have more than a limited impact on the culture of a higher education
institution as a whole; indeed, it may conflict with institutional systems and
structures.

Many of the writers reported on in the literature review have emphasized the
danger of action learning being seen as subversive when applied only
selectively in companies. In the context of higher education, this has not
been
is
interesting
It
tested.
that the evidence points significantly to
previously
the validity of the final clause of the proposition, concerning conflict with
systems and structures.

This surfaced very early, given the timing of ALS2 exactly two months after
the Academic Board meeting reported in Chapter 1. It was P3 who related his
project directly to the notion of the conflict (others did not, and their projects
linked
less
directly
to institutional issues) at the outset:
were

"I'd like to get back to the core of somethingwhich I think
relatesto the valuesthat we, er, that we all share.I feel there's
a responsibilityto, kind of, lead learning in the Schoolthat's
in conflict with someof the more managerialroles that I'm
expectedto take on." (ALS2, P3)
Although this may have been seen as manipulative, it was felt by P3 to be
important to be transparent and open from the start, since this was a real issue
which affected his working life directly, and which he was keen to share
constructively with colleagues.
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There were comments from participants about the impact of the institutional
pressures for downsizing on morale:
"... everybody's feeling pretty down now about the whole
thing" (ALS5).

There were two occasions when P5 commented on differences between the
School's focus and that of the wider College, in terms respectively of quality
and accountability regimes and of the orientation towards young undergraduate
students (rather than professionally-experienced postgraduates):
"But at the same time everything else in the College is
moving in the opposite direction... I'm not quite sure where
what I want to do fits in with that view... there's a sort of
tension in me anyway and it's now combining with an
institutional and an idealistic tension as well" (ALS3);
"The institution's just not aware of postgraduate students"
(ALS4).

In the individual interview, P1 felt there was a constructive opportunity
presented by action learning to resolve some of the conflict between individual
School cultures and that of the institution as a whole, reinforcing the point
reported by Evans in the context of Birkbeck College (Chapter 2):

"The rest of the College is wherewe needto havemore
understanding..."
He then went on to propose a cross-College ALS:

"The Collegewould feel more like a, a coherentcommunityif
there were more ways in which people worked together... "
(P I).
From the outset, P3, as academic leader, stated an aspiration to change the
culture of the School, building on its key strength, the...
very strong professional culture that we have that I like
very much" (ALS2).
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However,P3 identified in his presentationslot in ALS2 that he felt therewas
insufficient linkage in the organizationalculture of the Schoolto improving the
studentlearningexperience,becauseof immediatepressuresand constraints
relating to winning new contracts,delivering within budgetand so on. He
commentedcritically,
"... we're too busy to focus on learning... that seems
completely wrong" (ALS2).

P3's project, although pulled in various directions due to further pressures
causedby the wider politics in the College, was focused throughout on
developing a 'leaming-centred' culture in the School.

In individual interviews, there was a sensein which interviewees perceived that
the ALS had made an impact on life in the School. Those who had not been
participants had all noticed the effect that the ALS had had on some
participants, who had discussed it afterwards in positive terms, and in one case
(P5), recommended it wholeheartedly to colleagues. Comments from those who
had not taken part included:

"It was one of the more pleasantand fruitful things
happening7;
"There was a changeof culture";
"For me, it was a missedopportunity- it was somethingI was
not involved in".
P2 reported the short-term impact of her colleagues noticing that the ALS

participantsemergedfrom their room at two o'clock on a Friday afternoon
"chatteringand on a high".
In terms of long-term impact, participants commented less on departmental
culture than on the effect the ALS experience had had on themselves as
individuals. P4 noted that claims for the transformational nature of action
learning should be treated with caution:
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"Ah, part of the evangelism... I think that anything that says
it's transformatory, transformative, has to be... looked it with
because,
a pinch of salt
well, the sort of transformations the
literature is talking about, er, are of a very high order... I
think what the set activity does is contribute bit by bit by bit
to transition - to transition from one state of working or being
to another, and it's a very long process... transformation
implies sudden, I dunno, some fundamental change, I haven't
observed that. But what I have seen is small but significant
little bits of change".

The ALS clearly had no impact on the culture of the College as a whole, since
very few colleagues outside the School knew of its existence. The Principal was
aware of it as the vehicle for a research project, but was presumably unaware of
its impact on the life of the School. As there was longer-term interest within the
School, in sustaining the ALS after the data-gathering had been completed (in
the case of the original participants), and in joining the ALS in the case of those
who had not originally taken part, it could be said that the set had made some
impact on the culture of the School. There is an assumedconnection here to the
active championing of the ALS by the researcher, and it is conceivable that this
had a greater impact because of the leadership position of the researcher.
However, whether the concepts of leadership and line management are
coterminous in this context is debatable.

The evidence does therefore support this proposition.

Proposition 8: Action learning can work across hierarchical levels in an
organization, given appropriate circumstances of organizational culture.

The hierarchical mix was quite considerable, given that the range extended
from the highest-paid to the second lowest-paid member of staff, and that it
covered both administrative and academic staff, whose academic backgrounds
varied considerably. The administrator was qualified to 'A' level standard,
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the academics had Masters degrees,and P4 had a PhD and had successfully

completedtwelve doctoral supervisions.The length of servicein the School
varied from under 2 years (P5) to 17 years (P2).

This led to some uncertainties at the start of the ALS experience. P2 was selfconscious over "not being an academic" (ALS2), and also had concerns about
dealing with assertive female colleagues in the United States (ALS3).

P4 stated in the interview that he had been initially doubtful as to the mix of
participants:
"I had a slight reservation, I thought, 'I wonder what it's
gonna be like discussing professional issues, with someone
know
don't
know
do
don't
I
they
they
and
who
what
what I
do really, so how can we engage in the sort of dialogue that
action learning sets up?

"My experience was very different from that and it soon
became apparent that once you've suspended... your role, as
it were, so that you're talking specifically about something
that you're doing, it's no longer your role or your particular
function within the organization, it's something you're doing,
and it's something someone else is doing - there's an awful
lot to talk about".

By ALS6, though, he commented favourably on the importance of P2 having

beeninvolved, sayingthat her contributionhad beenvaluablein that had shown
that her work was:
"... completely parallel. A parallel universe, as it were"
(ALS6).

In the samesession,P6 commentedon the democraticnatureof the set and its
working:
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"I think the structure means that [one person's] input means
the same as the next person's inpuf ' (ALS6).

Although the researcherhad beenconcernedasto the distorting effect of his
involvement as line manager to the participants, this was put to each person in

the individual interviews,and found not to be problematic:
"I think that didn't matter at all - it was a good thing... You
weren't involved as line manager[but for research
purposes]...it was positive to haveyou there,becauseit was
anotherways of sharingwith you erm,you know, thingsthat
we were doing, things that we wereunsureabout,things we
neededhelp with, and I don't imagineanybodyelsefelt there
were things they didn't want to saybecausetheir line manager
waspresent...Perhapsif we had a different line managerit
might be different'' (P1);
"I thought that... it would constrainthe set,becauseyou're
our line manager... and, er, obviously an authority in the
department,but it didn't feel like that. You becamejust that
...
one of the group when you were there:you're very skilled at
doing that. It didn't feel asthough 'the boss' was there" (P6).
P4 commentedthat P3 hadusedhis authority in order to setup the ALS in the
first place,thougharguablythe authority of P4, as Headof Postgraduate
Programmes,would have beenequally credible,particularly if supportedby
otherkey colleagues.
There is a clear sensein the data which supports the Proposition that action
learning does not need only to involve colleagues at peer level in order to be
is
if
Indeed,
to create a professional learning
the
aspiration
successful.
in
distribution
leadership
is
important,
it
is
which
of
surely crucial
community
to ensure that organisms (such as action learning sets) are put in place which
cross traditional hierarchical boundaries.
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Chapter 5. Evaluation and Conclusion

A leadingquestionin evaluatingthe researchproject would be to askhow
effective it had beenas an exampleof a Reflective Inquiry process(Marquardt
andWaddill, 2004).The questionis applicableboth to:
itself;
ALS
the
the
of
experience
quality
and
- the project asa piece of action research.
The evaluationwill respondat both of theselevels.Criteria for evaluationare
for
"real
by
Coghlan
Pedler,
the
evidence
of
who
cite
need
and
proposed
leaming7
having
being
being
taken...
occurred
addressed...
action
problems
(2006: 136-7).

Successful Aspects of the Inquiry

Overall, from a constructivistperspective,the researchhasbeensuccessfulas
for
it
has
in
both
inquiry
the
process:
generatedchanges perspective,
an
researcherandthe researched.It hasprovided a strongexampleof what Revans
arguedwas a key strengthof action leaming, that of "finding the questionsthat
needto be answered"(1980: 118)rather than the answersto previously-posed
questions.The researchquestionswhich becameimportantasthe casestudy
from
had
thoseoriginally proposed.
changed
emerged
Three key successes
can be identified. Firstly, the methodologyemployedled to
the generationof a rich setof datawhich in turn yielded analytical insightsthat
contributeto theory on action leaming. Secondly,writing up the findings using
a casestudyapproachproducedunpredictableoutcomes,due in part to its
underlying philosophyof reflective inquiry. Thirdly, the benefitsnotedby the
participantsderiving from a strongersenseof team-working,and from the use
of the structuredformat for the ALS, were contributing factorsto strong
educationaland financial performancefor INTED between2005 and2007.
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However, there were several critical weaknesseswhich emerged during the
research project which, had they been addressedearlier on, might have enabled
greater success- both in terms of the action learning experience and of the
action research project. These will be considered in turn, particularly since they
may impact on the work of other professionals in the field.

Weaknesses in terms of Action Learning

One key issue was that, given the change in the power dimension of the project
to one in which I was in potential conflict with my own line manager (rather
than conflicting as line manager with the interests of the ALS participants), the
ALS militated against my dealing with crucial aspectsof my middle
management role.

Using Floyd and Wooldridge's 'Self-Test of Middle Management Strategic
Involvement', I found that my own work favoured time spent on facilitating and
implementing (very much the focus of the research project itself, and of the
internal departmental culture I had nurtured in my School), and that I was
weaker in the areas of championing and synthesizing. These are the roles which
most affect upward influence in the organization, and ones which should have
been developed in order to enable me to lead with greater strategic effect in the
College, and to influence what Mintzberg and Waters (1985) identify as
emergent decision-making.

Floyd and Wooldridge acknowledge the constant and conflicting pressureson
middle managers for simultaneously downsizing and sustaining competitive
advantage. They note the tendency for middle managers to

"... manipulatesituationsto maketheir units look good and to
protect their turf... when threatened,middle managerstended
to 'drag their feet' and sometimesevento sabotagethe
companystrategy"(1996: 22).
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This was precisely the way in which my work risked being perceived as the

Schoolof INTED underwenta difficult anddrawn-outreview process,and its
aftennath.
The championing role is the one in which the notion of being a change agent is
most explicit, and where criteria for successinclude prudent risk-taking and
astute political sensitivity. The authors distinguish legitimate championing from
"other, more opportunistic forms of upward influence" (1996: 6 1) which they
consider more prevalent. I was able to identify this role more strongly in the
Regional Affairs context (where I was at the time of the project line-managing a
colleague whose designation was that of Organisational Leaming Champion)
than that of INTED. As a result of reading, I had hoped to bring to the INTED
ALS group (as my own challenge/problem to work on) a newly-identified need
to be more of a champion in this context. In the event, this proved to be less of
a priority than more immediate issues of departmental survival.

It is in the analysis of the synthesizing role that Floyd and Wooldridge dwell
specifically on organizational leaming (1996: 72-75). Here, there is a key
notion of organization members being capable of responding pro-actively,
rather than reactively, to stimuli in the external environment. I recognise my
relative lack of energy in bringing the strategic aspirations of INTED to the
attention of senior management, and my unwillingness to engage in potentially
conflictual discourse at Management Team meetings -a flaw, since the authors
highlight that research shows
"... that higher-quality decisions result from a process that

includesconflict" (1996: 80).
In this respect, the research fails to satisfy Coghlan and Pedler's criteria for
evidence of organizational learning, in that they ask "what have the
stakeholders of this research learned?" (2006: 137). In the context of the wider
organization beyond INTED, learning was clearly limited.
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Another problem for me is that, having adopted McGill's so-called 'alternative'
or short-format approach to the conduct of the sets, I have been unable to test
Weinstein's assertions on the importance of giving a full hour for each
presenter's slot - in our fonnat, the slots were 15 to 20 minutes long. Weinstein
claims:
"Most participants were surprised at how it usually took at
least an hour to get to the bottom of an issue" (1995: 158).

Nevertheless, there were strong practical considerations, noted by P4 in the
individual interviews - the balance between the theoretical benefits of spending
full days on ALS sessionsand the pragmatic issues of availability in a heavily teaching oriented institution is naturally difficult to strike. On occasions where
low numbers of participants allowed for longer presenters' slots than 15 or 20
minutes, there was no evidence of deeper questioning or challenging.

There is also the valid argument made earlier in the thesis about the daily
engagement by the ALS members in my School in professional learning, which
supports the notion that time could be used more effectively by a team which
was already used to collaborative working, in contrast with set members in a
more commercial organization which was less steepedin the sort of discourse
involved in action leaming.

Dehler and Edmonds'sexperienceled them to conceiveof the role of lecturer
as coach(2006:643) -a model for leadershipby managerswhich was
emergingin the Schoolof INTED by the end of 2006 in the light of the ALS
experience.Floyd and Wooldridge also cite the use of coachingaspart of an
organizationalleaming 'toolkit', althoughthey do not mention action learning.
In termsof skills developmentfor managers,they statetheir conviction that
internal mentoringrelationshipsare "the most important- andprobably the
rarest" (1996: 142) actuallyto be found. With hindsight,it is conceivablethat a
more explicit focus on modelsof coachingas a practicepermeatingall aspects
of working life in INTED might have influencedparticipantbehaviourin the
ALS and thus generateda higher quality of learning.
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Marquardt and Waddill provide a reminder of the importance within reflective
inquiry of double- and triple-loop learning:
"Double-loop leaming occurs when one questions one's own
premises and triple-loop is questioning one's learning
processes" (2004: 192-193).

In terms of action learning, the ALS experience was a good example of doubleloop learning in that every participant's premises could be shown to have
changed over the sequenceof ALS sessions,in some casesin sophisticated and
radical ways. There was not, on the basis of the short length of the experiment,
and possibly because of the wider political climate within the institution, any
evidence of triple-loop learning which might be the expectation (pace Rooke
and Torbert, 2005) of strategic-level action. This never had the opportunity to
materialize.

Greater successin sustaining the ALS over time, and realizing more of its
potential for nurturing a professional learning community, might have been
achieved if the set had spanned a longer continuous period, for instance of nine
to twelve months, over two different academic years.

Weaknesses in terms of Action Research

As action research, the project demonstrated both double and triple-loop
learning. The generation of new research questions which emerged from the
data and the case study analysis is a clear example of questioning one's own
premises, while the discussion which follows questions the learning processes
involved in conducting the research.

One significant weakness was that the action research project around the use of
ALS in INTED could have been a collective project, rather than an individual
one, and to this extent was a lost opportunity. This would have enabled the
collaborative development of triple-loop learning, both in the context of the
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action research project and of the action learning process itself However,
although a collective action research project would have yielded some
fascinating outcomes in terms of potential collaborative publications, it would
have presented its own problems in being written up as a Doctoral thesis.

The fact that the ALS was confined to a single department prevented the project
from investigating the potential for what Pedler et al outline as:
"... wider networks of sets in organizations, and not as standalone entities. Linked to this is... individuals choosing 'own
job' problems rather than working on negotiated
organizational issues" (2005: 55).

Pedler et al do not report this as necessarily problematic, rather they note it as
an example of dilution of Revans's classical principles. What happened in the
INTED ALS may in fact have been typical of a wider trend in the application of
action learning.

Nevertheless, in terms of action research, carrying out a project with wider
scope than at departmental level would have enabled me to test out the potential
for the positive impact of action learning across the institution as a whole, and
thus to consider in more breadth the notion of strategic leadership in relation to
what Pedler at al identify as the "negotiated organizational issues". The
Principal always stated that he was supportive of such an idea, and espousedthe
value of the College becoming more of a learning organization.

Dehler and Edmondsdiscoveredthe importanceof learning from action
throughwriting (2006: 654-658),a missing elementfor the participantsin the
ALS (exceptfor the researcher!
). With hindsight,more use could havebeen
madeof writing by all the participants- for instance,of personallearninglogs
which could havebeenusedfor further triangulationof the data.However,this
might arguablyhave causedinterferencewith the authenticbehaviourof
participantsduring ALS sessions.
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Finally, on reflection, it is conceivable that more penetrating questions could
have been put in the semi-structured interviews with participants. With the
hindsight of having written the case study, it is now clear that more emphasis
could have been placed, for instance, on follow-up questioning about specific
'critical incidents' which had been identified in the transcripts.

Contribution

of the Work to my own Practice

As a practitioner of action learning, I have developed new insights and
understandings which have enabled me to refine my own practice and have led
to framing questions for my own research in the future.

Having participated fully in the entire sequenceof ALS sessions,I have gained
the experience needed to facilitate other ALS groupings, and was able to apply
this in the context of a second, cross-departmental set which met during Spring
2007. This was intended to provide ongoing support for seven project teams
formed
initially
Academy
had
during
intra-institutional
Change
event
an
which
in January 2007. Following the two-day residential event, each team was
invited to send a representative to the new ALS, and two set meetings took
internal
including
consultancy and
other
processesof support
place, alongside
coaching.

My conviction that action learningworked well when it was usedin a
systematizedway and was complementedby other interventionssuchas
coachingled to my devising and launching,in early 2008, a regional leadership
developmentproject for professionalsin the Children's Servicessector.Under
the auspicesof the Training and DevelopmentAgency for Schools,I was able
to establisha training programmefor in-housefacilitators and evaluatorsfrom a
wide rangeof local authoritiesin SouthWest Englandin which action learning
played a key role.
Finally, from Spring 2008, there was further opportunity to apply the learning

from the researchproject to my practicein using action research.I took on a
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included
job
facilitating ALS sessions for
role
whose
responsibilities
new
aspiring senior strategic leaders from different HEIs. As a result of my
experience, I find that I am able not only to act with confidence as a set
facilitator, but also as a convinced academic leader who understands the
potential impact which action learning can make on leadership practices.

I am now committed to building further on my experience by identifying a
personal post-doctoral research agenda.This will involve setting out, in
different institutional contexts, to record and evaluate what happens when
action learning sets work beyond and across academic departments, particularly
when initiatives to enable them to work in such a way are actively supported by
senior institutional leaders. In these cases,it will also be valuable to trace the
impact such initiatives make on institutional cultures, and on the learning and
teaching capabilities of the institutions concerned.

Originality

and Implications for the Practice of Others

From my investigation of the literature, I have come to the conclusion that
action learning has not previously been investigated through any published
research as a tool for leadership development at faculty or departmental level in
higher education.

Furthermore,I believe that the findings presentedin the casestudywill be of
use to thoseat more seniorlevels of leadershipin higher education,particularly
if they have experiencedfor themselvesthe benefitsof action learning sets,if
they wish to seestrategicchangeimplementedmore effectively in their
institutions.

At this stage, it is worth re-examining Revans's 'formula' for action learning,
which states that learning (L) arises through the synthesis between programmed
knowledge (P), questioning (Q) and reflection (R). This is presented as:
L=P+Q+R
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The ALS experiencegenerateda greatdeal of rich datawhich canbe
categorized variously against the elements of the formula. Such examination

may be particularly interestingwhenjuxtaposedwith the skills neededfor
effective set membershipwhich are identified by O'Hara et al (2004).
The seven factors which they identify (2004: 36) are matched as follows to

Revans'scategoriesof P, Q and R:
Understanding of group process

P:

Understanding of learning process
Feedback capability (as a form of 'technical' knowledge/skill)
Active listening skills

("

Creative problem solving skills ("

64

66

44 )

46

46

44 )

Questioningskills

Q:

Reflective skills

In reflecting on the data, it would arguably be inadvisable to be tempted to ask
about the relative significance of the learning (L) produced if the other factors
are evident in greater or smaller proportions. However, it is worthwhile
defining P, Q and R in the context of the School of International Education.

In respect of programmed knowledge (P), it is clear that the ALS participants
had significant knowledge in three distinct areas:

*

Professionalknowledgeand experienceof both group and learning
processes

*

Discipline knowledgeof our own field (broadly defined as language
teachereducation)

*

Technicalknowledgeand skills (including thoseidentified above)

The first two areasare closely aligned in the caseof the Schoolof INTED, but
it would be interestingto contrastsuchknowledgewith that held, for instance,
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by a set comprisingengineerswithout any knowledgeor skills relating to group
processes.According to the findings of O'Hara et al (2004), sucha group
would havebeenlesscapableof being a self-managedaction learningset,and
would havedependedto a greaterextenton an expert facilitator from outside
the group.Nevertheless,asnotedpreviously, the ALS in the Schoolof INTED
was in a strongposition from the outsetto self-manageits activities.
Questioning(Q) skills were evident,andwere alsodiscussedsubsequentlyby
participantsasbeing an areawhich they felt they could havedevelopedmore
strongly.The extentof challengeinvolved in questioningmay well impact on
the quality of learning (L).
In terms of reflection (R), the transcripts showed both:
a) evidence of real-time reflection during each session, and its impact on
suggestedactions;

b) evidenceof collaborativereflection on the process(at the endof each
session), with the intention of improving the process.

In addition, there was also continuous concern over participants' feelings of
finding difficulty in being reflective (or failing to transfer one of the successful
aspects of the ALS experience) in the wider context of their daily practice. This
may go beyond the scope of Revans's original conception of reflection, but
seemsparticularly relevant to action learning when set in a context of
professional education.

The categoriesof P, Q and R map on successfullyto the categoriesof discourse
intervention which emerged in the initial analysis of the transcripts of ALS 2
and ALS3, as shown in the figure below:
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Confessional

Category from Revans's
formula (1982) into
which it fits
R

Category from
O'Hara et al (2004)
into which it fits
Reflective skills

Empathetic

P

Feedback capability

Supporting

P

Feedback capability

Challenging

Q

Questioning skills

Clarifying

Q

Questioning skills

Original category of
discourse intervention

4.4 Discourse interventions mapped onto categories identified by Revans
-Fig.
(1982) and OHara (2004)
Although it would have been possible to analyse all the ALS transcripts in

tenns of discourseinterventions,it was not felt that this would haveadded
qualitatively to the case study.

The Revansformula doesnot take into accounttwo factorswhich were highly
be
(which
factors
investigation:
for
Affective
ALS
the
might
under
significant

known asA) and the influence of political Conflict (which might be known as
C) with the wider organizationalvaluesandpracticewhere action learningis
situated.
In the context of this case study one might postulate a variation to the formula:

L=P+Q+R+(A-C);
in which the net effect of tensionbetweenA and C determineswhetheror not
this enhancesor detractsfrom the learningresulting from P+Q+R.
For those seeking to carry out similar empirical studies on action learning, some

'fuzzy generalizations'might at this stagebe of somehelp.
It appears from this empirical study that action learning may function
successfully as a strategic leadership tool at departmental level in higher

learning
help
to
the
sense
nurture
of a professional
education,and as suchmay
communitywhich impactson the studentlearningexperience.The chancesof
achieving successin this sensemay be increased when:
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*

There is a sustained focus on action learning, and on other forms of
nurturing professional learning such as coaching, over a period spanning

at leasttwo separateacademicyearsin the life of an institution
9

Action learning has the full backing of senior institutional leaders, with
the recognition that critical understanding of organizational politics will
need to be acknowledged

*

Action learning is integrated into the strategic activity of key
departmental leaders who recognize the scope it offers for developing

distributedleadership
*

Professional behaviour by participants, within and beyond the confines
of the action learning set, is authentic

In the case study conducted in the School of INTED, there appears to have been
identified
knowledge'
'programmed
Revans
application
of
what
as
considerable
(P). This is presumably due to the constant focus of the staff team in their daily
for
have
to
successful
on
professional
education,
and
seems
made
practices
operating processesof the ALS. There was relatively little time required to
became
ALS
the
to
the
norms
of
working
as
a
set,
and
almost
adjust
immediately self-managing. It might therefore be assumedthat in other
disciplines in higher education where professional education is important (for
in
business
faculties
law,
departments,
schools,
of
social
schools
work
example,
of medicine and faculties for health-related professions), the chances of earlier
successin establishing action learning might be greater than in disciplines
where more abstract conceptual or technical knowledge is dominant.

In suchdisciplines,moreattentionwouldneedto be givento theuseof external
facilitators, possibly from the staff developmentunits of the institutionswhere
departmentswish to establishaction learning.
The emphasishereon the will voluntarily to establishaction learningis crucial,
asthere is no evidencein this researchto disprovethe 'classicalprinciple' that
action learning should not be a 'compulsorily-conscripted' actively.
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In terms of the potential for further research, several questions remain
outstanding from the issues raised by Munro (2005: 47). It would be valuable to
examine further the linkage between the professional learning capacity which
appearsto be nurtured by action learning in educational institutions and the
potential for enhancing the student learning experience. It would also serve the
educational community well to identify in more detail what are the "factors and
learning variables that influence a professional learning capacity" (ibid. ) and
"indicators of the growth of a professional learning capacity" (ibid. ).

At a generic level (i. e. beyond the education sector), there is still a case to be
made for more research which focuses on the transferability of the capabilities
developed through action learning at the level of particular sets to
organizational learning as a whole, as indicated by a collective capacity for
leadership and management development.

An agendacan also be identified for further researchinto action learning for
educational leadership and management in universities, as pointed out by
Bourner and Lawson (2000: 8).

There is arguablya needfor further empirical studiesin action learning
involving academicstaff from disciplinesnot relatedto professionaleducation,
in which thereis lessof an innate sensibility to groupprocesses,learning
feedback
skills.
and
processes
Finally, it would be fascinatingto know what happensif and when action
learning is usedwithin seniormanagementteamsin higher education,and what
impact this makeson the notion of developingorganizationallearning for an
institution asa whole.
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Appendix 1

Chronology of institutional events in relation to ALS sessions

Date

College Events

July 2003

Appointment of
new Principal

September 2003

May 2005

December 2005

January 2006

Action Learning
Set sessions

Creation of School
of International
Education (formerly
Department of
International
Education)
Preparation of
School Business
Plan 2004-2007

March 2004

May 2004
September 2004

Schoolof
International
Education Events

ALS1
Start of 'root
and branch'
Portfolio
Review of
INTED activity
Submission of
application for
Taught DegreeAwarding
Powers
Presentation of
Portfolio
Review paper to
Academic
Board

Lobbying of
Academic Board by
INTED staff
members
Agreement of new
financial parameters
for School of
INTED, with
expectation of 35%
overhead
contribution from
gross tuition fees

February 2006
March 2006

ALS2
ALS3
ALS4

April 2006

Call for 33%

May 2006

academic staff
reduction in I year,
50% in 2 years
Planning for School

ALS5
186

June 2006

September 2006

December 2006

Awayday event; P5
becomes first
INTED staff
member to accept
voluntary severance
Awayday event:
ALS6
simulation of
INTED as
independent
company in the
future
Two further INTED
staff announce their
acceptance of
voluntary severance
packages, including
the Assistant Dean
and P6
Second Awayday
event enables staff
team to reaffirm
values and beliefs
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Appendix 4

Extract from Researcher's Diary, 24thMarch 2006

A very insightful, if rambling, sessionat times. I found it slightly less structuredthan
previous sessions,due to small group size and rather 'permissive' facilitator. Worried
if we're doing too much suggesting,not challenging enough.
Great support from colleaguesleft me with a clear feeling of the worth of the culture
Was very pleasedthat my action had obliged
changetowards learning-centredness.
me to spendtime investigating new field of student leadershipon NCSL website.
Very productive discussionon including a studentrep on School ManagementTeam focus
having
but
benefits,
than
regular
groups chimed very well with
more pitfalls
seminarin London yesterdayon international studentmarketing.
This feels like a very enjoyable way of working with colleaguesand sharing a sense
direction!
of common
(P6) readily admits to own perceivedweaknesses- would a man have done the same?
(P1) and I both affirmative in our overt support of her and all the brilliant work she
does.This is an opportunity too rarely afforded by nonnal working life.
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Appendix 6

Prompt questions for semi-structured individual interviews
with ALS participants, Winter 2006/7

Action Learning Set: individual interview

Areas for discussion:
-

Looking back, how do view your experience of the ALS?
In what ways did the Set help you with your learning?
What do you think the successful aspects (if any) of the Set have been?
What have you become better at since joining the Set?

-

How well did we work together as a Set?
Is there anything we did not do particularly well?
Do you perceive any of your colleagues differently now you know them
from the ALS?

-

What, if any, were the transformative effects of the ALS:
individual?
for
you
as
an
(did
behaviour
for
Set
time)?
the
change
over
our
for
School?
the
-

-

Did any factors weaken the potential impact of the Set?

-

How did PG's position as line manageraffect behavioursin the Set?
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Appendix 7

Unedited transcript of semi-structured interview with P4

Semi-Structured Interview with P4,6 th March 2007
P3: Do you think the workings of our set compared to your original
expectations?
P4: Erm, we didn't follow what I would call the classical model. You know,
most of the, sort of, the key texts - they map out a rather different procedure. A
much more, if you like, committed procedure on the part of an organization to
doing it, and reading, this is what people imply that, er, the activity's going to
be at the centre of the institution. I think what we did was quite different, but
that didn't detract from its value - and it's always the difference between what
you find in the books, which is always easy on paper - perfectly possible and
plausible. But if you actually tried out what they're proposing, you'd probably
be engaged for about 10 or 15 hours per week preparing, meeting, debriefing,
preparing for the next one! If a company says 'OK, this is how to go about it' fine. But for an educational institution, with so many different activities. It was,
erm, if you like, not like it was in the book.

P3: Does that mean it was a kind of 'lite' model?
P4: No, no, I don't - far from it. I mean it was I think the intensity of meeting
...
is not the issue. I don't think that's the point. I think it's all about what you get
out of a meeting. And what the meetings - let's call them meetings - what the
have
have
then
to
outwards,
spin
off
erm,
you
a meeting twice a week
meetings
to be effective. No, it wasn't light at all, it was a meeting adapted to local
it
itit
is
flexible,
the
that
says
something
about
strength
of
and
and
purposes,
that its principles can be adhered to.

P3: We'll comeback later to someof the institutional issues,for changeand so
focus
I
But
on you and your personalexperience- what was your
can
on.
personalexperienceof the ALS and how doesit compareto someof the other
wayspeople canmeet in the institution?
P4: Compared with other... my experience. Erm, we've talked for many years
about trying to get people together to work on different things for the
department. We tried the [indistinguishable word] and it sort of disappeared,
erm - it was almost like at the time saying, 'I wonder if we'll ever be able to do
anything like this in the department', so when the action learning set came
along it seemed like another opportunity to get everyone together, to get people
together to talk about their professional work.

P3: We'd tried various collaborativeprocesses.
P4: Yeah, well we tried one. Which had failed probably... I mean, the excuse
was 'We're never able to meet, you know, becausewe're never here, we're
never all here.' But I don't think that was the real reason for it, er, bombing. I
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think it was becausepeople didn't, really didn't see the point of it. You know,
'What am I gonna gain from this? ' Particularly in a place where time is so
pushed as ours that people are going to give up their time for something they
don't necessarily see any value in.
So when the action learning set came along it seemed like a really golden
opportunity to engage in this sort of work which I personally believe is a really
valuable way of moving things forward in lots of ways.
So, I was very happy when it started. I was slightly dubious, to tell you the
truth, about whether it would work with a mixed group. That was my on... I
had a slight reservation, I thought, 'I wonder what it's gonna be like discussing
professional issues,with someone who I don't know what they do and they
don't know what I do really, so how can we engage in the sort of dialogue that
action learning sets up?
My experience was very different from that and it soon became apparent that
once you've suspended- and this one of the values of the format that you
suspend a lot of things once you've suspendedyour role, as it were, so that
you're talking specifically about something that you're doing, it's no longer
your role or your particular function within the organization, it's something
you're doing, and it's something someone else is doing - there's an awful lot to
talk about.
And you are able to actually contribute to someone else's thinking or planning
found
I
And
that
very very, er, valuable, and something of a
or progress.
revelation. Erm, so that, even when facilitating it was still a very interesting
in,
just
listening
to what people were saying, and listening
to
take
part
process
to all the interaction between people and seeing 'Yes, this is - you know, this is
is
build
It
to
a serni-formal, I'll call it, semi-formal network
possible
possible'.
among a group of people, where they can actually find common ground, not so
much common ground, but common concern. In other words, it doesn't matter
doing
it's
doing
it
is
issue.
topic
the
the
the
of
what
you're
about
of
which
So I found that very, very interesting and sort of engaging with people
professionally in a way that, that otherwise would have been impossible. So my
experience was er, was a good experience, erm, I often felt that perhaps I didn't
contribute very much or I (laughs), I changed my contribution every time I
came along, but that's probably because my contribution changes every time I
come along. But that's more, more about me than about the set. But I found it a
very, a very uplifting experience in the sensethat you know something is
possible. Whether it's sustainable or not is another matter, because I think
people went along with it initially as a sort of a cooperative thing for you, to say
'Yeah, we'll, sure we'll help you out and we'll form a set' and maybe I think
there was something in that behind my motivation for joining this thing: 'Paul's
doing his research, I'll contribute to this and help him out'. But it actually
became more than the research. It actually became reflexive in the genuine
sense,so that the research actually started becoming a learning process; so that
we were, we ourselves were learning within a research process. And that the
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real story is aboutthe learningthat one doeswithin the researchprocess.It's
not aboutaction learningsetsor anything,it's aboutprofessionallearning. So it
actuallybecamegenuinelyreflexive in that way, which for me was very
interestingbecauseit's er, it's somethingI'm interestedin on a professional
level anyway,working with doctoral students,the thing that, the real learning
that goeson is not so much the creationof wonderful new ideasaboutwhatever
they're researching,but it's what they learn personallyfrom the processabout
themselves,or more interestinglywhat their informants learn aboutthemselves
or learn aboutanything,from taking part in this higher-levelprocess,which
involves,as I say,standingoutsideandlooking at what you're doing from a bit
of a distance,andhaving other peoplelooking at it from a distance.And I think
it contributedto everybody'slearning in the group, in small but significant
ways.
P3: Can you say what you learned personally9
P4: Yeah, erm, I leamt on two levels. Erm, I hope it improved me, I hope I
leamt - should I say better, to listen better because the format forces you to
listen, and the coercion of the format in this sense is a good is a good discipline
to step into, so I hope I learnt more about listening to people. Erm, I leamt in a
doing,
functional
the
things
that
people
are
of
about
some
sense
much more
leamt
I
that
the
things
about other people's struggles to
were
going
on.
some of
do things, push things forward. Erm, I leamt about action learning in a much
deeper sensethan I had before from my engagement with the literature and
from
So,
do
it
desultory
to
erm,
a personal point
colleagues.
with
attempts
some
learnt
don't
I
deal.
I
learnt
Erm,
I
think
very
a great
of view as a participant,
leamt
learning.
Erm,
I
doing.
It
I
all
process
was
much about what was actually
about how can you sit together with a group of people and work to an agreed
in
And
your own thinking/planning.
make
progress
actually
set of rules.

P3: You mentionedearlier on that you were - obviously as an expert on
for
difficult
it's
leaming,
to
going
on
you
separateout what's
professional
I
from
and
so
guessthat there's a notion
of
expertise,
your
position
personally
how
different
layers
between
you perceive
of
switching
of constantly
P4: Yeah, but I found actually that when I was engaged,just taking part, I don't
think it contaminated my experience, if you like, erm, I was in it because I was
in it, so I wasn't trying to second guess it. I don't think you can, because if
here
fully
the
and now.
you're
engaged
with
engaged,
you're
P3: I found the same, yeah.
P4: And one of the things is you might decide later, 'Oh yeah - professional
learning! ' But while you're thinking about professional learning, you stop
listening to what's going on around you - or stop contributing, or stop
facilitating. Because the rules are very, the rules are very powerful. And, er, I
think they're absolutely necessary. I don't think it works without, I mean - you
take some of those rules away and you adapted the rules from the sort of, the
main event stuff - it wouldn't have worked. Erm, I think the idea of having
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everybodycontributing,rather thanjust focus on one person'sthings, madeall
the difference.That, that variation doesthejob.
P3: Can I go back to what you were saying about the importance of suspending
people's roles for the set. Could you say something about how quickly we got
to that point? Is that something we learned to do over time, or did we very
quickly get it?
P4: I think we got very quickly into it. I was quite surprised. For example, we'd
have, erm, someone like [P2] in the set who very quickly became [P2] in the set
and not [P2] doing particularjobs in the administrative area. Erm, I can't
explain it any more articulately than that, that, erm, the set enabled her to be
herself. That's the only way I can express it, rather than '[P2] who does... ' The
relative clause was taken away, because you're given that opportunity, that
space to present yourself So you become that person, and maybe that person is
but
in
haven't
don't
know,
I
this
the
thought
maybe
when
you're
set,
about
-I
you have a persona which is that person in the set. But I don't necessarily think
you do. I think it enables you, it frees you from the constraints of your actual
work role, 'cause you're not actually doing yourjob at the time. That's
suspended- that's outside the room.
P3: Does that perception extend to the role I played, or perhaps I suspended?
P4: Oh, yeah, definitely yeah. We were all equal. This is the remarkable thing
just
is
4
5
is
that
the
or
people who are
all
status
suspended,
you're
set,
about
trying to do - you're trying to do something.
P3: The literature talks a lot about the importance of it being peers that are
doing this. So there's lots of examples of senior managers of an equivalent level
from different organizations meeting together - enn, very little evidence of
different
hierarchical
levels
it
trying
there
are
where
people
successor even
implicit, if you like and obviously our group was very mixed in that sense.Did
my line management role get in the way?
P4: No, not at all. No. I think the only way in which your line management role
contributed was in setting up the set. In other words, once it was set up - in
other words, you were quite legitimately using some of the authority that goes
with the line management, saying 'I think we ought to do this', and being able
to say that a lot more forcefully and insistently than someone who's not got the
line management responsibility, which maybe was why the Collaborative
Learning Forum bombed, becauseyou know there were, there wasn't that slight
edge of authority there saying 'this is something we - not ought to be doing,
this is something we should be doing. ' But once you're in it, I don't think status
comes into it any more. But maybe that's the way you're handling your own
role.
P3: Can I pursue that in terms of my role as researcher, rather than line
manager? How interfering was that?
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P4: Didn't -I don't think it interferedat all. You know, we know you're doing
the research,but again,the engagementin the event:you forget all of that, very
quickly. It's like you forget the taperecorder'sthere,you forget... you know you're in it! Becauseyou're engagedin somethingthat you're doing, and others
are engagedin what they're doing, you're collectively engagedin supporting
eachother andteasingthings out andnudging people,whatever.So you forget
you're in a researchevent,you know - it goes.In fact, after the first or second
meeting,I can't evenremembertherebeing a taperecorderthere.It's, you
know, it becomesthat routinised,if you like, without being ritualised.
P3: So you've mentioned some of the aspects of personal learning that worked
for you.
P4: Yeah.
P3: How transferable are those factors to other forums in which you work? For
example, if you have become better at listening, or at least you were in that
format,
has
in
because
better
listening
the
that
of
some way
at
situation
transferred into your professional life more widely, or any other aspect?
P4: Yeah, erm, difficult to say, I mean, I don't think I'm actually aware of it.
You know, whether it, it's only speaking now that I'm sort of more conscious
of it.
(Long pause)
Erm, I'm sort of labouring it a bit. I'm just thinking that it enables you - one of
the things that it does enable you to do - because it's right there in front of you
into somebody else's shoes - see what they're doing. See
is
try
to,
to
step
and
the sort of challenges they face. It makes you more tolerant. I think we're, I
for
how
find
know
don't
I
that.
evidence
you
mean
P3: Do you think for example that you behave differently in interacting with
people as a result of the set? The example with [P2] that you were talking
about?

P4: Yeah I think certainly working with [P2] definitely - definitely changed
the natureof my interaction.Yeah, definitely. Erm, with my, you know with
my sort of, tutor colleagues,I don't think you -I think there's a subtle shift of
change,I meanthereare some,thereare alwayssomepeoplewho you interact
with more on a professionallevel than others.With whom you feel at ease
discussingprofessionaldilemmas,or what haveyou. And you alwaysselfselectthosepeople.Erm, and I don't think that changedthem. So that you
know, erm, [P5], who I would havea professionaldiscussionwith anyway.
Erm, I can't imaginehaving very much of a professionaldiscussionwith [PI]
evenafter the experienceof the set apartfrom what we neededto do in a
particular-a particularjob. I don't think it changedthat sort of dyna - It
enrichedwhat was alreadypossible,but asI saywhat it doesdo, is it gives you
an insight into the what other peopleare doing and from that point of view it's
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very valuable.From your own professionalrelationshipwith them,you know
that they're doing things. Personalchemistry'sanother,anothermatter. And
again,that's oneof the things the set does- it suspendsthat. Becauseyou're
almost in a roleplay situation,a semi-roleplay.You can suspenda lot of that
personalstuff. I must say it's a pity somepeopledidn't take part (laughs).I
think somepeoplewould've found it most interestingto be in the situation and
then to seethe effect. I find it significant that certainpeople choseto go and
certainpeoplechosenot to go, but I dunno if that's somethingyou want to
explore.
P3: Well, it's certainly something I'd like to continue looking at and seeing if
we can sustain the set, or maybe start a second one.
P4: Yeah - oh, I think we can. I think we should. I mean, it's a pity it didn't get
going again last week. I suppose we won't be able to do it now till - 20 10 or
something.

P3: Yeah - theremight be all sortsof ways it could help our transition towards
a new Schoolor
P4: Indeed!
P3: Erm, can I- again, you'll have a unique perspective on this because you've
read the literature on this, and you know what claims are made for action
leaming sets. With this version of it, I'm interested to see how that compares
kind
What
those
claims.
of processesdo you think worked well for us as
against
a set? What were the things that we learned to do particularly well?
P4: Erm, I thought we leamt how to focus on something individually very
quickly. You know the idea of 'You've got a five-minute slot to say what
leamt
how
doing'.
I
to make the most of that five
think
we
very
quickly
you're
minutes. Erm, we got pretty good at facilitating. You know, those of us who
facilitated, I think we got pretty good at that. And er, I think the other thing we
got pretty good at as time went on -I don't think we were too good at it at the
beginning - but I think, I think we got much better at sort of probing what other
people were doing, we learnt the questions to ask. We leamt the buttons to
push. Erm, it didn't happen instantly, it was an evolving thing. There was a
certain sort of erm, senseone gets from the literature that this all starts
happening pretty quickly, you know, it's unproblematic, because it's always
presented to you in its, you know, in its theoretical form, erm, it would be nice
to see some case studies - seewhat actually happened. Erm, but I think we got
pretty good, I mean I can put my finger on those three things straight away. We
could fall into, after two or three meetings we fell into it very quickly. The first
couple of meetings it's all a bit awkward, you know 'What am I supposed to do
now? ' But after 2 or 3 meetings we were quite well-grooved. Perhaps too wellgrooved, perhaps we n- but I dunno, I think we benefited from that.
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P3:Why werewe apparentlyso - why did we find it so easy?It canbe very
difficult accordingto the literature.Somepeoplegive up afteronly trying it for
onesession.
P4: Yeah, well I think we were ready. I think we probably - without knowing it
it
is
is
'Iley
instinctively
found
this
this
there
was
all
right,
useful
something
handy, this. ' It's worth making, finding an hour to do this, 'cause it gives you a
bit of perspective - its functional aspectsof moving a project forward, I dunno
(laughs) - becauseI never had a project, really. I've got twenty projects, so
which one do I bring, you know? But it's this stepping out of the daily madness
into a sort of peace- area of calm water.
P3: In actual fact, I mean, your idca of a fivc-minutc slot is a littlc but
underplaycd, becauscwc did actually go for fifteen-minutc slots.
P4: Was it?
P3: And we did have, yeah we had two hours on most occasionsby the time
it
2
12
Yeah,
done
till
that we carved out
was
on.
we'd
reflective slots and so
and we pretty much used up all the time.
P4: I had memories of onc-hour meetings. Goodnessme! So we actually went
on even longer?
P3: Two to two and a half hours.
P4: And yet we never actually felt tired! I never did. I never felt tired at the end
of it, in fact, I felt, sort of, strangely cnergised by it. Erin, which may be another
of its sort of benefits that's come out.
P3: It was nearly always at the end of a Friday, after all.
P4: Ycah
P3: What did we not do so well, as a set?
P4: I don't know, cnn, it's difficult to say, becauseyou don't know.
P3: Do you think there's anything we could have done better?
P4: We could have met more often, but that's not really talking about what we
did. Erm, yeah, it's all about I don't think the word 'better' is very helpful here.
I think you learn to become better, at using the situation and deriving benefit
from, and helping others to derive benefit from it. So you gradually learn the
sort of interventions which move things forward. You learn the interventions
which hold things back. And so obviously the longer you're gonna work
together and the more aware you become of these things, the better you're
gonna become at it. So you know the actual experienceitself was great as it
went along, and it gradually accumulated force. So that by the time we'd
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rinishcd,andyou could sort of say, 'OK, that's the last one', I think we were
gettinga lot moreout of it in termsof the sort of collective activity, specific
typesof talk, particularwaysof talking aboutthings,and the,and the
familiarity aswell - you get more familiar with the way peopleoperate.SoI
think it's all about... you know, I think you improveif that's the right word, at
interacting,you becomebetterat using the situation.
P3: What would you say about any claims, again made in the literature that
action Icaming can have a transformative effect. What does that mean in this
context?
P4: Ah, part of the evangelism. I'm, I think that anything that says it's
transformatory, transformative, has to be sort of, has to be looked it with a
pinch of salt bccause,well, the sort of transformations the literature is talking
about, er, are of a very high order. And I think you're, the sort, I think what the
set activity does is contribute bit by bit by bit to transition - to transition from
one state of working or being to another, and it's a very long process,that you transformation to me hints at, erm, 'Road to Damascus'. You know, 'I went to
bed as a tax inspector and I woke up as a Saint.' And I don't think action
learning can bring about that sort of transformation. I think if you took a long
perspectiveon an organization and knew that they'd been working in this way
for ten years and that the organization had changedquite fundamentally, you
might say, 'Well, it's had a transformative effect' on that organization because
they are now completely different from what they were 10 years ago, there's
been a flip-flop. You've moved out of one stage into another stage,and I think
that that sort of claim is overblown. But I do think it can contribute to a gradual
processof transition, becauseI don't think you can - transformation implies
sudden,I dunno, some fundamental change, I haven't observed that. But what I
have seenis small but significant little bits of change.
P3: To what extent did the set contribute to that?
P4: I think the set made quite a, a big contribution to that, for those of us who
were involved in it. I would be interested to know what people who weren't in
it thought
about what was going on within it. Whether they thought it was a cosy little
club, or 'These guys arejust wasting their time' or whatever, I don't know.
Erm, but I think certain people within the senior managementof this College
would benefit from a long period of engagementin this sort of activity.
P3: Well, there is a belief, becauseof the Top ManagementProgramme which
two membersof the senior managementteam have participated in,
P4: Indeed they have!
P3: - that action learning is a very good thing,
P4: Yeah - and where's the evidence?
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P3:- within a programmewhich is a programmedinterventionwhich is outside
the institution.Attemptsto bring it into the institution havenot beensuccessful.
P4:Becausetheyhaven'tbeencommittedto it, then.
P3:They perhapshaven'tunderstoodall the possibilitiesof it within an
institution.
P4: Exactlyl If they knew, they probably wouldn't want it, becauseit does shift
your perspectiveon things very slightly, but not necessarily in the direction that
they want it shifted.
P3: Well, can I relate this point to the issue of what was happening in the
background of the life of the School while the action learning set was meeting?
Becauseit was a very stormy period of institutional transition.
P4: Permanently stormy!
P3: So - yeah, I mean you've got the longer... the bigger picture, as it were, so
you might not seethat as a specific twclvc-month period.
P4: A successionof depressions,battering our shores!
P3: Do you seethat as having happenedover the last twenty years?
P3: I think [the College] as an institution has been in crisis for years. It was in
crisis when I arrived and it's in crisis now.
P4: There's nothing particular about this set of circumstances?
P4: Well, the major structural changeshave been much more recent, I mean the
P3: The building crumbling?
P4: Yeah, as we sit here and disappearinto [the office below]. But the
background to what was going on - when was this: 2004,2005, into 2006, yes,
this was a period of major structural
P3: So how did that relate to the workings of the set?How did it impact on it?
P4: I don't think it -I think the things the set did was to keep that stuff out. It
was almost like a way of - you could say 'All right, well here's a way of
escapingfor an hour or two from this madness' in the sameway that, er, if
you've got a regular teaching commitment, going to class and working with a
group of studentsis almost an escapistoccupation in this, er, in this world of
change, 'cause you know that when you're in there, they can't touch you.
113:So did that make it, crm, a coping strategy?
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P4: I think it contributed to a coping strategy. You know, here's another way,
this is good, we can just push all this out of the way for the time being, and just
focus on what we're doing. And it's er, it is a bit like being in a sauna, in a way,
it's nice and comfortable in the sauna, and you come out and someone says
'You ought to go in the cold pool now' and the cold pool, of course, is the
reality of the life of this place.
P3: But what do you think, if any, were the effects or the impact of all the stuff
going on outside the set?
P4: Who knows? Erm, I don't think we brought them in with us. I don't think
we brought them in as concerns, 'cause we were focused on our day to day
work, so the actual stuff that's happening around us, I think was actually left
outside the door. That's the value of the, certainly if you like, the therapeutic
value of the activity, of the meeting is to actually put everything out of the way,
say 'Right, we're getting away from that stuff now, we're gonna to focus on
our main mission, our main work, and try and move that forward. So in a way,
who cares what they're doing out there? And it's almost in hope that you do
this, and I relate it to my own sort of work, in terms of writing and so on and so
forth, and I can say this is something that's mine, and I can take this anywhere
with me, it's portable. It's not related to this institution.
I can get away from any of that nonsensebyjust getting stuck into this. And I
think in a sense,that a set of the sort we've had could be seen as a useful way
of protecting oneself from the -I think if you made the topic of the set, you
said, 'Right, today we're gonna talk about - each person's gonna have 15
minutes to on how they're coping with the latest move to how to make us
triangular rather than square. I mean, that would kill it, because we'd be
focused on things that are dragging us back, and we really, you know, the value
is you focus on things which are taking you forward, and therefore I think there
is a psychological barrier against the institution.
P3: Just to come back to you on your earlier perceptions. For you, the main
work was not in the content, but in the process. Your main work is being a
professional learner.
P4: Yeah, that's it. And you build your solidarity.
P3: There's a heuristic purpose.
P4: Yeah, that's right. Yeah.
P3: Just one final question, [P4]; do you think
-I mean, you've said that not
transformative impact but possibly some transition
P4: It contributes to transition, yeah.

P3: Were there any factorsthat weakenedthe ability of the setto contributeto
that transition?
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P4: Yeah, I think sort of, er, the sporadic membership is always gonna be a
problem, 'cause people are popping in and out, so you don't get that continuity.
Erm, but again you know that's part of the way we are - isn't it, that's part of
our life.
But apart from that, I can't - no, I don't think so, because these things have a
drip-feed effect on you. This is long-term seeds sown, and, er they go on a long,
long time. I don't, it's not a- that's why transformation always worries me, this
magic wand.
P3: So on reflection do you think that, er, there were other ways that we could
have done the set? As you started out by saying, it was a different format from
the classic format.

P4: No, in fact I think the classicformat is in fact totally unsuitedto what we
were doing. I think the variation is in fact a very powerful way of pulling
things, of pulling peopletogetherand that's what brings aboutthe sort of subtle
changesin thinking andperception.I think it may well have contributedto -I
think it's not a 'laager' mentality, that we have in a SouthAfrican Boer sensein
Inted, althoughwe areunder siege,almost - We're under siegebecausewe're
different. Becausewe seethings differently, we do things differently. We have
a completelydifferent relationshipwithin our department.I'd be fascinatedto
know what peopleperceivethat is, from outside- whetherthey evennotice it,
or whetherit's only somethingwe notice, and we think 'We're under siege,it
must be becausewe're different'.
P3: Does everyone perceive that we're under siege, though?

P4: Oh, I don't think there's a single memberof this departmentwho doesn't
seethemselvesas,sort of, constantlyunder attack.
P3: People feel like that in other parts of the College.
P4: Oh, I think people feel under siege in different ways. You know, it's much
more that we feel under siege - this is the key thing. I can imagine individual
staff members saying 'Gosh, I feel under siege here', but not feeling a
collective entity, and I think the set contributed, and will continue to contribute
to a more, sort oý unified entity. You see the difficulty of trying to sort of get
people networked across the College to do different things. There's a lot of
suspicion about it, there's a lot of sort of territoriality about it. (Laughs)
[A colleague in another School] keeps talking about, sort of 'We must have
action learning sets in this College, and I'm prepared to facilitate one three
times a year. ' But I wonder what his vision of aP3: Well, I've asked him twice to join one.
P4: Yeah, and he's never turned up, has he?
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P3: No.
P4: That's the thing! 'It's weird going into Inted'.
P3: Well, it wasn't specifically an Inted one, it was a Regional thing.
P4: Oh, right.
P3: [N], has anything else come up on reflection that you would like to say on
this before we end our interview?
P4: Well, one thing that has been a direct spin-off for me is that I've adopted a
variation of this for teaching. So when I was in Pakistan last summer, teaching
a module, erm, I was looking at different strategies of bringing staff together for
development purposes and one of them was an action leaming set, and I did
another sort of slight variation on, on the model, and taught it to the group, and
got them actually practising it there and then in the classroom and some of them
have done assignments on it, so I'm - and set up sets in their own schools. So
I'm waiting to seethe assignments when they come in to seewhat the effect of
that is and see what they're gonna report about their experience. So there's
something replicable. Erm, you know I think it's a very valuable way of
working, erm - it's stylised if you like and it's got a set procedure which may
put a lot of people off, but 1,1 think you've gotta test it and try it and then
realise that it's not inhibitory, in fact it's very - it's quite liberational. It can
provide an opportunity to grow - if not to transform.
P3: Thanks, [P4].
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